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of illustration which: the

gpeaker has at his command and knows
how to.use so skillfully, He was followed
by other eminent workers, and the subject
bad a full aid impressive presentation,
After these addresses the Rev. Duncan Me-

Publisher
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)
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or
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MAY

A Look 4b the. Souths.

convention.

5

AQUARIUS.

7

England,

was

in-

troduced,
and gave a very interesting
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‘Ineffective men” are becoming a burden
J to the Methodist conferences.
These, acwith pine forests, and the bottoms with a Y cording
to
Zion's
Herald,
ave
the aged
| compact growth of ‘beech, magnolia, ash,
patriarc the younger men who are rest-

Music.

21

ry

Southern Mississippi is a densdly timbered
country, The higher lapds are covereds4
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS.
. The annual report of.the olf’ registrar of.
Bosten shows that,

during 1874,

there

oe-

curred in that city 11,717 births, — 6021
hs,
maple and other hard textured woods, af—
Oe.
%
chaplains,
work,
severe
too
from
ing
males and 5696 females,— 4047 marriages
Matters of current and popular interest fording ample material. for building and | editors, secretaries, and a good many others and 7812 deaths.
are rarely treated with better appreciation furnishing cities. The pine is straight, tall concerning whom the Herald says
that
THE NATIONAL CELEBRATION.
and insight than by Dr. Holland in “Topics and firm, We spent an hour or two in ‘a ‘‘their - formal relation to the ministry
saw-mill
near
McComb
City,
and
watched
of the Time” in Seribner's Monthly: The
have accepted the
awakens a prejudice against them as it as- ." The following nations
‘Music of the Church is thus dealt with fin the whirling steel driving through the logs, sumes somewhat
invitations of the President to participate in.
character,
mercenary
and making lumbér us rapidly as

two or
the number for June:
!
three stout mien could tamble it ‘aside for
In
a
somewhal
extended
editorial
axpetiat times thrilling account of the labors of
.
ence, we have had many occasions to speak transportation.
. Messrs. Moody and Sankey in-thatcily. He
Mr. M. B. Hillyard has_been gathering
of the earthly discords that enter into our
was one of the most active workers with
information
from all pars of the State, on
heavenly harmonies.
The
question
them and spoke of what he had seen ani
the
subject
of
grasses and fruits. Althe
Church Music refuses to be settled. The
heard. He gave positive testimony to the
there
is
“a
common
mjsapprehension that
permanent value
the work going on are so many tastes to be consulted in it, ft the sod will not hold green and’ grow, and
is so complicated with economical questions,
Gregor, of Manchester

or if paid strictly IN AD.

| VANCE, $2.50.

an

CHICAGO,

universal be deeper and stronger for the
enjoyments of

and respect for, the teacher. The whole address was rendered luminous and forcible

¥

Rev. I. DD. STEWARD,

=

img with them, and showing

ISSUED BY THE:

‘BAPTIST

A

assist the teacher, by encouraging the preparation of the lesson at home, by , providing
helps forthe use of the children; by study-

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
t

BOSTON AND

and their are at the Conference is only a the exposition in Philadelphia, next year:
(burden, with no adequate occasion or com. L Argentine Confedération, Australia, Belthem

The sentiment that holds

pensation.

‘to the fellowship of their bretbren is a nat

ginm, Bolo
Denmark,

Sesh) Canada, Chili, China,
ador, Egypt, France, Ger-

many, Great Britain,

Guatemala,

Hawaii,

‘Jural, and perhaps a commendable one; but
Tits general cultivation is -becoming too ‘Hayti, Honduras, Japan,

under the leadership of our brethren.

Liberia, Mexico,
Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway, Orange

serious a weight upon the dignity and
courtesyof the Church. - When men wholly Free States, Persia, Peru, Portugal, Spain,

Sweden, Tunis, Turkey, United States of
“|/it is so overloaded with theories, it presents that clover, will burn out iu this latitude, it cease to be ministers,
and enter pon trades
has
heen
demonstrated
in
almost
every
Columbia
and Venezuela, ¢
spects, the great day of the Convention. so many difficulties of administration in its county that every species of grass known in or professions, they should locate voluntarisimplest
forms,
that
a
church
may
be
acTHE
SIOUX DELEGATION.
After the devotional exercises of the morn},
Ohio or Indiana will flourish in Mississippi. ly; or, if. incapable, of this themselves,
counted
happy
which
can
go
on
one
or
two
by
them
for
performed
act
the
have
should
The Sioux delegation of Indians has been
ing, Rev. M. B. DeWitt,
of Tenn., introWe have seen as fine a display of clover in
years without a row or a revolution. * Noth‘their ‘wiser (and no lesgyfriendly for the dis- in Washington, and held a number of in.duced a discussion of the topic, ‘‘ How to
Pike County, of the extreme southern tier
with the Interior department
secure for Children the fullest Ad yanlages ing seems to be learned by expgérience asin in the State, as in the valley of the “upper charge. of, this duty) brethien.”—The reme- terviews
of the sanctuary Service, and social Meet- other departments of human effort and en- Objo. These wide plains and undulating dy thatis recommended is that ¢ the en- One of the modifications of the treaty is the
Churches pass throngh musical bills
trance to Conference must be more care- abandonment by the Indians of about half v
ings of the Church.” ' He advocated the in- terprise.
will one day,”by proper
be
They begin, perhaps, with congre- seen as smaller farms instead of culture,
¢ The of the territoryof the Black Hills, from *
guarded.”
fusion
of a strong common sense into the cycles.
SPECIAL OFFERS.
dilapidated fully and constantly
Presiding Elders,” it says, ‘ fail in one, of which, if is stated, most of (he largg game
services of (ie church and school, making gational singing' ; then they rise into a vol- plantations,
with their
Clubs of s1x Or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUBS
i
SCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly
Fggedand edges
The intention of the
them bright and’ attraciive, without belit- uateer choir; that fades out, or rebels, and oPof meadow vand orchard,
the fonvile
whole their most important duties when they per: has disappeared.
in advance, there being no arrearage on the part of
then comes in a paid quartette of profes‘to
man
impractica
immature,
‘an
mit
ble
Government
is
to
buy
the remaining pos
old subs:
I'S.
.
tling
them
or
detracting
“from
their
sacred
as comely as Lancaster
commonweal
Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
sional singers; then a volunteer chorus is landscap2s inth Pennsylvani
v
bef
ath sai aT
characters
he
recommended
occasional
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at
a. The gennine pass their Quarterly Meetings with a com- tion.
v,
added ; then comes another revolution, and reconstructi
$1.50, strictly in advance.
on of the’ repitblic will come mendation to the itinerant ranks. It is alspecial preaching services for children, but
REVENUE DEFRAUDERS.
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Esthe
church
goes
back
to
congregational
tablishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arwould prefer to have something for them in
about by the farmers rather than by the pol- most ih possible in open Conference to arrearages, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
The work against the revenue defraudsinging, fiom which point it starts on an- iticians;
this they are entitled to ten per cent.’ of the money
by the plow, the forge, the mill, rest a case, unless it be an extraordinary
every sermon,
ers has ‘been vigorously proseduted during
they receive, except on money sent lor clubs; then
offer trip around the cycle. Over, and and the
:
one.”
railway, rather than through the
The next topic was ‘“ How to increase.
it is proper that the subscribers should pay the com, and over -again, there are churches
the past week.
Both = Attorney-General
mission, if any is desired.
mh
ballot-box. = Suffrage is very nice as a thethe teaching Power of the Stnday school ¥
Pierrepont
and
Commissioner
Pratt are
that do just this,are dping it now, and prom- ory;
The
Independent
does
not
**
suppose
the
but there is nothing so wholesome for
This had been assigned to Dr. Vincent,
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
hard
at
work,
the
former
taking
all the
ise to do it many times more.
i
country
to
be
in
any
danger
because
Pius
a republic as honest labor. The street corwho is perhaps the very prince of S. S.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
In the adjustment of this matter—if it ners
preliminary steps necessary to the prosecuIX
has
seen
fit
to
turn
the
archbishop
into
«nd
other
loafing-place
from the post-office—whether directed toshis name, or teachers in this country.
The first element
s, where caucustion, and the latter making investigations
shall ever be "adjusted—there are certain ing is the order of
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
the day, are ominous of the cardinal, not would it be if the cardinal
of powerin the teacher he believed to be,
responsible for the payment.
*
facts which must be $faken into cousidera- danger.
as
to the number of revenue officers im
should
happen
to
be
the
next
Pope
and
es2. Ifa person orders his pover discontinued, he
The vote which is manipulated by’
that he must be a good man, and have a
must hay all arrearages, or the publisher may contion.
Firat, that music in a city church can
league with the so-called whiskey ring.
tablish
the
seat
of
the
Roman
See
in
the
© tinue
schemes
of
any
send {t until fay mens is made, and colléct
party, in Churcli or in ‘State,
reputation as such. He.shonldbe as pure,
never be ‘managed as it is in a countr
the whole amoynt, wh ether the paper is taken from
is worse than wasted. = Trué Republicanism free City of New York, There is room They are both new men, and seldom has
as devout, as earnest as the minister himthe office or not.
church.
The
popular
singing
school
in
the
and, were he there been a better opportunity for deing
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
is open as the day, peddles no tickets in the enough here for nid
self. He should acquire a knowledge of
' newspapers
and periodicals from the post-oflice, or
country, where amusements are few, is a
here,
rather
than
Holy
City, all his the country a great.service than is now beremoving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
what he is to teach; a general knowledge
In’the city, where life dark, imagines no evil, makes no rings nor rights as a. citizen * would be défended and fore them.
-| practicable thing.
fucie evidence of intentional fraud.
f
of the contents of the Bible, and, . so far as
cliques, and {rusts the people. And when
is full, especially at that season of the year
ANOTHER CENTENNIAL.
such spirit prevails in the South, the new. all his responsibilities as such would be enmay be, of the principles of its construction.
when rehearsals are practicable, it is next
The true teacher must not only be able to
era of peace and prosperity will be fully forced.”
This time it is at Mecklinberg; N. C,
to impossible to get people together for suf:
®
come.
read and study the Bible but must actually
that
the people have been celebrating the
ficient praetice.
A volunteer choir, made
The dairy business ought to be profitable
do this work for himself. He must become
The Christian Intelligencer, having been centennial anniversary of the declaration
SE, ff. J gh
up from a city congregation, is one of the
in the South. Prices of butter and cheese moved to write upon the subject of *¢ Hell- of independence. At noon, May 19,1775, a
familiar with the book, and the evidences
most difficygkshings to maigfain that can be
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, TA
which support its authority, the history imagined. “he rehearsals always come in ave at the highest figures, and of inferior phobia,” says :—“That the Church is not body of delegates met ia the old courtImagzine such_a coun- sufficiently in earnest in warning sinners, house to confer together as to the relatiom
and principles of its construction, the laws the evening, when everybody is tired or en- qualities at that.
Spring in New England.
of its interpretation, its historical elements gaged ; and, without rehearsals, even toler- try as Mississippi, with rich acres of mead- and endeavoring to save them, will be they sustained to the King. So weighty
and doctrinal scheme.
He ought to under- able singing is*not pessivle. Congregation- ow-land where clover might be green and granted by the Church itself in sorrow and were the matters involved that the confer[T.B. Aldrich contributes to the Atlantic stand the true theory and correct. method
months out of every year, penitence. But it does not follow that a ence was in session till ;the nes morning,
al singing, without rehearsals, is worse fresh eight
Monthly for June, an ode commemorative of the
of teaching the truth, and should, therefore, than
might be safe from winter deep and solemn dread of hell, such as the when they declared themselves absolved
cattle
where
union soldiers who lic buried in the South.
that of the volunteer
choir.
K
We here present the opening stunzas.]
| receive, so far us practicable, a preparatory
an atlempt is made to unite a volunteer cold—imagine such a land sending to bar- Bible enjoins, is incompatible with mental from alallegiance to the British crown.
training. Thuis would guide him in the chorus with paid quartette, its soon ascer- ren New England for butter! Bul such is serenity or mental happiness. Chris came In honor of this event there were ¢peeches;
1875
"knowledge he needs and give him actual tained that the more imperfectly trained the fact. New England makes the shoes, to save from hell, and he who is in Christ processions, illuminations,&e.,in the above
practice in the work of the teacher.
The
The long years come and go, va 2
voices are added to professionally trained the furniture, the wagons, the plows, the believes as religiously as ever that there is place, during Wednesday and Thursday of
And the Past,
Sunday school teacher is a teacher of Chrismusical instruments, and the very butter a hell, but rejoices that a ransom has been last week.
z
voices, the more is the quality of the music
The sorrowful, splendid Past,
tian truth, and, therefore, ought to have a
and cheese of a country which has far am- found that ‘saves from going down into
depreciated, though the volume of sound
JOHN C. BRECKINRIDGE.
With its glory and its woe,
pler resources for all of these articles at the pit.’ The believer, consequently, can
Christian faith, a Christian experience, a |way be enlarged. The grand, practical difSeems. neverfo have been.
M:jor-General
John C. Breckinridge
y
home.
Christian character, and a Christian habit
both fear and rejoice together.
He can reThe bugle’s taunting blast
ficulty is that all non-professional singers in
‘died in Lexington, Ky., on the afterncom
is weary of the old-time
South
The
of daily life. He should also have a spiritjoice
with
fear
and
trembling,
as
he
is
comHas died sway by southern ford and glen;
a city church have no time {o practice their
of the 17th inst.
He was born in 1821, was
policy of half doing what had better be well
ual discernment of the truth, which, though
The mock-~bird sings unfrightened in its dell;
art together. The business engagements of done. The planters are beginning to see manded to do. He can fear and rejoice with educated forthe law, buf, soon afler comnot a substitute for the truth, is an aid to
The ensanguined stream flows pure again
reference
to
his
own
welfare,
and
he
can
do
the men, and the social and religious en- the folly of paying taxes upon a thousand
mencing the practice, he took an active
Where once .the hissing death-bolt fell,
the study of it. The address thus meagerly
gagements
of the women, are such as to acres and cultivating but two hundred. the same with reference to the welfare of part in the Mexican war, which then took
And ull along the artillery’s level lines
sketched was one of extraordinary power
render the necessary rehearsals utterly .im- They are willing to divide chances with his fellow-men towards whom he has been place. Afterwards he was a member of
Leapt flames of hell;
and value,and was received with the highest
faithful.”
;
The farmer smiles upon the sprouting grain,
practicable.
:
the Kentucky lezislature,and in 1851,he was
northern immigrants. They need the influsatisfaction
by
the
large
audience
present.
And tends his vines.
This ought vot so.to be, perhaps; but it ence of a congenial population.
elected to Congress.’ In 1856, he was chosrecThey
In
the
afternoon
the
disenssion
of
the
same
Seems never to have been?
Several
questions and
reflections
are
is s0, and it is one of those established facts
en to fill the vice-president’s chair, and as
ognize the mechanic as a man. Since the
subject was continued by Ralph Wells, Esq.,
O somber days and grand,
that must bz looked squarely in the face, in negro votes at the same ballot-bux, the suggested to the Exuminer & Chronicle on the expiration of his- term, was nomiuated
How ye crowd back once more,
of New York, in a speech of great brilliancy
reading the comments iu a certain religious
Thursday was the last, and, in

some

re-

The Morning Star.
i
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Seeing our heroes’ graves are green

and peculiar power,

By the Potomac and the Cumberland,
Ard in the valley of the Shengndoal!
wo
Now

And

~ leaves,
the bleak

life beneath

the

:
lels

North

dead

year’s

its

wailing

loose

its

any

scope

but

es were made by eminent {eachers from
all parts of the country.
No subject was
more

broods
id
Of winds upou us, and the gray sea grieves

[

thoroughly

discuss-

profitably

and

ed.

The evening session was devoted to
‘Along our coust; while yet the winter's hand
speeches, somewhat miscellaneous in their
Heavily presses on New Eungland’s heart,
“character, but all bearing upon the great
And spring withholds the sunshine of her eyes,
work before us, and full of rich gems of
Lest some vain cowslip should untimely start—
thought and wisdom. The convention, as
While we ure
housed in this rude season’s
a whole, must take high rank among the
gloom,
>
movements of the age, and its influence
In this rude land,
.Berett of wurmth and bloom,
must be wide-spread and beneficial.
Its
We know, far off beneath the Southern skies,
success is due to the careful preparation of
our drifts of
Where the flush blossoms mock
its programme by the Ex. Com., the markAnd the lithe, vine unfolds its emerald sheen,—
hillside there, we know

Qur heroes’ graves are green!
;

IIk

The long years

come, but they

Come not again}
Through vapors dipse and gray

Steals back the

May,

=

continually

But they come not again,~

ence for the

Swept
by the battle’s. flery breath
Down

unknown

LY

waysof death.

How can our fancies help but go
Out from this realm of mist and rain,

Out from this mist of sleet and snow?

International S. S. Convention.
°

io

CONCLUDED.

Crt er
7
My letter from the International Sunday
School Convention closed with an account
of the session of Wednesday afternoon.

The topic for the evening

*‘ How

to

secure mote efficient Co-operation with

the

Home.”

was,

:

In the absence of Rev. Dr. Means,

of Georgia, who was fo

have

opened

discussion, Dr. Vincent, of New

the

York, well

kwown as tLe great leader in this work. in
the North and

West,

front, and for an

hour

was

to

called

unfolded

handling

question.

of the

Yankee may

the

the rela-

brought out

a

Word of God,

rever-

profound

as higher

sic.

gregational singing of Mr. Beccher’s church,
but Mr. Beecher’s church is entirely excep-

and

A word or two should be said of some
The singing, by the whole
minor matters.

was rand

and

inspiring.

A

when a thousand voices lifted up ‘in some

simple song of the church like} ‘Jesus, lover
Of
of my soul,” (he effect was thrilling.

Christian

can not well

people of
be

com-

table,

place, it has a large aud well-played organ,
that

is

capable

of

Not long ago, when on a visit to Paris, 1
saw my friend M. Taine. He is working

almost

and

leading,

life of us, we can not see the flaw in it,
viz. : that it is just as legitimate to hire a

to

lead

us

said.

in

¢

of the child?

effect,

substi-

compli-

the parent's faith in place of its own, as the
faith that saves?

A child who

is a

church-

member by birthright, and who leads, as
thousands of unregeneratc people do, an
externally exemplary life, isin a fair way
to live and die hugging the delusive hope
that nothing further is demanded of him—
no change of heart, no. credible profession
of inward faith, nothing but the cold, bare,
fruitless birth-membership and infant con-

parly

for

presi-

There seems to have been nothing remarka-

ble in his war carcer in which he continued
until Feb. 1865, when he was made Secretary of War in Jefferson Davis's cabinet.™:
This position he held uutil the close of the
war, when he escaped to Cuba and thence
to England. Tn 1869, he returned to this
country,and

fulfilled his resolve to live as a

private citizen,

devoting

his entire

time

te:

his profession.
THE

VENDOME

COLUMN.

1t is officially annonnced in Paris

that the

Vengecratiou with which he personally has had
beem
little or nothing to do. Is such a ‘formal
settled.
The statue of. Napoleon, as it was
profession one on which to vest eternal
before the Commune, will be replaced, and

she

For
has appeared since the revolution.
some readers there will be more philoso-

in

ance with the external requirements of religion ? Does it not, in the child's mind, put

the old monarchical system; in a second
volame he will describe the revolution, and

in a third he will set fourth. France as

Does it not,

tute for active faith a mere passive

ple.” Itis probable that the first volume
will be ready for publication in the autumn.
In this volume he will discuss and depict

hopes ?”

vexed question of how the restored
dome Column shall be crowned has

the complete restoration of the whole

mon-

| ument will soon be accomplished.

phizing than may be agreeable and far less
republicanism than they might desire. Indeed, M. Taine is but a Tukewarm politician.
He has no special sympathy with the people,
nor does he believe with Mv. Bancroft that
they uniformly act with wisdom and discre-

The New York Observer refers to a lelFRANCE AT PHILADBLPHIAL
ter-which-it*prints; and -says=**It is frog"
the pen of one of the very ablest and most
The committee appointed by the French
learned of the Baptist divines, and this we government to report as to the most adsay because there are some expressions and visable part France should take in the Pailasome anecdotes ing it that we would not delphia exposition have made a report
tion. He regards politics from the point of print unless they Roe from that quarter.” |
which is highly gratifying to all interested
view of the literary man, who wishes to be
—Which naturally raises the inquiry wheth- in the international chdtacter of the expolet alone and allowed to pursue his studijes
er it is the person ‘who expresses an opinFrance
that
recommend
They
in peace. He is too thorough a student to ion, or the opinion itself, that gives it Lo sition.
es of
masterpiec
the
of
should send some
be affected by the trifles of the hour as other
men are who do not live in an ideal

formed out of the

books

rency in that paper.

world,

He

of the past.

. The daintiness maaifested by many of
the followers of Christ is regardéd by the
Christian Era as one of the prevailing
It says: —¢This preevils in the church.
valent daintiness ameng professed @hristians whether it concerns ministers or doctrines, is deplorable. It works infinite mis-

cares nothing for the attractions of society,
refusing all invitations to diners with a
stoicism not common in these days, Never,

if he can avoid it, is Ire out of bed after
half-past nine in the evening, and. he is up
|
| cumstances compel us to the adoption of and at his work at an heur in the morving
{his theory, whether we rebel agaivst it or when o'her people are sound as'eep. I can
not 4 and those churches that have settled not help thinking that, if he mixed a little
down upon it, have the fare privilege of be- more with the world, bis readers would’ be
Ing at peace upon the quesfion.
the gainers. The theories to which he is

i

by the extreme Southern

paper ou the S. S. lesson upon * A Praying
dent.
After
his defeat, he
went
to the
Mother,” where it was taught that infant
United States Senate, as the successor of
baptism practically made the child a ChrisJohn J. Crittenden. Near the close of the
tian :—
Now what does such teaching
extra session convened during the sommer
really amoant to, and what is likely to be
of 1861, he joined the Confederates, and
the impression made by it on the conscience
was formally expelled for his disloyalty.

hard at his history:of the French revolution,
or rather, to give it the title which be has
‘selected, “ The Origin of the French Peo-

** Let
had not so many theories to adjust.
-the-people-praise thee,” say-the advozatesof

‘band, of professional singers

Taine.

Advertiser gives a brief insizht into the life

very Baltitaore, too much
conclusively that the Sunday school,” when The cordial, refined, Christian courtesy ex. rightly conducted, does not diminish home | ended to the delegates, waking every one
It was a storm that occasioned the: disinfluence; buy that the two are designed to | feel thoroughly at home, was a marked
Hath
the gold mines in India.
coverveof
sustain and strengthen each other;
he | and pleasant feature of the convention.
to the discovery. of
some
n
drive
storm
a
not
and¥
urged the teachers to make themselves fa- | Our recollections of the beautiful city
of the love of FodSin
miliar with the home life of their scholars , | its people will be of the most delightful | the richer mines
.
and pointed out wiys in which parents may | character, - and our love to (he church Chris?
_tiops of the school and home, showing

same

In the first M. Taine is now leading:

{ional in its circumstances.

bad been
manual of **€onvention Hymns”
phaise, as it is to hire a band of profes.
our
prepared, and distributed abundantly, and | iighal wen to lead us in our prayers.
Cir-

the hospitality of the

the

The London correspondent of the Buston

better than anything that can be “substitut- vofinteer; or congregational singing. This
ed for it, and good as helps may he in its hiring people to sing our praises, is very
study, none of these should ever come be- offensive to many.
The theory is well
tween the soul and the Word, so as to shut “enough; or would be, if the people would
off the Divine Light. The spirit of broad sing, or would take the pains to leain -and
Christian charity and” brotherly love per- and rehearse ; but they do not. Volunteer
vaded the entire convention, minor differ- choirs would be. well enough, if they would
ences were never thought of, the delegates observe the conditions necessary to exceland women
simply “Christian men
were
lence in their performances; but they will
SA
working for the Master.
not. There is another theory, and, for the

andience,

cat at

M.

We Lear a geeat deal about the con-

drowning, all the voices in the house. In
the second place, it has a body of profesgional singers, and, m the third place, it
gives a certain seat to every volunteer sing:
er in the choir, in a church where getting a
ed ability and skill of its President; and the
With such a
seat’ is a difficult matter.
most excellent arrangements . of the local
leading, any congregation can sing. With
committees,
It was characterized by a such a motive, any choir can be steadily
bigh degree of spirituality, recognizing avd
filled and-maiatained. Mr, Beecher’s church
making prominert the fact that thé aim of can not be mentioned in any general discusall this work Should be the conversion and sion of the matter,
There was
Christian culture of the child.
We could get along well enough if we

snow

"On many a sunny

competent

Some churches have learned that. the best mune at the same church, locate and stay
way. for them to do is to put their hands in ds next-door neighbor, court and marry in
their pockets, and bring out, money enough the best families, and be a factor in the
to pay for their music, and have somebody general sum total of society. And this is
whom they can hold responsible tor it. peace. —Methodist.
———
ee
Undoubtedly these churches get along with
the least difficulty, and have the best mu-

evincing a great knowledge of the whole
subject.
Many very excellent brief address-

11.

to fuint

in,

and purpose from that of the forenoon,

while the pale arbutus in our woods

Wakes

differing

to his

most fmly attached owe their origin

having studied books: more closely and
deeply than men. But then he is- especial{ Jy a student, and every man bus & I ieht to
I)

v

in the

pursue his vocation

"able to himself,
4

4

way

.

«

i.

chief.

voted souls.

to it. It
dage and
cites the
| religion,

a great

It tempts

of the

pact

be

Whatever

may

sculptures,

paintings,

the

manufacBeauvais.
of the

decision

Government as to the feasibility of sending
some of the choice products of genius,
&c.,

now

carefully

preserved in her museumsand art-galleries,

| and which are open to those who may have

of de- | the opportunity for visiting them ; we

sacrifice

ministers

able products of her national
tories in Sevres, Gobelin ~and

too hazremigrk-

to

cater

attempts to put the pulpit in bonoften succeeds in doing it. It exridicule of the worldly men against
and by contradicting the profes-

may

| expect a fine collection of the products
| her industries,
|

especially

ont in which France . excells.

of

depart-

in‘those
As

there

{s hardly time to make preparation for the
‘exposition, we are giad to see other coun-

the
church exposes her to the charge | tries, as well as our own, awakening to
sion of theoom
oD

[=]

most agree-

[It neutralizes

work which is done by the

her museums, if it is not deemed
ardous,as well as some of the most

+ of hypgerisy.
'

ta
oe

necessity of hastening on the woik.

1
4

£
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Questions

(For

DE ath

OF

ELI.

1 SAMUEL 4:12—18.

Gornex Text i=

Chasten thy son while

there is hope, and let not thy soul
Jor his crying.
Prov. 10:18,

people

at some

point

rembte

spare

come from

the

of the army.”

py

army,

1 fled to-day

The time of the

out

battle and

the distance of the battle-field are, by

this

Notes and Hints.

fact, limited. The reply. of Eli, ** What is
‘there done, my son,” denotes the comparative youth of the messenger, the] paternal
THE DEFEAT OF. ISRAEL.
()-The Place.
The Israelites had their character of the man, the superior authoriEli may not yét have
camp at Ebenezer; 1 Samuel 7: 12; the ty ofthe priest.
——

known that. his intelligence was

Philistines pitched their tents in Aphek, the

site of ‘which

has

was, however,

become

unknown.

the announcement

It

fatal blow.

not far from Jerusalem,and

north-west-of it,

There are several

of this name mentionsd
was

a ‘secure

place

Phinehas; t

for a

four evils

nid

The

Time.

The

evenls

themselves

death.
on him.

in

They hoped that it would sive them out of
the band of their enemies, for it was the
covenant

of Jehovah;

cansed the walls of Jericho, centuries

ago,

to fall before it; moreover, when

ark,

the

in the days of Moses,

set forward, he

¢ Rise up, Lord, and

let thine

said,

enemies

up-

fell from off

the seat backward by the side ol the gate,
and his neck broke, and he died; for he

it had

was an old man, and heavy.

And

judged Israel forty years.”

The

be

he had
interests

of God's cause lay nearer to his

heart than

the interests of his family. (2) God allowed the ark to be captured, not so =uweh

scattered, and let them that hate thee flee
before thee ;” then, too, their defeat they

to punish Eli, as to &ting the nation. to some

attributed to Jehovah: “Wherefore bath the’ sensibility of the value of Jehovah f them.
" Lovd smitten us to-day before the Philis- The sin of idolatry prevailed on ‘every hand,

tines 7” Now they will secure
and co-operation by having the
on the field. (3) The device
‘The proud Philistines
avail.
strong and quit yourselves like

his presence
ark brought
was of no
said, *‘ Be
men, O ye

the ark of God itself was captured,

sons of

and the

Eli, the priests of God, were slain.

THE COURIER.
“There ran a man of Berjamin out
of the anny, and came to Shiloh the same
day with his clothes rent, and with earth
upon his head.” (1) Fleet messengers, in]
primitive times, were in high repute. They
did the work of the modern telegraph, and
therefore were valued, and often noted and
envied for their powers.
The Scriptures
give many examples of those felled in running. 2 Sam. 18:19-31; 2 Sam. 2:18; 2
Kings 11:6—19. It is supposed, from the
ast Telerente,

that there

were

er.
out

He needs
to make

in fidelity to trusts
duties

Sz

2

or a father to his

To

in

perform

children

the

well was

love for religious

doings

are

the child must be trained

tear of God.

not

enough;

in the

love

So now the Christian

compel his children, if compulsion
ed, to attend to their duties to

should bring his children to
God, teach them

to pray and

Seriptures, have

them

and

should
is need-

Christ.

He

the house
to

regular

of

read

the

the

ob-

in

by the way-side,

to Jesus and to keep them thers, and thus
relieve himself of his responsibility, if they
become, al any time, guilty of neglecting

is,

his

righteousness. The secret of the growth of
the Catholic church is complex, but here

sat

pontifical

is one element of it. = This
teaching of this lesson to
has indirectly an important
dren... The responsibility

sat was by the
Instead of ¢“ by
Speaker’s Comof the watch-

Kings

11:6,

completed and treaties ratified.

ery hoy: is accountable

a

place of resort Yor the men of the town,
because the gate-way was shady an cool,
and it was a good place for news and
(3) The heart of Eli trembled
business,

given,

and

and to

- for the ark of God.

was the anxiety

.the old man forthe safety

of the

ark

Panishment will overtake

him.

%

men’s needs,

message.

great

the

only a year and a half,” said

a

of

teacher, iu

my whole

heart

have

I sought ‘thee;

that | soul fainteth for thy saly ation” Py

my

I have spoken to you. I am glad of this,
I shall go again in the morning—and oh, I
want to go.

Yes, thanks be unto

his unspeakable gift.”
The next morning

God

the angel

came, and" Mary ‘was borne

for

boatman

to her, eternal

of. the

in

the

New

Testament

class,

century,

as

well as for.|
children. It

na-

ture, in all its phases, in all its varieties of
culture, period, civilization, temperament,

age, sex) circumstanges, finds its true satisfaction in that one gre:t message, its
rest on the bosem of, that loving | Lord,
its healing in the,pbwer
of that Cross. . Let
us preach Christ, preach his Cross. It wil!
find an echo in men’s hearts. Let ns preach |
it lovingly, pleadifigly, authoritativ ely,as a
fact, as a truth, as the power of God.

And

he, not we; his pewer, not our genius, or
eloquence, or argumientation; his gospel,
pot our preaching, will draw
hearts to
himself,
W. H.

Br

~

in Heaven.

MARILLA.
Le
@

Mary Walker's school

for the

day, had

that. And Christ crucified is our message
for this time, and for every time.
Christ and him crucified necessarily includes an element of doctrine, Some say
that we should preach Christ and not doctrines. (But we cdn not do this. As soon
as we begin to ask or answer the question,
““ Who was Jesus Christ?” the reign of
doctrine begins. He was the Son of God,
and bis deagh is our peace.
We preach
Christ crucified, and therein, and thereby,

the whole body of
nificance of the
have to take heed
is possible to hide

truths on which the sigfact depends. Only we
of a possible danger. It
thé cross behind the cob-

webs of doctrine,

Let us take

be it ever

heed that we

Him, and that we set

him

do

so

orthodox.

not conceal

forth - as the ori-

are like a piece of sea-weed, which, cast on
the shore, shrivels and rots.
We preach

Christ

the

crucitied, and

therein

law of duty, the

we proclaim

impulse

to

obe-

glad affection which is so seldom

given by any except

children.

The

good-

nights had been spoken, when, with
turned face and a joyous movement,

an upEvvie

Stowe sprang forwardeand nestled her little
hand in her teacher's, saying, ‘‘ You're go-

ing with me to-night,

Miss Walker.

You

know you promised, and I've been so
py thinking about it.”
“Yes,

1

know,

little

Evvie.,

hap-

We

shall

have a nice walk and a happy evening together. Do you ever get tired walking so
fr, all alone, too?"
“Ob, yes, sometimes, but then it isn't so
very far. I don't mind the last: half mile,
for the oaks are so shady and pleasant, and
the birds sing so sweetly.
They make me
think—O Miss Walker, shall I tell you?”
“To be sure you may. Tell me all your
thoughts.
Why should you fear?”
- 4 Oh, I don’t know, but mamma cried one

day when I told her; and I thought

maybe

it was wrong to say anything about it, but
I can't help thinking it. Why, when I come
down here by these oaks in thé morning,
and there are

so

many, oh, so

many

birds

singing altogether, then I think of those
passages that papa taught me.”
“(Can you repeat them to me, Evvie?’
¢¢ And I heard a voice

from

heaven,

as

dience, the power that fulfills.

| the voice of many waters;—and I heard
the voices of harpers harping with their
HOW IS HE TO BE PREACHED?
harps; and they sung as it were a new
We are heralds, criers, tellers of a message. We have not evolved this from our song before the throne—and' no man could
learn that song but the hundred and forty
brains, but have received it from the King.
And we must speak in the tone of one and four thousand which were redeemed
who

is

faithfully

delivering

a message,

rather than of-one who is speaking
thoughts. The whole mantier,
and utterance should seem to say,
received of the Lord that which

ered

unto you.”

his own
bearing,
*1 have
I deliv-

In order to this, there

must be secret communion with God. Then
there should be a pleading urgency of
invitation.
There are
preachers
whose
‘manner seems to say, * There it is, take

from the earth.)

I

s'pose

that

means

the

great multitude which no man could
number, doesn’t it? and without waiting
for a reply Evvie went on. ‘Then when I
go very early in the morning down to the
spring, and all the branche’ over the water
are filled with birds, chirping and talking
and singing, I think ‘For the lamb which is
in the midst of the throne

shall

feed

them,

should have a ring of

authoritative certain-

and shall lead them unto living fountalus of
waters.”’
“ You are my sweet, sweet little teach:
er,” answered Mary Walker, bending down
and kissing Evvie’s thoughtful brow; and

ty.” Not dogmatical

hardihood, but

as she did so her

it or leave it, as you like,” But we should
pray *¢ them with much 'entreaty that they
would receive the gift.” And our words

confidence of a firm,

fiith.

unfaltering,

the

personal

We have not to preach “doubts, but

certainties. Our office is to declare a di-.
vine Christ, and a redeeming fact, We are

be net afraid,

Say, behold your God.”

So much for the first part of the subject,
—our great theme, and how to present it.
Coming

to the second

part,

Mr.

Maclaren

aimed to show that ‘this preaching of
Christ crucified is the best method of meeting

the characteristics of this strange, dis-

tracted time.”
modern

Speaking of the gospel and

sociefy,

he said there is a wide-

spread intellectual antagonism to Christian-

ity,and a far wider spirit of indifference and
irreligion. Physical science,by its brilliant
successes,

is- exerting

an influence over a

widening circle. And too many are dispoted to believe that there is real conflict
ettveen science and religion, Bul does
not this spirit testifyto th& deep wants of

two

methods

BY

J. M.

L.

Toward the skies.
The glorious and the beautiful,
All upward rise,
boy

“ Why,

oh, why do I not look forward to ‘that home
among the heavenly hills, instead of back-

in

of savi ing

souls, and every

Of living green;
oA
While climbing up the sturdy oak,
The vine is seen,
——n

)

He sweetly sings.

*

Doubts.
em

to be doubted by those
have faithfully endeavorto be just. We
at
so. overborne de
thal the judgment has
or the mind may have

been so prostrated by some terrible grief as
in

is

no

sin

more

heinous in the

who,

like

Luther

and Melanetbon of ~

W.

CHAMBERLALY.

The Music of Flowers.

our heart

a consciousness

A few years before, aninnocent

tear; and while yet her loving counsel and
tearfal warnings were fresh 6n his heart,
bad planted over the new-made mound a
peony, always the object of her special:
care.
The grass had grown in wild profusion,
The tombstone was sanken. For no one

Nearer to thee.

but

Sabbath school

boy, he had buried her with many a bitter

And each day find my rising soul

have

the

A wrecked inebriate stood at the grave of

bo
may my wavering faith

we

there

his mother.

h

Some progress see,—

of hearts

for

the past, are ready to take the field at the
‘hazard of their lives, and under tlre banner
of Prince Emanuel wage an uncompromising war with sin in all its forms? Let the
cliurch pray. Let one united cry go up to
heaven that God will raise up men that

rps

Among the waving grasses where
Tt makes its bed.

lessons

G.

To meet the dews, the daisy lifts
Its lovely head

to be utterly bewildered;

Scripture

during the past few weeks, and contemplated God's dealings with his ancient Israel,

wield the sword of truth, that sin shall be
overcome, the. ‘cross of Christ be elevated
above all principalities auth powers, and
truth triumph over every foe.

"The lark soars heavy enward to the sun,
On swiltest. wings,
And as he rises to the clouds,

It would be hard
towards whom we
ed in all things
times have been
powerful emotion
been quite at fault,

ever think that we are equally indebted ' to
her who molded the character of her son
and thus gave to the world George Wasuington? Is it too much to say that the
greater portion of the young men of every
generation are what their mothers have
made them?
We have thought, as we have studied the

shall, like the heroes of the past, so mightily

. "Fhe cule upward mounts and leaves

«I'he, eatth beneath,

My Father!

the name of him who has justly merited the

day
:

The forest upward shoots its wealth

that we

have tried to do right ‘even at great cost,
ahd to know that others have that confidence

was left to care for the ** memories of long
ago,” and watch that the flowers grew not
in wildness.
The father, heart-broken, had

just gone to his rest.
Here stbod the victim of intemperance,
alone. No sister wept with him.
Nota
tear fell with his. Had God deserted him ?
His rebellious: heart was filled with such
thoughts. Ob, does God leave his cause °
without‘a witness? When bound by the
shackles of intemperance, friends: anil
Christians had abandoned him as worthless.

in us that we have deserved would afford
No prayer for years had swelled the bosom
intense satisfaction.
Better, then, to believe until one is found of a Christian for this wreck. Whom did
to be unworthy and designing, than to Christ come to save? No, God had not left
doubt where doubts would insult. There his cause without a ** preacher.”
‘“ Alone, but not alone,” wud this poor
are crushed hearts which would find it
easier to believe in the great, helping love deserted son. Did not some angel stand
of Christ Jesus if they could feel sure that there? The flower bloomed in beauty, uit
once bloomed in his mother's garden, cared
some one believes in them.
by her hands. Angels had tended that
‘We do not doubt the goodness of Gol or for
the fulloess of the atoning blood, but there little preacher, singer, and kept it to teach
is with him holiness and justice, as well as the lesson of faith and awaken the song of
love and mercy. Is it strange that one who praise in this sin.sick heart. God had
has spent his best years in feeble resistance spared him, and watched over him all these
’
to sin, until at last conscience slept, should years,
For
long
hours
he
struggled
with
his
sin.
think it next to impossible that the just
wrath of God shall be so changed to a mir- When he arose®he arose to a new life.
acle of love and mercy that he may dare Light beamed in upon his soul. A slave
again to say ‘‘ Our Father”? There comes was free; tor when Christ makes us free,
no answer to his knocking, and he fears the then are we *‘ free indeed.” Then every
door is shut. - What more base could be flower sang of heaven. Their music bad
conceived of, than that one should turm from awakened the music of the soul,

that Man on the Cross,—mocked, pierced,

The

dying for him,—to wallowing again in the
mire? Ie is dumb with a sense of his
awful guilt, and can only prostrite himself
before the Crucified. Was ever poor sinner
lost while lying here ?
Does he cheat himself who dares to hope?

Campbellites.

A writer in Zion's Herald gives a brief
sketch of the Campbellites, as follows :
The Campbellites are known under a vuriety of names. The popular cognomen is
In all the sweet story of Jesus there is no
not the one- most pala‘dble to them; the
record of one turned away.
¢ Lord, if
“Church of Christ” is the title preferred, a!thou wilt, thou canst make me clean.”
thcugh they consent to the appellation.
He may be adding sin to sin by daring to
“Christian
Baptists,”
or,
‘Disciples
o!
doubt His willingness to save even the vilest.
Christ,” at the same
time.
Alexander
Repentance and faith are” of God; may he
Campbell, rather than Thomas, his father,
help us to come.
Horg.

is entitled to the paternity of this denomina-

Where
:

Are
¥

We listened

tion. In 1809, he emigrated from Ireland,
and joined his father, who had left the country the year before. Both were Presbyteri-

the Men?

rr.

not

long

ago with deep in-

terest to a sermon fromm the words, ¢ Unto
you, O men, I call, and my voice is to the

sons of man.”

Prov. 8: 4.

The speaker

referred to the wide difference in the church

as to male and female membership, the percentage of the latter being constantly’
increasing,

He spoke

and

asked

of the

where

mighty

are

tide

the

men?

of infidelity

ans of the ‘‘seceder” division, and “both
were conscientious sticklers for the

restora.

tion of the Christian church to apostolic pre_cept and practice, In 1812, they were .immersed, and joined the Baptists, stipulating,
however, that ‘no term of uuion or commuunion otherthan the Holy Soriptares should
be required.”
t
Possessed of noble presence, vigorous

in-

tellect, forcible and fluent dictia, sonorous
ward to the one among the hills of earth?”
now pouring in upon
the world, and near
and powerful voice, pugnacious and persistFaded, and with scorched and droop- the close remarked that ¢ after -all, there is ent disposition, his doctrines rapidly spread
ing flowers, the summer had gone down to less faith in men than in God.”
and the number of his adherents continually
‘the autumn, whose brilliant tints bad in|
The last bxpression caught our attention. multiplied, especially among “the Bapfists.
turn given place to the chills and snows of Is it a fact that men, professing to be followWedded to old tenet and ritual, their aniwinter. Mary Walker's school had passed ers of the meek and lowly Jesus, thus allow mosity was provoked by his innovations,
to the things that were, and once more she theii acts to give the lie to their profession,
and impelled them to excommunicate all ’
was in her childhood’s home—that sweetest that others not professing godliness should who held and advocated his views. Sepaof all earthly rests to her, where the mount- ‘¢ count the blood of Christ an unholy thing,”
rate organization ensued. Churches were
ains were round about her, as the ‘love of his religion a farce, and {urn'to the beggarly
formed
in.phe Western and Southern States,
For long elements of infidelity ? Oh, what a fearful
the Lord is about his children.
and also in England, Ireland, and some of
weeks she had been prostrated with fever; account will have to be rendered when the the.more important Briiish colonies. Tonow a stillness had come over her—u still- books are opened, and the dead, small and day the number of adherents to Alexander
ness that seemed like death. Friends were great, stand before the Great Judgepf all
Campbell's opinions exceeds half a million.
gathered about her couch, with hushed the earth!
He
died in 1866, and his father, Thomas
breathings and tearful faces. She who has
What
the
church
needs
to-day
is
true,
Campbell,
in 1854.
suffered so patiently now knows no suffering. There is no breath, no beating of
hearf no warmth in th@ lips; and yet
feel—=nol knowing why—that Mary is
dead, Thus two hours pass—then, oh,

the
they
not
joy !

honest. men; men of strict moral integrity,
and, above al!, Christian men in the strictest

sense ; men ever ready to stand up for Jesus,
who will dare to'do right always, and who,
in the moment of temptation, will say 'like
Joseph, ““ How can I do (his thing and sin

the breath, the pulse, the warmth return.
a strange
They think she will live.
At length she
The ‘¢ many
against God?”
door.
There | speaks: « Mother, father, I have been there
A large percefftage of women
[
thank
God
that
1
|
Land
am
coine
again,
present
the
of meeting
|

human nature? Jf we live
time, is it not"a hopeful one?
adversaries,” make an open
| are

Beart questioned,

the great work

sight of God than unbelief. But few men
will dare tell a fellow man to his face that he
lies, but what is unbelief but a charge upon
God's veracity. Where are the men of to-

The noblest things in nature poitt

—

Recognition

honor, to the sad neglect of the soul's best
interest, We find vastly many ever ready
to charge woman with being first in the
transgression, that never think of giving
her credit of being what she is, foremost in

that

Upward.

Pure air to breathe.

of human

are the men? ' Alas! too many are all absorbed in the pursuit of wealth or worldly

In a few days a letter came for her | work of moral reform. Ty View of the corfrom the far West. Tt was from Mus. Stowe, ruption of American politics to-day, who is
saying that Evvie was dead; and the prepared to say that the time is not far dismourning parent knew then, that, on the taut when there will be a demand for her
same evening in which
ary had said she aid in working reform jn this direction?
met Eyvie in the Fue
land, her par- We extol, and ever keep in remembrance,

"To find in higher, wider space,

THE CROSS 1S ALL-SUFFICIENT.

Other

generally, all

nineteenth

Every divergent tendency

whole message to the world is Himself. Ie

And

each

the cravings of the seeker after sigus.

fronts the whole race of men, and says,
Come unto me, all ye that labor and are
heavy laden 4 and I will give you rest.”
Then again, the ceutral point set before us
deaths close the work of men. But this of
Christ's is his work. It has a substantive
value. For this hour be came into the
world. While other men die and leave
gnfinished tasks, he said to his disciples,
“It is expedient for you that I go away.”

age,

all the ignorant and for little
will become wisdom: to the “seeker after
wisdoiny 1 will prove itself able tosat-|
isfy all thay“is' nathiral and legitimate in

whose. command
is
absolute: law,
whose

in this lite of Christ, is the Death.

It fits cach

# work for the Master, but where.

home,

And

and every successive phase of opinion, because it addresses itselfto that which is
ted doubter
universal. It is for the cultiva
Vv

promises seal every hope that lights the
darkness. Jesos Christ places himself before us, and insists upon his absolute right
to unconditional obedience and trust. His

Children

»

a

In

preachers, and. the charge is given to.us,
*¢ God 's) ‘Litt up thy voice with strength, lift it 4.

to become

speaking of his new interest in the work
church is in peril, its success arrested or-in of winning children to the service of Jest
doubt, when the cause of Jesus,ggiven to and of training them therein. How many
the church to promote, is environed with’ teachers in the Sunday school can sa that
their souls are in their work? Who of them
evils, every devout, earnest soul trembles can cry out before God confidently, ¢ With
IL

he took the broad

Christ is Christianity,

practical
morality,
the ultimate
and

freeman.” But if the child sins,hza is in dan-

The

when

our chief work

is deduged all theology, from whose char:
acter is drawn the highest conception of

should not muke light of the hotise of God,
ark was the symbol of faith in Jehovah,and
This
the sign of his religion.
How could the nor trifle with his worship or laws.
Phinehas.
and
Hophivi
of
sin
the
was
tabernacle, which depended for its saeredness on the ark in the holy of holies, keep They polluted the tabernac’e and the altar
up, if the ark was lost, its. services of de- by hatred of God, and of his holy laws, and
votion? The ark meant fo Eli the taber- {God let them reap, by an ‘untimely death,
nacle and its worship, and his heart, in the harvest of their sins.
»
a
sympathy = with Jehovah,
trembled for
“ My |
the cause of Jehovah.
So now the church
PUT THE HEART iv THE Work.
may be viewed asthe ak of God to whom
body has been in the Suntay school for
of many years; but my soul has been there
in the blood
mew covenant”
“a
been

as

the power that redeems, from whose history

ger; if he does fot repent, he is destroyed.

by the stronger will of the people,perhaps,

has

death,

this it differs trom all other religions. It
is the history of a person, the history of a
death. From beginnipg to end, there is
set before us one gres« figure, a. human
personality, whose word. is the basis of
everygdoctrine, whose death is set forth as

See the sons of Eli dead ou the field of carnage.
Their sihs brought them to that
fate. So now sin will have its punishment;
soul, allows the victim

posed to its going on the field of battle, but

Jesus

his

principle that

ils vietim can not escape.
Faith in Jesus,
by breaking up the reign ‘of sin over the

He doubtless was op4)

to society

God.
The wickedness of childhood matures in crimes, God will punish transgres-"
sion,in the child, if he does not repent.

hargains

overruled.

is the imglrtant
parents.
(4) It
lesson for chilof every child

for his own character can never be surrendered even to parents. For his deeds, ev-

19.

It was

and

gin, and the meaning, and the end of all
our theology. And so with reference to
shape the direction of their moral growth. the ¢laim for practical preaching. He is
Piety in a parent fulfills its office when and our standard, his Spirit our power, his
only when a moral education is” given to |
love our motive. Wrenched
apart from
his child. The worship of yfhe tabernacle
Christ, the precepts of Christian morals
is not enough; prayers and sacrifices and

Job 2:12]

of eastern cities, courts were held,

too, of his sons, was

responsibilities

ten on the heart and in his Word, requires
parents to govern their children and to

"Che watchman’s way or street roight be so
called because it led to the watch-tower,.
or because over and beside the gate the
watchman bad his tower. (2) At the gates

for the grk of God.”

was

gervance of these duties; show them their
need of Jesus and try to draw their hearts

chair. The place where Eli
side qf the gate. Verse 18.
the way-side watehing,”the
mentary says, * by the side
man’s .way.”

Eli

unwise piety. («¢) God has placed children
in the charge of parents, and by laws writ-

the beheld-

of ® seal” read,
tirat

and

every department of life.

THE TIDINGS.

upon his * throne,”

but

inconsistently pious and eager for the glory
of God. He did not see that piety consists

2:10; Ezek. 27:30,31.

Insteall

worshiped,

the welfare of his household;

only to "have come erying
his griet most vivid.
No

(1) Eli sat upon a seat

proclamation of our

warm,

' To tear the clothes and to put dust and
ashes on the head were eastern modes of
advertising deep sorrow.
The Scriptures

watching,

of

life, and bid us evolve all trom it, we are
bidden to take a death, and draw all from

doubt his laments were uttered as he ran.

Sam.

abstract

in special instances, as one of many gods,
in connection with the worship of Baal and
Ashtaroth.
The ark remained away from

professional

frequently mention this custom.

an

just closed.
She loved all her scholars, and
in return received that perfect trust, that

runners, (2) The courier came the same
day to Shiloh, where the tabernacle, empty
now of the sacred symbol of God’s presence
was standing.
(3) The man came °with
every sign of distress visibie to

a religion

for

the light is focussed on the cross. Asif it
were not sufficiently strange to give us a

only

the tabernacle for twenty years.
1 Sam.
7:2. (3) The character of Eli has excellences and defects, and the one as marked
as the other. God teaches'us by his dealings with Eli for his faults of character a
very important lesson. Eli was pious’; Eli
was devoted te the sanctuary of God; Eli
was more eager for the honor of God's
house than {ot his private prosperity, or

Hebrews, as they have been to you, Quit
yourselves like men, and fight.”
It was a
_ stirring appeal.
The second battle was
joined and thirty thousand Israelites fell,

In (he sd¥ety around him, he saw two lead-

ing tendencies; the demand

except

and Jehovah was

Philistines, that ye be not servants unto the

present

of “Our Great Theme,”

He was loyal in love for his peo-

tion of the ark of God, that he

Iisa

and best weapon in view of the existing
state of feeling and opinion.” In speaking

ple—defeated before the Philistines. He
was a loving, doting father, with more attection than wisdom in his love for his children; but the blow that felled the aged
priest to the ground, on the.day of his two
sons’ death,came upon him when this runner said, ** and the ark of God is taken.”
‘¢ And it came to pass, when he made men-

for the ark,and had it brought from Shiloh.

the

Christ

The news of these calamities,in his

age and circumstances; pressed heavily

array, attacked Israel, and slew of them
four thousand men.
(2) The Israeliles resorted to a new expedient. - They sent

ark of

to

18. (1) The terrible disaster to Israel or
the death®SF
his two sons d‘d not cause his

were contemporaries.
TWO BATTLES .
put

according

" THE DEATH OF ELI.

Israel, of course, until he arrived at manhood.
Hence
Samson, Eli and Samuel

Philistines

drk ; ‘and these

announced

tempting to defend the
ark. That event
would then precede its capture.
(3) What
the mouth of the Lord had spoken was thus
fulfilled. 1 Sam. 2:34; 3:14.
The last
item of this sad news was to Eli the most
appalling.
:
:

The Philistines ruled Israel forty
ters..
yeats (Judges 18:1), and their sway terminated inghe days of Samuel (1 Sam. 7:
15, 14), wear the twentieth year of the
But the
1 Sam. 7:2
prophets judgeship.
servitude to Philistia began whi the birth
of Samson; who governed Israel twenty
years, * in the days of the Philistines.”
Judges 15:20. He did not begin to judge

The

capture of the

of April.

it to our readers.
we shall find that this really meets the
Mr. Maclaren said, * My main purpose’ wants which it seems to ignore and conis to insist upon the. strong and earnest tradict. The gospel, plainly and fully proaffirmation of the positive truth concerning claimed, will shape
itself according to

the order of their ious
(2) Hophini
and Phinehas, nq. doubt, d were slain in at-

of this

chapter occurred about the same [time as
those mentioned in Judges, 13—16 chap-

(1)

ment excellent, we

were

I ———

rule of the Union that the Vice President,
in “the form of a philosophy, ‘and the deof one year shall be the President of the
mand for a religion in the form’ of a visible
next. He is thus elected a year before he
enters’ on the duties of -his office, which power. But he did not try to shype his mins.
with no child on
THe ents too had been |
gives him an opportunity of preparing: istry so as to satisfy these demand
spoke out the positi®e truth. He said, * We earth,
;
an elaborate opening address on some topNo ¢hild on earth—and yet,oh,sweetest of
preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a
je which to him seems especially imporstumbling-block, and unto the Greeks fool-' all sad blessings, to know that we have a
tant, The Presidént of this year is Rev.
child whom Jesus has crowned in heaven;
ishness; but to them which are called, both
. Alexander Maclaren; of Manchester, and
that, just:beyond the pearly gates, there are
Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God,
we have beforé us in the London Baptist,
snd the wisdom of God. And we shall do .sweet, singing voices, and clinging arms
his opening address, which occupied an |
well to follow his example. We must seek waiting to welcome us. Another bless]
hour inthe delivery, and fills seven .soHd
to recognize what is true and legitimate in is ours; one, 100, from which sadness ha
columns in small type. - His theme was,
‘the demands and position of our antago- forever passed, for He is there who has
*“ The Gospel for the Day,” and as we con- nists; Lut.we should
take their voices as a promised to wipe away all tears from our
sider the theme important, and the treat- call to the more
earnest, uncontroversial eyes,—our Saviour and our God.

in the Scriptures,

camp.

' (2)

°

Session in the last week

towns

The meaning of the name is ** the fortress,”
and therefore it

evil, for

of it proved a shock, a

—_—

One man may adopt the one, and another
the other, and the same man ray: mingle
The “Gobpel for the Day.
proportions. But our
them in varying
SKETCH OF AN ADDRESS,
Be placed on the strong,
must
reliance
muin
——
ation of the gospel
l
proclam
The Baptist Union of Great Britain and uncontroversia
death. The apostle
his
of
and
Christ
of
Ireland, which comprises a'l sections of
e in'this respect,
Baptists in those countries, held its Andual Pau! has set us an exampl

from

here Eli sat, but not far remote.
14-16.
(1) The ears of Eli caught the
cry of the people, and asked tor the cause.
of it. The messenger was then called to
Eli to tell. his news. The sense of hearing
was yet preserved to the aged priest, but
the sense of sight was gone. He did not
see the rent garments, nor the dust on the
head of the messenger, by} heard his voice.
(2) The messenger said that he had just

—

3

n
tendencies of thought, that of Ada
and controversy, and that of
ting ‘thes land before leaving youu hte: 'Evvie is op
positive truth, and these nfay be combined. there, too; the sweet Eyvie Stowe of whom

Comumicafions.

the

when

(5) ** And

man came into the city and told it, all the
city cried out.” He gave his information to

Sabbath School Lesson.—May 30.
QUESTIONS

blind

induced him to sit ‘by the way-side,

but * watching.”

Fy
by

MO

i

:

A

Praying unto Ged without communion
like talking to a nian who neither
answer, nor a smile, nor

yet a

look.

You

would soon be weary of such converse, and

avoid such company ; and

‘| heart to #pray who feel no
are at their

is

gives an

God.

no people find

a

fe Nowship with

Dy

E ma

a
G

does not shine with the gifts in which the
old one was eminent, it does not follow that
he is a less useful man, or that his services

will be less profitable,
GITTERMANN.)
aL

Ben Sadi wandered

+

many

a weary veur,

From youth to age, in search of Happiness,
In the king’s house dwelt Pride

and

Show and

‘ear,
:
.
:
And in the poor man’s hovel gaunt Distress,
«.'«

And, turning

Where

from the hovel and the throne,

should . he

wander?

In

what distant

zone
;
.
The secret Goddess find? The bitter pain

It chanced, one day, he wandered througha
wood,
Dark and forbidding, like his own ill mood,
‘When, suddenly, between the tangled boughs,
vows.

:

Thick i clung in many a somber fold .
Around ils columns, and its silent door,

Through whieh the winds
uries.,

had

passed

their

.

for
.

¢en-

Ben Sadi trod its damp, unechoing floor,
And, fearing wizard-work, was ill at ease;
But, looking round, a liitle door he spied,
Standiog halt open, at the farther side,

And ust tabuye
writ
:
With

‘*

the doer,
i

these

words

were

Here fallno tears, here all are blest;
Rater to Happiness, and Pee

/ith joy he wept, though scarce
believing it,
Ad © Blested hour,” he eried, + that iy my
pani
°

. Ye weary, wandering years, not

He pushed the door; it opened

spent in vain!’

with

all ease,

And peering in, and seeing by degrees,
He saw—
The temple still its secret keeps,
And there, in perfect peace, Ben Sadi sleeps,

varied

talents

the, ideal perfect minister. The man of one
style of preaching is succeeded by. one of
another, so that the Gospel is presented in
its various lights, as it can not be by ome
man alone, Ogre who excels in preachin
is followed by one whois assiduous and oft

rr

§

|

The

Th

What changes a few years will bring!
The writer has occasion to remember that
the time was, when.it was considered a re

rehensiole
During the
close of the
Seminary, a

act for a layman to preach.
long summer vacation, ut the
first year ip the Theological
student was urged by a country

his was so heinous an offense in one** un-

licensed,” that nothing sufficed. the local
Presbytery, but a subsequent vote of disapproval, and a potification of the Seminary
Faculty, Mat one of the students had com-

mitted an ecclesiastical sin!

new minister is a stranger,

He

may never.

But a hall-century

to .have

their

way,

and,

there

“being

Fortunately

has

witeessed

arrangethe new

comer’s first steps measurably easy.

The first object should be

to get into the

proper frame of mind to receive

him

suita-

many more persons and so many less ways
to be ndopted, the difficulty will be increased and the means of remedying it be
diminished. In other words, there will be
less freedom of action; though freedom of

action or liberty is what

religion.

So

that

we now

want

in

thpse
who are-not will

will

Treuk

siderable

number

.of thew,

there

would

soon be the same divisions agiin.
There
is a certain number of denominations required to meet all the inevitable differen-

ces of opinion and taste, and until these
bly. He should be welcomed warmly and are all provided there will be division. The
made to feel that this is the case. The peo- reason why there is now peace in the churchple may have been unwilling to give up es is because all these divisions already
their old pastor. If the change is made un- exist, so that there is no occasion for any
der the rule, they have no right but to sub- more dissenting movements. The issues
mit with a good grace. They may regret are about all exhausted and there is no
the man who has left them; but need not “(question oun which a new denomination
turn their backs upou the one who is to} could well support itself. Destroy this
come.
They may be disappointed, having state of things,
however, by uniting the
set their hearts upon having another minis- churches, and then, like a vine in springter, or having, perhaps, heard something to time without branches, it will sprout and
the prejudice of the one who is sent them. branch again as soon as, with the returnLet them not be hasly in judging. Let ing activity of spring, any vigor begins to
them give him a fair tHial, and endeavor to show itself. The only theological controvermake themselves as impartial as a jury sy and the only division possible now is in
while they are doing it. The minister sent those churches,—the Catholic and the Epismay prove to be quite as good as the one copalian,—which have not Leen sufficiently
asked for, the representations on which thg divided, but held together by undue presprejudice was founded may have been un- sure of union sentiment. What we want
just, or based upon a different taste from is, not union, but {riendly relations between
that of the present congregation. Do not the separated bodies.
There is now more
let him freel that he 15 vegarded with any- unily and sympathy between the Presbything like aversion. The lof of a minister terian and Congregational churches than
sent to an unwilling people, is vastly worse between the different schools of the Episshan that of the people, and admits of no al- copal Church or the different orders of the
leviation except that which they will offer. Catholic Church.— Independent.
We know churches where a prayer meeting
hy
or two are devoted to supplications in behalf of the coming pastor and the prosperiPraying and Watching.
ty of his work. We cap -bardly imagine a
better method of getting the ¢hurch

into

a

helpful meod.
g-g00OWer-the pustor becomes thoroughly acquainted with his people, the better for
him, them, and the work,

Here a full shave

of responsibility rests upon the minister.
he is offish, the: best

will not help bim

ready with a grasp

efforts

much.

of” the

Both

of the

waiting for an introduction,

people

should

hand,

If

be

without

remembering

| that the ordinary rules of etiquette are

sup-

planted by those growing out of the relations that have been established, The minister will probably not be able to recognize

one-tenth of those who will have the right
to greet him, but that should not intertere

with the salutaiion.

The next meeting will

be of friends and mutual helpers, not stran=
gers,
A good custom is that of receiving

the minister and his wile at a festive gathering of the whole congregation, when the
ceremony of personal introductions can be
gone through, once for all. The pastor
muy here gain a fine idea of the collective
spirit of his people.
:
Make no unfavorable? criticisms between

—®

Is it not a sad thing that we should think
it wondertal tor God to hear prayer? Much
Letter faith was that of a little boy in one of
the schools in Edinburgh, who had attended

asprayer meeting, and at the last said to his
teacher who conducted it:
¢t Teacher, I wish my sister could be got
to read the Bible; she never reads it.”
*“ Why, Johnny, should your sister read
the B ble?”
{
«+ Because, it she once read it, [ am sure
it would do her good, and she would be
converted and saved.”

* Do you think so, Johnny?”
“Yes,

[ do, sir; and I wish the next time

there was a prayer meeting you would

ask

the people to pray for

she

my

sisier,

m 'y begin to read the Biole.”
«« Well, well;

that

.

it shall be done, John.”

So the teacher gave éut that a little boy
was anxious that'prayer should be offered

that bis sister might read her Bible.

John

was observed to get up and go out. The
teacher thought it very rude of the boy to

disturb the people in a crowded room, and
the new minister and the old; none adverse'f o the ntxt day, when the lad came, he
to the old, for his account should be considsaid:
iL
s
ered as settled; nor to the new, for they
¢ John 1 thought it very rude of you to

Sticking to It.
Er —
There is a quality in racers and roadsters
upon

which

horsemen,

when

they tind

it,

set great value. It is the quality that holds
on and holds out; the quality that endares
the strain. It does not expend itself wholly
upon the first burst. It has something in
reserve when its competitors are blown.

In

“bottom,” or the *‘ staying ” quality.

:

the

vernacular

of

the turf this

is culled

Those who have _.on their hands and
hearts the prosecution of the manifold work
of the church suffer many disappointments
from this want of persistence in those on’

whom they rely

It is not

ness, and 1t is by no

exactly fickle-

means

are called, and

eaters

upon

it with a vast

amount of energy and ardor.
parently zeal enough to cross
and oceans in the achievement of
but he has not counted the cost.
feel

the

weight

when

he

He has apeontinents
his object,
He doesn’t

starts, but very

drops his burden to the

ground

and

up the undertaking. He meant well; he
started well; but he doesn’t ** stay.”
Another is persuaded into assuming some
special responsibility because it is so hard

for him to say “ no.”

He honestly intends

some

prayer-mzeting,

to redeem his pledge.
haps.

It is the charge of

neighborhood

Itcalls

upon

him every week.

per-

On

that one night of every week he must be in

to notice

lication of the Jove

«+ Q, sir,® said

go

tle Loy, “ 1 did not

out.
mean

for the first time.”
Two men are seldom found who will- excel
Thus we ought Lo watch with expectation
[In precisely the same. Ii the new minister for answers to our prayers. Do not say,

ap-

of music, * through

r, Sankey and
Mr. Bliss. Revivals have
always been aided by hymns and tunes especially adapted to their use. The Wesleys
early discovered the value of this instrumentality, and nearly all successful evangelists
have employed it—Mr. Finney, however,
less than any other. « But the form lias been
that of choir aid congregational singing.
Mr. Moody had the courage and tact to borrow. from’ secular use the idea of solo song;
sp that a sngle singer should, impress sol-

God’s

Word

for the Sick.

[ beard the other day of a clergyman who
received from a sick man a lessen worthy
of note. The poor fellow .wus evidently
restless and uncomfortable during the minister's speaking, not giving full

and apparently

wishing

“ What isit asked

the

attention,

visit ended.

, Mr.-

at

last;

8ir,” he replied, *“ I'm sure I'm

tax on my time and strength.” Look out
for another man for that place ; it will soon
be vacant!
:

. A Pastor’s Reward.
Pr

®

A revival preacher, who had won

pulpit, came

work.

He

to

was

very

zealous, preached every night, excited considerable interest, and was vehement in his
exhortations to the unrenewed
portion of
the congregation to come forward. On the
last evening of his labors he outdid himself, but not a person rose to come forward.
Discouraged,

he

sat

down;

whereupon

a

grave-faced, anxious-looking man got
- up,
and said that the elder had been working
hard and laboring faithfully among them,
and, as a token

of their

appreciation,

he

moved that the congregation give him three
cheers! It was done right heartily, and
that contrite congregation weat quietly out
and silently home, satisfied that they had
fully and faithtully performed their duty.—
Harper's Magazine.
“

There is a sort of death in life when

we

have no faith, no hope, no love; when the
world seems empty and the heart dead.
This is death.
We are then, as the Scripture says, dead while we live.
We are of
no use to others or to ourselves.
This is
the only real death there is, the death of the

Can You
2

Pray That?
.

So queried a Christian gentleman, as an
acquaintaace of his was affirming certain
sentiments

which

the querist regarded

“Can you pray

quality

that ?”

sighiticant and pertinent.

and

The

as of

tendency—

question

was

[It is one thing

and in the immediate and conscious presence of the Searcher of hearts.
Men will
often say that to each other which they
would scarcely dare to say to God. Aections, too, have

a

voice;

they

may

even

“speak louder than words;”
and of the
‘speaking of much of our conduct" it may
be well to ask, ‘ Can we priy that?”
Shou'd we really like to

carry the

language

early stages be promptly arrested

and

maneatly cured,

per-

suffering

greatly

There's a bed-ridden, purblind old lady in " with my throat, was getting blind, had a
T
woo desires to hear dry cough, and much pain In my lungs.
the Word of God and columns of relizious have used twelve bottles of the Discovery |

yes, I”;

“and

I";

‘and 1.”

‘Ob,

You are as-

and am almost weil,

:

KATE T. WARDNER.
A son of Mr. J. H. MEskck, of
Four Corners, N. Y., has been

Chatham
cursd of

suming this task under the impuisz of your
excited sensibilities. Do you think you can

Consumption by Dr. Pierce’s Golden . Medlical Discovery,—so snys Mr. C. B. Canfield,

hold out? I know a young lady in another
city who kept up such a loving ministry for

editor of the Chwham Courier.
S. R. KGLAR, druggist, of West
0., writes to state that Dr. Pierce’s

seven years, , Could you * stay" iike that?

on
Union,
Golden

Ah, we want the staying quality in’ Medical Discovery has effected a ‘wonderful
Christian working. Think™ tor whom you | cure of Consumption in his neighborhood.
work; for what Master. * Think how short
the time; how grand and unchanging the
motives; how sure the promise: how magniticent the reward!
All the reasons for

entering upon Christian work are reasons
for continuing in it. Down’t put your hind

to the plow and look’back.
slackens,

“It

is

for

Chiist”;

souls"; “It is for héfiven’s
and work on.

Be nd

“It

weary
is

for

untailing joy,’

** Be steadfast, anmovabie

can have the Star

- Liberal

Offers.

The Board of Corporators, at its Yio inicting,
went as

far in the

liberality of

its offers to

the

patrons of our publications as'it,could go

in wis-

dom or safety.

believe

And we have reason

that these offers will be met in the
liberality and enterprise in which

to

saonie spirit of,
th y are made,

and children.

,'8, postage

SToRrY of Jesus,
>i.
15,
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, ;15,

,03

*
“

,08
U8

above offers,and every subscriber will see the de-

Biographies of
DAVID MARKS, MARTIN CHENEY WILLIAM

Marks,

i.

Bury

ee

-

Jackson,

The

«

$1.00,

oy

.

.

little

would be benefited

work,

and

Thoughts upon Phonght

Christian

25 cts; postage
1

v

of

is
a reprint of 180 pages from an English edition, and considers
the responsibility of man in relation to his thoughts; the government of the
thoughts; and the influence of thought on the for.
mation of character. Almost gratuitously distrib
uted;—five cents per copy.
[

No other Sabbath school paper in the country
has been published at so low a price as the Little Star and Myrile,and we can not furnish them

every

by reading it,

after the formationof a club in every place where
copies
of the Star are now taken. ‘The pastor

way of gets

ny

Church Member's Book

is a valuable
5 ots.

ting up the clubs, and so mee the generous of
:
’
fer available.

post, 19 cents.

FOR

.

sirableness of obtaining a new one, or of looking

and friends ‘ will choose their own

BURR

friends, and several copiés are still on hand.

at $2.00 each,

Close Communion,

or Open

Communion

is an experience amd an argument, in which the

at the old price and pay the postage in addition.

folly of close communion is clearly and ably exposed. Abookof 175 pages, ‘by a Baptist clergyman. 23 cte; postage, 11 cts,

Ten copies

Lectures

or

more,

sent

to one

address,

will

be twenty-five cents each, while. all .packages’
containing

each.

less

1. &

than

ten

«i!

will

be

thirty

cents

5

Address, I. D, Stewart, Dover; N, H,

.

.ON

«

)

THE TRUTH

OF

2

THE

BIBLE;

an

excellen’

book for all who would *‘‘ search the Scriptures. *
Twenty-two lectures on the most important points
of Bible study. $1.00; postage, 16 cts,
:

Guide to the Saviour,"

:

ig little book intended to assists inquirers im

theeyway of salvatlon.
:

A Gem worth Reafing!-—A Diamond worth Seeing
SAVE YOUR EYES
Gi:
RESTORE your SIGHT,

THE

THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES, = J2
By

reading

«

per dozen; 50 cts. per hundred.

AND
EYEto Re-

Inflamed,

and

Weak.

Neéar-Sighted

Eyes, and all other Diseases of the

es.

WASTE NO MORE MONEY
BY ADJUSTING
HUGE GLASSES ON YOUR NOSE AND DISFIG-

URING YOUR FACE. Pamphlet
of 100 pages
Mailed Free. Send your address to us 80,

Agents Wanted

Gentlemen or Ladies.
$5 to
Full particulars sent free,

DR. J. BALL

£10 a day guaranteed.
immediately, to

& CO.,(P. 0. Box 97.)

The Morning Star
:
is a large religious paper of eight pages, now in
its fifiieth volume. It is able, literary and progressive. The principle offices are to be in Boston, but
one for the WESTERN DEPARTMENT has recently
been opened in Chicago, and the manager there
gives his entire time to the work.
«

-

-

+

.-

-

$3.00

.

beautifully

historical

our

doctrinal

or Scripture

Our

quotations

copy,

each,

-

-"

dress,

each,

-

-

.

:
Payment always in advance,

and

Faith

and

Covenant

Establishment

TO PASTORS

OF

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours, 4
rh
upls

copies sent free.

A Ramy

:

in advance.

same
8
each

i

5

py

i,

75
5
a

ae

Chilil’s

Series,

3
bo)

T5

Toe

5

75

fod Jeannie,
Bright

Day

Series.

126

125

pompeii and Herculaneum,

126

Archibald Hamilton,

1.26
Series.

Starlight Stories,
appearance

Price, 10 cents a copy;

The Psalmody
ie the denominational

for

more

than

96 a dozen; $7 a

5

Brother and Sister,

oi

; Hen

JI5

aneons.

15%

i
foimals,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Sirawhersy Hin,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
.

150
108
178
: 3
100
5%

|, Whois my Neighbor?

55

Triumph
When we over
were Midian,
Young,

90
55

Sybil’s Way,

Hymn

Book,

used, prinied on both white and Uinted paper. Large

The Sacred Melody

:

is a small book of 225 hymns and several tunes
seleeted especially for prayer meetings.
Itis an ex-

cellent book; bound both in paper-board

and cloth

125

Rescued from Egypt,
Saudia,

extensively

book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocce, $1.10; Morocco Gilt,
1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.(0.
Postage, 16 cents each.
Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7 cents.

The

10

Series.

Good Little Mitty;

:
‘
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

Sample |

Postage, 2 ceats per copy. :

35 cents;

150
150

Lp

Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,
rs.
The Christ-Child,

Calendar, the names of all Freewill Bap‘ist ehurches, arranged in their appropriate Quirterly and
Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names of
all ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our liter.
ary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers,

covers.

$150
1
150

New Year,

‘ik
commission

forty years, and contains, in addition to the usual

&c., &c.

S. S.,

Birthday Present,

Register

has made its annual

.
hundred.

Ha

>

Rainy Day
Day at School,

Starlight

Fhe

‘

Making Something,

Payment

de-

CHURCHES

!

Sabrina. Hackett,
Atm Mattie,
oi

Papers

per year.

a

de

Superintendents of

alternate

var:
h
address, $9.00 per year; 50 or more, atthe
2
av
los
than 5
i;
rate.
Any number less than 50, 123 cents for

copy

and

pubs
Catalogue of New: Sunday School Books just
lished hy the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishes
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
livery.
Prize Series.
>

allowed on money sent. '
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson

of importan

I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.
A. H. HULING, 56 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

23 cents.

so

proof

is a brief historical’ statement, the amount of
donations aud a list of our publications. Published
by order of the General Conference, and for gratuitous distribution.
o
The above named books are sold by the
en at
Sor on
20 per cent disceunt, cash paid with
receiving the books.
Send your orders to

30 cents.

Packages of ten or more to one ad-

in

is a confession of 17 articles of faith
sirable church covenant.
:

illustrated.

;

a

polity

od

STAR is for an older class of readers than the My. | LFMCSOmIbe CoS
‘
single

and

church

4

Doctrinal,

papers are of the same §ize, but the LITTLE

TLE.
Terms:

statement,
basis,

AND TO

Postage is paid by the publisher.

paper,

of

and institutions,

250

Special offers, strictly in advance,
with
no commission paid:
One old and one new subscrider,
$4.50
Clubs of six or more, one-third new -subscribers, each
$2.00

superior

brief notice

Printing

Jf zoowill Baptist
PUBLICATIONS

“inadvapve,

Denominational,
which contains a

doctrines.

No. 81 Liberty Street, New York City, N. Y.

2."

t

were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7 cts.

our Illustra-

OLOGY
ANATOMY
of the
SIGHT.
Tells how

25cts; postage. 5 cts.

Tracts

"i

R
’

(5, / wiich will be sent by mad,
vee of postas
4

on receipt of the price.

Parties designifg to get new
branes, or to

replenishold

Sabbath’ School

ones, can

send

us

in| Libraries.at wholesale

NC

prices.

I. D.

STEWART, Dover, N. H,

EE

Choralist

.than the

Li
their

orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books o!
gther
publis’sers,
and will be furnished to Sshbath séfools

postage, 4 cts.

i8 ‘a larger book of hymns and tunes

was

are for adults

Lessons for Every Sunday,

of the International Series, for adults, also for
children, are issued every month. 100 copies to one

—

at least doubtful

Sabbath School Question Books

BRING NEW

!
strictly fn advance,
No commission cap be alfowed on either of the

God. | BO

humble circumstances,

spsnd an hour im that lowly chamber?

SUBSCRIBERS,

ONE-THIRD

weeks, on

able to sit up much,

intelligence read to her every day.
Will
one of you go ene day of every week and

Clubs of six or moré,

the beauty of Nature, blind to the

If life in the soul is the light of man, so
death in the soul is the darkness of man.
The doctrine of the New Testament is
that selfishness is death, and that love is
life. Whenever we lowe, we live; whenever we cease to love,we die.
“We know,”
says the apostle, ‘‘that we have passed from
death unto lite, because we love the brethren." — Saturday Evening Gazelle.

.

and Damel Jackson are extensively read by their

The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath School papers, printed

grandeur

A

The

soul in terpor.
This dead soul has no
knowledge of any realities. It is blind t&
the providenceof

every session, and the bound volume embraces the
proceedings of the first sixteen géssions,
5 cents;
postage, 18 cents.

two copies of the paper, for one year, at $4.50,
strictly in advance,
:

Terms per year

of duty, blind to

;

furnish the, name of a Ngw oN, tan have, the

Watery,

That
good,
faithful
pastoral
work
is ap.
.
rd
~
ye
.
.
preciated in the State of Ohio is illustrated
by the following incident that occurred in
fame by his power in the

2

The Misintes of the General Conférence
are published in pamphlet form at the closeof

We continue our offer te elubs as follows:
.
Any subscriber to the Morning Star, who will

store Impaired Vision and
MY
Overworked Eyes; how to cure

RAvENSWOOD, ‘W, Va,
And another comes into Christian work
Dr. R. V. PiercCg, Buffalo, N. Y.:
:
with great fervor under the fresh impulses
Sir—For
the
last
year
I
have
been
using
of a revival season. He is ready to run, to
I owe
speak, to teach, to go bere and there or any- your Golden Medical Discovery.
where; and he bows his neck willingly to my life to it, having been afflicted for years.
any yoke. But he doesn't “stay.”
You Did not use it but a short time before [ wus
will want anew teacher for-his class before benefited ; at that time [ was very bad, not
the year is out,

pers hereafter, will not the friends of these pub
lications exert themselves to increase their circulation.

very. much

tions, as we vften can vot choose it for ourselves.— Helly Bowman.
’

#onton for a week's

Boa

As we pay postage on the Star and other pa-

Not man’s word, however excellent, but
(God's, brought to us in wisely-chosen. por-

Ironton.

pi

good.

*‘is

obligedto you for what you've said; but
do tell me something of what God: says.”
And this is the longing of many a sufferer.

——

greatly increased

still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and
wish to place them where they will be doing

there anything you wish to say to me?” <Q

AL
rey

the new

his place ; he must have freshness of thought of our practiee into a sho address to Him
ttifone of his holiness,
and speech ; he must be ready for all emer- who, sitting upon the
gencies. If he bas not the staying quality, interprets tnings just as they are?
it will not be long before he will begin to |:
commune with himself, “I didn’t want to
+ Consumption,
take this place when it was offered me; |
told the pastor so at the time.
It isa heavy
the scourge of the humin family, may io its

to be rude; but I thought [ should like to in well-doing. Say to your heart, when
go home and see my sister read ber Bible ‘your breath grows short and your step

in aN qualities,

It is teresting

to assert a sentiment or an opinion to a
fellow-mos#§l, or even to one's self, but it
may be quite another thing to assert the
gives 4 same sentiment or opinion directly to God,

end by becoming unable .to
but flaws. * No one excels

of Mus’e,

soon it begins to tell on him, and he finds it
move than he can carry. He pants and
puffs aud struggles on for a little, then

eet up in the prayer meeting, and
You ought not to bave done so.”

gee anything

Pawer

—@ Ge

hypocrisy, but

there is no ** bottom ” for the course. One
accepts some service to which velunteers

can-only impede bis work. Fault-findimg
grows with exercise, faster, perhaps, than
any other quality. Those who begin to

pick flawe, and to cultivate, the practice,

:

brave

so

gle member of the church.
The congrega- off again; together with such as ave of like
tion are on the ground, they know their mind, an! go where they may do as they
needs,
If there is any kind of organization | please.
We apprehend, therefore, that, if
among them, they ought
to be able to all the churches were united or auuy con-

+

-

a
The on ity books hiSao Be The Memorialsof the Free Batiste
| secured.
LY PEF | give the rise and progress
of this body
cent. lower than similar books can be purchased tians in New York, till
the tinge of their nnlon
fy
his
elsewhere, but some of them are nddv put ata the Freewill Baptists, $1.25.

one’s conscience may be allowed to distin- emn evangelical (ruth upon an audience by
guish between a sin against Presbyter§ and poetry and musio, as the preacher did by his
a sin against God! Nor was the wrath of sermon. So he takes Mr. Sankey, and Mr.
gosfective in pastoral work; the builder of the Presbytery In the least abated by the Whittle takes Mr. Bliss, to *‘ sing the
el.” “And they do sing it, by God’s blesstemporal interests follows bne who has giv- fact, that, as the result of a series of simple
ng, Hight into the hearts of men, Mr. Kliss
en the spiritual interests a grand develop- services, thus conducted, a revival occurred
ment; and so the church in the course of its in that little rural parish, with about thirty is really the better singer of the two, and
musi¢ and wordsh
life enjoys advantages similar {0 those hopeful conversions. So mugh the worse! they are his Jonge
which acorue te the farm-field from the ro- What right bad anybody to be converted in which Mr. Sankey is using with such marktation of crops.
;
:
so irregular a manver? When said student ed effect. Artistically, these are not of a
was called onto defend his acts, the best he high order, but (hey are full of pathos and
Finally, to condense our thoughts. into
maxim: Let the rhinister and the people re- could do was,to plead that he hid begun to piety,and remarkably succeed in'impressi
men with the characteristic ideas and wo
member from the start that they are to be practise where the Bible left off to preach,
one in ohjeet and interest (ill the end of the by obeying its almost closing words.
For of the gospel. Often they dissolve an entire
pastoral term, and act accordingly, striving five verses only from the end one. reads: audience in tears, and they well accompany
of Mr,
always to make life ‘comfortable for each ‘ The Spirit.and the bride say, Come. And the eminently Setiptural preaching
other.—Methodist.
let him that hearetlt say, Come.” Ile had ‘Whittle, who sets home the very y Meith
but heard, and said, *¢ come,” as opportunity of the Bible with wonderful directness and
presented,
bai
vel power.—Congregationalist.

bave beenin the place,
may not Know
a gin- | ingto sacrifice their freedom

make such. representations and
ments.of the work as to render

the | and thus willa

D. D.,

.

progress of thought and practice on this
subject, and now our religious newspapers
Iais a serious. question whether the exare lirgely
occupied with recording the
cessive tendency to union among
the dabors and success of lay-evangelists on
How to Receive a new Minister. churches will not in the end defeat itself. both sides of the ocean. Mr. Moody of
As we are beginning to put less impor- Chicago has stirred Great*Britain as no one
tance on abstract and non-essential differ- else has done’since the days of Whitefield
The churches in several of our. confer- ences of opinion and on the past issues
Weslew Mr. Varley ot London is
enges are now adjusting themselves to the which have separated the church into- its and
drawing crowd® in like memrer=iff America.
change of preachers, “The removal of the various 7 bodies, the conclusion is rashly Mr. Whittle, My. Moorhouse, and others,
Cold
ter and the accession of a new one drawn that there is, therefore,
no reason are impressing multitndes in various parts
can hardly take place without .having con- why the chyrches should not be reunited. of our land. ‘A powerful agency bas thus
siderable effect upon both the religious and While, however, it ‘is true that the old been developed, and the hand of Providence
the social life of the congregation.
At one causes of separation no longer exist, it must be recognized as divecting attention to
place a pastor may have had his ‘hree years must be remembered that new causes of overlooked resources within the church.
- of active and fruitful labor, "and niay be dissension are liable to spring wp. If the
Of conrse there are drawbacks and imobliged to leave it .by the inexorable rule Church were all together,these causes would perfections in all the exercises. Where did
of the itinerancy, when it has just reached be more capable of causing evil. At pres- God ever
find a perfect instrumentality,
its hight, when his efforts are telling with ent there is no power in the old issues, save in Jesus himself?
The wminuter
their greatest force, and can least be ipter- merely because they have expended their
theology of these lay preachers is often
mitted. It depends very much on the char- force and done their utmost. They have crude and mechanical. They imagine that
acter of his successor and the way he takes been discussed, . they have divided the it comes straight from the Bible, because
hold at the beginning whether this work Church, and now “they are laid asidé beshall continue and grow, or whether it shall cause powerless. They can not be dis- based on some of the “Seriptural imagery.
They study
the Bible itself mueh; but cercome to a balt, with the danger that the cussed again, because people who disagree
tain men Have given a start and direction to
2st frnits that might have been gathered,
are separated and do not meet in discus- their ideas of Biblical doctrine and intershall be irrevocably lost.
sion over them. They can not create di- pretation.
They say too little about repentIn another place, the pastor may have visions, because the people are alreudy dihad an unprofitable season; he may have vided on every available issue, and because, ance, as a condition of salvation, and press
been an impediment to the growth of the even in those bodies where there is still faith disproporcionately, so as to involve an
‘church ; the church may have been a hin- difference of opinion, persons not satisfied Antinomian danger in the way of presenting
This, probably, aceounts for
derance to him; or both ‘may equally have can leave their communion ‘and go into justification.
disagreed and worked at cross purposes another, already existing, which holds the charge of Cardinal Cullen agZainst
with each other, so that all interests have their particular views.. We say, therefore, Moody and Sankey: ‘‘ Itinerant preachers
or singers have in this island endeavored to
entered upon a decline, and are in need of that this division aud the separations em- do away with all good works, and the neskillful doctors and strong
yedicines. ‘Then bodied in the different denominations tend cessityof baptism, promising to save all
the new pastor will have hag
work before to the peace of the Church more than men by leaning on the Lord, and by foolish
him under discouraging circastances, but would
a union. The several sects (which sensationalism, without requiring of them
a fine opportunity and very itcentive to do show the result of the past thought and to be sorry for their sins.” An enemy may
his best,
2d
‘
y
discussion of the Church) ure places of thus teach them the side that needs to be
In either case, the character of the new consignment where the people, irreconcil- guarded. If we add to this, too strong an
term and its success will depend large'y up- able as a whole, may be stowed away uc- infusion of millenarian doctrine about the
on the way in which it is began. The pow- carding to their tastes and opinions. Now, second coming of Christ, and an occasional
er and the daty of shaping the beginning if this work is undone and the churches are lack of dignity and reverence in the hymns,
rest most often chiefly with the congrega- united, the old issues are likely to rise which sometimes are also a little too sention. The mivister has duties in this re- up again and to require another settlement. timental,
the
polnts for criticism will be
gard which he may not neglect. Ile must Just as churches divided to their wu:- before the reader. Practically they will not.
not depend upon his ol
to do all; but most can not be divided any more, soa, be serious, if pastors do their duty in submust expect to meet them half way. Too church concreted to its utmost is ready sequent instruction - of the professed conoften he is obliged to-take the initiative. It for nothing but division. By uniting the verts. And so we wish abundant success to
is his du'y to be ready to do this upon ocea- Church, persons ot different views will want the lay-evangelists.—Congregationalist.
be-

in the work of

3 bsg

Lay Evangelists.

‘

Injudicious Union. ,

cause be wus! be always seeking opportunity to promote his work, ahd ready to take
hold when others let go. But his readiness
and fitness to nfake the advance will not excuse the people if “they fail in their part.
They have the advantage of position,
The

FS 3

"The

supplement’
of
of

abounding

then go out with your candle,
as thongh you | Lord! "Rev, A. L. Stage,
expeetedto find it dark,— Spurgeon.
Pacific.
A:
hg
5
.

—————

sion, not because it is his business,
but

rrp

“Lord, turn my darkness
“iiito Tight,” and | always

brings to each congregation a succession of pastor to preach in his pulpit, and he did so.

—S. &. Conant,

‘

ex-

each other, and who will, in the course
‘time, exercise upon it the best functions

Filled him with sullen temper and disdain,’
And unbelief in what he could not find. «= *

to pay

great

cellences in those points in which his predecessor was most deficient; and those
points may be of equal value with the others for carrying on church work, Estimate
him by those qualities in which he is. best,
and see how soon he will rise in appreciation. Indeed, we regard it as thg crowning excellence of our itinerancy that it gives
a many-sidedness to our ministry.
It
pastors whose

Of disappointment soured. Ben Sadi’s mind,

He saw a hoary temple, ages old,
Where earth’s first children went

He bas his good

(raits, be sure, and may develop

‘Ben Sadi’s Quest.
[td

_

We,

. Selections;
(AFTER

W

EASTERN

& MAINE

—
CENTRAL

R. R,

Sacred Melody, designed mainly fer social worship,
though sometimes used for congregational sing-

Trains leave Dover for Bangor, Portland, Ports.
Jrouth and Boston at 6.40, 7.50, 10,50, A. M., and at

ing.

Leave Boston for Portland, Bangor and St. Johns,
at 8.00, A, M,, 8.15, P.M , and'8,00 evening (Pullman
Sleeping car); and for
Dover via Portsmouth at 8.00,
A.M, 12.30 and 4.45, P. M.
;
Leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.15 10.20, A. Mm.
and 3.06 and 7.00, P. M.

50 cts.;

The

Book

postage,
of

11 cts,

Worship

is still larger than the Choralist,

contains more
It is well
worship, with.

"than 600 hymns and 250 different tunes.
adapted to either social or public

gregational singing.
We have a few «copies left,
all gilt edge.
Those bound in Moroceo, $1.00 per

copy»
the d

Turkey binding, $1.25, and no

discount

by

zen,

Butler's

00, P. M.

GEO.

BACHELDER,

Supt.

E. R. R.

BOSTON AND MAINE
RAILROAD
SPRING ARRANGEMENT,
1875,

Theology
TRAINS

FOR

BOSTON,

discusses briefly, but clearly all the questions of
doctrinal ‘theclogy,
and the
author’s
views are
those generally accepted by the denomination. $1.60;
postage, 23 cents.
*

Leave PORTLAND&t 6,15, and 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, p.m
Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.50, p. M,

Butler's Commenlary
°
¢
>
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, now of
Hillsdale College,Theological department,—containg

Leave Boston at 8.00, P. M., 12,00, M. 3. 15. and 5, p, M,

two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other on
Acts, Rom. and Cor.
It is an excellent help for
Sabbath schools and family reading.
#2.0); post-

age, 20 cents,
The

:

Leave DOVER

and 5.15, p. M.

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our: existence,
from Le to 1830. It describes with considerable detail, the early events of our denominational. history. 75 centr; postage, 18 cents.
el

5.50,

7.55,

and

Alton Bay at 6.35, AM,
TRAINS

Leave

BOSTON

«DOVER

11.00,

A.

TRAINS FOR DOVER.

Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.10, A. M.,

Leave

Treatise

containga brief statement of the doctrines held
by the denomination, and our general usages in
church-building. It is published by authorityof the:
General Conference.
25 cents; postage, 2 cents.

at

at

at

FOR

wm.

.
and

3.15,

p. Mm,

3.50, P.M.

PORTLAND.

8.00, A, M., 12.00, and

3.15,

P. M.

10.42, A.M., and 2.48, 6.13, and
8.25, P.M,
:

STAGE

CONNECTIONS.

Staged Jeave Center Harbor for Conway and White
Mountains,

that runs
Boston.

at ¥, P.M., or on the arrival of the boat

in connection

with

the ¥.15 train

from

« Leave
Wolleborough
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,
oultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Ihursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
J
RETURNING,~Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes
days and Fri A for Alten, in season to cenneot
with trains for
ston and Portland.
JAMES T. FURBER, * Gen. Supt,
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Cuanzestowy, Mass., May 19, 1875, | course pursued,
Among these men was
mission

means success and prosperity.

chureh

Dear Bro.

:—When I saw your re-| Rev. Dr. Kittridge,
and sincere trial of God's grace in the ' mat- "Lick were too much for him, so he has cent statement of1imny
the condition of our Foreign largest Presbyterian the able pastor of the
church in the city, and
er, The force that would keep these -par- made a new trust-deed, which is consider- Mission Treasury, it caused me feelings of .deep
who acted as a legder in the movemant,
sadness,
we,
as
a
denomin
ation,
aware that
ties, is the one that holds the cup away
ably modified from the previous one, and a there is a remittance due to our missiona
ries of The delegation was ungraciously received,
law to do that.

many drawbacks.
LN

That of course has a

Bat sappose we

great

be regarded

with

State-house, lie gives $100,000 for

same

in the San

Francisco City

Hall,

the

The

endanger the ¢®istence

pained at the indifference

of our

of our

mission ? I feel
churches,

abstain | appropriation for a monument to the augnor | Many of our ministers, upon this
great
’

Ristrigge carefully from the columas of

und | paper.

To such an

extent

has

the

this

been

subject. | carried that reports of public meelings

and

c

2

\

interest by our readers,

Of the Lord's Supper the following is held :
The cup of the Lord is not to be denied
to any ot his people, for both the bread and
the wine, by Christ's ordinance and commandment, ought to be ministered to all
Christian men alike.
On baptism, it will be seen, that the first
part of the article is pretty good Baptist
doctring, and is a frank statement of Scriptural teaching :
Baptism represents the death of believers
with Christ and their rising with him to
newness of life. It is a sign of profession #
whereby they publicly declare their faith in
him.
It is intended as a sign of regeneration or new birth. They that are baptized
are
grafted into the visible chureh; the
promises of the forgiveness of sin and of
adoption to be the sons of God by the Holy
Ghost are visibly set forth. The baptism of
young children is retained in this church, as
agreeablg to ancient usage and no! contrary
to holy writ.
;
WOf election, predestination and free-will,
the following is held:

Ss

«

calling

of

the people of God unto eternal. life, as
Christ saith : All that the Father giveth me
shall come to me; they no less positively

affirm man’s free agency and responsibility,

and that salvation is freely offered to all
through Christ. This church, accordingly,

simply affirms these doctrines as the word

of God sets them fort
and h,
submits them to
the individual judgment of its members, as
taught by the Holy Spirit; strictly charging
them that God commandeth all mean everywhere to repent, and that we can be saved

only by faith in Jesus Christ.

partakérsof the

Holy Ghost, and worship the Father in spirit

and in truth; ” that they are *“ the body of
Christ, the

house

of God, the

Good Shepherd.”

flock of the

a

how much of the
d lump of ritualistic
episcopacy will te ledvened by this new

leaven of truth.

;

;

TI wf
Denominational.
Rev. G. H, Damon wswrites as follows from
Medina, O.; The ldst few months have been
full of intetest to our little church in Liverpool,

Ohio,

Previously,

the church

had been, for

some time, in a low state of religion, having
nominally about thirty members,
Yet there
have always been some faithful souls ‘who have
Kept the

interest alive,

enjoyed

the

por

faithful

Years

ago

this

labors of Rev's
:

*

church

Wanner

|
.

While, the Scriptures distinctly set forth

the election, predestination, and

:
The following letter, from the President individuals sheuld be manifested by such a
Between the formulated eveed, as well as
of the Society, shows the right spirit. It journal. A few weeks ago several Chpisgeneral spirit and tone, of the Reformed
another for a similar reason. Already {be not only uses words, but comes with the tian gentlemen, becoming justly indignant church and the old
church there is certainly
evidence
that the words are from the heart at the evidently studied purpose constantly
protest of the people is coming in. For
a very wide difference, and it remains to be
oursejves, while counseling caution und for- and speak the earnest feelings of ‘the soul. manifested by the writerof paragraphs to
seen

from them, that anticipates the onsets of more reasonable document.
Instead of some $2,000, and that there is only $182 in the and soon after orders
given, it is said, 10
in the appetite; ) and makes its indalgence practi- giving $250,000 for statuary in the Califor- treasury with which to meet that rémittance, all report
ers
to
exclud
e.
the name of Dr,
.
and
is
the
negligence
of our churches such as to |
.,
Reflédtor, and
ally impossii
2
We know of nv force. but | pian

read

i

of doctrine, some thirty-nine in number, to
which the new church subscribes, are clearly
stated and comparatively liberal. On the
three points of communion, freedom of the
will, and baptism, the positions taken will

city, assumed
editorial
cofiteol.
Mr,
Delegates from other Christian bodies
Medill is generally recognized as ‘a man of’ were cordially received,
and the recognition
great personal worth, and baving a regard of all believers,
made emphatic in a formal
for the morals of the community.
The article of doctrine, holding that all are of
Tribune has really improved much in some the true
church ** who are

and places, Ya
as published
a

BProvidence

test,

His “letters, descriptive o

TRIBUTE

General

meantime, in 1865, his bealth had becomeffThe fact ie, there is not made any general
| hard licks which the other Licks gave Mr'|
o feeble
that a tour of Europe

After

early days of reeonstruction, with Rebel
officers in power, it would have excited
grave apprehensions.
How shall it be

which we believe he Had a good deal

peep Yodan

:

the | covlessions of faith,” the statement of belief

rash, illegal and oppressive. If the case the Printing Establishment. provide a port comes from Nebraska that a hitherto
had appeared in a Southern State in the new hymn and tune book; for our churches. unknown insect has appeared, whieh is de-

RY]

FE

THE

who received a minority, seems, with oar
present light upon it, to be nothing less than

perance question ” seems to be outlined in sults would soon place the State if the
he recent crusading movement
in the West,

should

for State Senators who received a majority

and settled with a small charch in Grafion,
rh

years,— odd," is

n't it P~— and
we
Hampshire, in ‘withholding certificates of
make the most
it as it passes,
elections from two Republican candidates that we will have ofpeace.

be added that his *“ true solution of the tem- authority, whose logical and probable
re: be able to fill orders very soon.

He then married Miss Frauces L. Green,

‘“

Nearly all the military companies : in . exist- . safety, this organization has become a great
ence are getting ready to attend. The gal- power, for the increase of which all good
lant Maryland Fifth is coming on, and men and women will fervently pray.
will muster for roll-call at the foot of the
monument, thus in a manner fulfilling a
Tuk MODERN PLAGUE. The more recent
boast of many years ago. There will be an reports from the localities so disastrousiy
oration, pvem, speeches, illuminations, and visited last year by the grasshoppers are
all the characteristics of such occasions. full of apprehension for the coming crops.
There is no use trying to stop this centenni- Contrary to the general expectation, the exal business, We have got into it, just as treme cold seems to have had little or ne
the earth gets into the meteoric belt, to use
effet in destroying the eggs deposited last
a borrowed figure, and it will be nothing fall, but on the appearance of warm weathbut explosion, coruscation, “‘ O my!” “How
er they hatch out in myriads. In Missouri
splendid I” and * This glorious Republic ” especially, and in parts suffering comparauntil after the next summer's grand out- tively little last fear, everyth
ing green is
burst in Philadelphia, and five or six years already disappearing before
the march of
besides. Tt is the best thing we could do. these youthful depredators, There is hope
We have a centennial only once in a hun- that the devouring wave may pass on
and

evidence concerning the alleged secret administration of the diocese by a papal dele-

and finding reconciliation with God, beflind conversations and other incidents (hat that it deserves,
and that the best sentiment
nited with the Omeyville church. Hisllare here narrated are not much in proof, of the State will submit to nothing less
gsreat promise was open. to. all. woe. knewgoithor pro or con. It 1s an entertaining than the just and legal status of the candi
im, and he was encouraged to give himsel(fuook. The author always writes entertaje-' dates in question, If it were a political
more fully to study, which he was anxious ngly. He is a gentlemaii of eandor and wrangle, such
as is likely to follow so closeto do. At Smithville Seminary, and in pri-@onor. And, taking the bodk ds it stands, ly confested elections as’ New Hampshige
rate study, be fitted himself for college, and
0.1845 he entered the Theological Semin

f

case
| eased from prison. The apt must impress Md] a,
Ani of Ban-| Power of temptation and leading them in | *dopted by the Evangelical Alliance at
his | the papacy
with a sense
of its insignificance. ker Hill ii the trae Tice. theAmerican
its
style.| the paths of sobriety, Christianity, and formation in
1846 in London. The articles
They were imprisoned for refusing to give

however

must

:

from

oulton and Knowlton, Burr and Day,—! onvictions had grown out of his experiames that were the denomination’s galaxy fence of the things about which he writes.
nd whose luster is still like a euidinefCOPYictions thus formed are valid, ‘at least

loss?

-5

»

eadlingFon
I ee
-

.

is vot exactly

Peay n

X

-

gang popularity, we might, ina very brief time, Christianity,
iad always: spoken hopefully ot him untilfiffnence were second to none, and he seldom
or
mainly, essays
-A VABIATION,, The american fh
large amount given for charitable purposes | have a church in Charlestown" and Sowerville | on morals; but we publish,
within a fow days. Acting on later intelli-B@declived a burden that was imposed by hisfligational
do
emphatically
claim
Union varied 115 exercijes ai
its more than compensates for the eccentricity
gence we had prepared a staterfent of hislibrethren.
Av that when any paper habitually goes out of
late « twenty-second anniversary meeting, which many may find in Mr. Lick’s manage- | that woud be an homey 10 he cause of G
he
Er opine
condition, which was already in type fo
oe
i its way to have a fling at religion, it forBut his work is done. In September lastfliThe varied addresses from

i

ti

Ce)

4
|
spangled Banner
” is reduced When will the people in:
gospel lands
logical - or wh Sa a oy 000; and the $700,000 |quby
Jealize, He Feshanal ity,

:

710 BE

MAY

7

“

[speak at this time, only to say that he did aflldeéath of John C. Bieckinridge recalls the
work for our publications that no other manfllfact that, but for bis honorable
resistance,

We had not@office.

so early.

st friends, including his

ER

1

Act

.

He received appointments as Professor inflof Mr. Lincoln's first election to the presi- immediately available for beneficiary purboth Hillsdale and Bates colleges, and wasfildency would probably have succeeded. Al- poses. Mr. Lick will be one of the trustees | claim to be F. Baptists and in not a few instanc- | littleness and the prospects are that some| es members of F. Baptist churches, ass us. by body will either eat humble pie or suffer in
We are bowed withftwice elected President of the former, butfthough his name is darkly clouded by
bis con- himself and the others will. be announced an Eye br
SR
A
are mot | ® Shortening subscription list.
We are
words, as thousands@ldid not sce his way clear to accept eithérflinection with the Rebellion,. that
act and shortly.
Most

ate the sad
St
rent
expected
event

;

STAR,

Topics.

"

:

will be when they read them.
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-

iled.

Current

ffenvices at this post we will not attempt toll

ay Ps

I Se

grief as we write

p

immediately followed. He entered at once
pon his work as editor-in-chief, and of his

=

am

=
;
;
:
fron: calling
it a Prue until it has

;
£.
The. death of William:
Burr, editor-of
t
:
‘ip:
i

a

-

Morning
1366, diresied aibentio tofff1y and P} upetly Salles
Bro, Day Sear,
as his insuccessor,
and his election

26, 1875.
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Beene and Hirax Vaveny, who have gone to

rendered efficient service for Christ and witnessed out in the cold. The dooris open wide enough
“many conversions during his ministry with this ‘to welcome all who will come and go with us;
church, Rev. P, Raxpary has preached much all who follow Jesus closely. None who love
to this church and people, extending back over the Saviour needbe without a church home in
With us ¢ There yet is room.” On
a numberof years, and is greatly endeared to Chicago.
the membership and others who have learned to
respect and love him for his candor, liberality

Tuesday last the terrific storm left

and abilityin preaching the goépel of Christ.

The lightning struck the ornamental protector

And many others in the ministry have also la‘bored faithfully here, whose labors have been

on the rear chimney, shattering it, displacing
many bricks, and then darting down : tlie chim-

greatly blessed in the Lord, ©

‘ney, through the stove pipe, bursting open the

ly in a series of meetings from and after the
Feb. session of the Cleveland Q. M.,,held here, Rev.

Ins SLATER assisting the Pastor, and leading the
meetings.

Meetings were protracted

for three

- weeks, during which time seventeen were baptized and’ with eleven ‘others,

Three more were baptized last Sabbatk,

There are quite a number who have not yet,
been baptized, who have become Christians and

in

the

pastor's

study at the time,

|

REE

RTE

¥

hes

¢

.

"March 6—7,

Ministers

E. Tibbets, W.

8. Tayler,

and J. J. Weage, of Walnut Creek Q.
The

co!

ations were small, owing

mencing June 18,at 3, », M,

Ill

The WASHINGTON
session with the Oil

to the fact

HN

4-0.

Freedmen’s Mission Items,
REVIVAL—BAPTISM.
For the satisfaction of those who have felt an in.
say

that

.

be held
building, on
2. P. M. The
very generil

MARION Q. M.~Heldits last session with the
the

churches

last

kins, H,'Wood
substitution.

Woolford,

and H. Cape,
:

S, ‘Hop-

with
/

power

The exercises were of an

interesting

character, and the new organization promises

matter of vital importance.

receipts :—One box of clothing invoiced at near-

nized; "the practical question, How can: the
growthof the church best be secured? meets
Christian workers at the very outset. This

ly $200,

question the first F. B,

well.—Bro. C. also acknowledges the
contributed: by

the

following

Greenwich

St.

church, Providence, R.1., for the grasshopper
sufferers of the North-west; two barrels of
clothing from the church at Postville, Iowa, for
the same purpose; also $2.00
sh from a
friend in N. H., and about $15 worth by mail
at different times from Mrs, L. Fox, Ashford; N.

Y.,—for which the donors have the hearty thanks
of many that were
bountiful charity.

Rev, James
from Mich.

greatly

Asurey

in

need of

sends

He gave the right

cheering
hand

church.

The

church was

organized about a year ago and has since trebled
its membership. The colored people are numerous in this country andthisis the first church

of our denomination planted among them in that
~icinity,

will be

his misfarerial duties in a few months.

We learn that Rev. A. F. Hurcmrxsox has
left the church in New Gloucester, Maine, to
take charge of the Cape Elizabeth (Me.) church,
Rev. J. Franxux
church at Bow Lake,
~ year to come,

Brown will supply the
Strafford, N. H., for the
2

Rev. Josern GraxviLLE bas closed his labors
with the church in

North

Weare,

N,

H.,

has removed to West Charlestown, ‘Vt,
he has the pastoral care of the church.

and

where

The First Kree Baptist Society, of Fairfield
Me., was organized a few Sabbaths since.
We

are pained

to Jearn

that

Rev,

JOWEN, of Lewiston, Me. has been sadly

ed in the loss of a Son, seven years of age.

W.

H.

afflict~

1}.

We have an interesting communication from
Bro. Jos. Bares, of Irving, Kansas, who is

(“doing the Master's work in that distant

region,

under disccuragements that would appall a less
heroic toiler. He finds several communities
there in which meetings are held in echoolhouses, the Lord blessing the work.
Bro. B.
has been afflicted in his family since going to
Kansas, and has suffered from the grasshopper
plague, but, in the midst of it all, his faith fails

» mot.

Watch and pray, Brother,

are beyond.

Rest and joy

id

We have received a communication from the
building committee of Woolsey College, a new
institution it is proposed to establish in Green.
ville, Tenn, It is pleasantly located, and many
of the young people are anxiously waiting for
its completion.
Land has been given and a
building partially ‘erected, but the committee
are in want of means to put ‘the school on a

working basis, -and appeal to the North _for
aid. “Those having means will find in this insti.
tution a worthy object for their benevolence.
Wm, B. Woolsey, Greenville, Tenn., is the
chairmdp of the committee, to whom all com-

munications may be addressed,

it

A WORD

FROM THE PASTOR.

For the benefit of friends interested
lét me say,
in the language of another,
«I still live.”
Health has been so far restored as to enable me
to preach as well (I think a little better in view
of the discipline) as before my illness ; but I can
not do quite so much of it. Butwe thank God,

but now leaves the Close Communion
the one more

suitable

to

his

belief;

fold for
another

city pas-

tors. In July, 1874, Re¥. Geo. 8. Ricker, of
Richmond, Me,, was called to preside over the
mterests of the mission, and immediately enter.
ed upon the work of gathering together a
church,
In December,
twenty-six persons;
mainly from the First PF. B. church, were organized, by a council called for that purpose, intothe Mount Vernon Free Baptist church, and on
the first of February, 1875, the pastor-elect was

installed.

A legal organization, known as the

Mount Vernon F. B, Society, was formed about
this time, and the Paige St. F. B, Society very
generously donated to this young society, the
Mount Vernon chapel, subject to a slight incum.

mother

$8000.

The chapel,

$9000,

church amount

together with the

making

the

to

liberal

the

gift

of the
sum

of

During the winter this young church has enjoyed a very good degree of religious interest,
sixteen having been received into its communion, nine by profession and seven by letter, A
congregation, with an average attendance of
above one hundred and fifty,has been githered,—
largely from families that were deprived of
sanctuary privileges. The chapel is pleasantly
located in the western part of the city, at
least a half mile from any protestant church.
It has a seating capacity of nearly four hundred,
and makes a very cosy and comfortable place of

worship, as is testified by all those who

worship

in it. The church is united in love, and has
the fullest sympathy of the ¢ mother” church,
as well as of numerous friends and helpers con.

nected with other branches of our loved

Zion.

Under these favorable auspices, the pastor and
members of the Mount Vernsn church go about
their work with great courage and with large
hopes of success.
rc

These few facts may prove interesting to those
engaged in the work of church-extension,. It is
proper to say, in addition, that the
this enterprise is very largely due to
of the pastor of the

‘ mother”

success of
the labors

church,

Rev.

J.

E, Dame, and of the brethren and sisters of that
church, who have given their prayers and sympa.
thy and money without stint in the ‘upbuilding
of the ¢ daughter” church,
It is the prayer of
all’ true Christians, that the two churches,
“mother” and ¢ daughter,” may continue to
work together in harmony and in love; and
that, in the future, as in thé past, the growth and

P.M.

May

27.

The plan for

Western

CrAwWFORD Q. M.—Held its last session

with

Next session with

the

Geneva

mencing June 11,

come

A, C. Busu, Clerk,

Q. M.—Held

church,

church,

April

its

24,

last session with

25.

All

of

the

churches have been blessed with revivals within
the past quarter. A new church, organized in
‘Wellstona few weeks since, was received. Bro.
J. Masters, of Wellston church, was licensed to
preach the gospel for one year. We were favored with the labors of Rev. H. J. Carr, of
Athens, and Rev. A, Crabtree, of Little Sciota
;
| . M,
Next session with the Wellston church,

THoMas E, PEDEN, Clerk pro tem.

87. CROIX Q. M.~Held its last session with
the Beldonville church, March 5—7,
The at
tendance

ood.

was large, and the spirit of the meeting

We were favored with the presence and

abors of Rev. J.

8.

Staples, from

Hennepin

comes from a city at a distance to be baptized, 1Q. M,, which added much to the interest of the
occasion.
.
and returns there to work for his
Master,
‘Next session with River Falls church, Jung
' Thus we have encouragement to toil on.
If 11—18, one week earlier than usual on account
health could be fully" restored, I know of no of the Y. M.
;
D. Winsown, Clerk.
church for whose upbuilding I would
more devoutly labor than for this, our first TF,
TAMA Q. M.~Held its. last session with the
B. church
Orford church,
March 19—21.
"The churches
of Chicago.
:
were not all represented,but on the whole a very

church,

F. B. Woman’s

at as

early

date

THE

Essays
: Origin

Trinity Episcopal church, in Boston, is to cost

J. Langworthy;

of

Evil, M:

Christian Baptism,

Y.

;
erect

a new building for the Young Mew’s Christian

Future, or the State

Association.

tism in the Christian

Dr. McCosh estimates that there are in the
world 8,497,815 Presbyterian communicants, including Reformed.

to Vote and Take a Public Part in Political Contests,

Koran.

on

this

subject

for

D. PEASE,

held

Ky.

Clerk.

LAKE

GEORGE

campdmeeting

10, at 7, P. M._

A full

2t21

held with

A

assoeiation

and

WESTERN

R. I.

Q.M.

will be

held

with

the

Orland

&

4

‘Ginn sohool-house, commencing
!

The HOLLAND
the

Elton

BENJ.

Q. M. will be

church,

June 18.

at the

PENNEY, for Com.

PURCHASE Y. M. will be held with

church,

Cattaraugus

usual time m June next,
Bt21

Co,,

N.Y.,

H. N. PLums,

at the

Clerk. ,

MoNwok(N. Y.) Q. M. will hold its next session |

with the Wheatville
i

church, June 4—6.
A. 7, MITOHELL, Clerk,

GENESEE Y. M. will be held with the church at
Fairport, commencing June 25, at 10, A.M. Opening
sermon by Rev. J. D. Smith. Itis hoped that the
Q. M.clerks wi'] try and report

od for church repairs,
lent objects;
310

»

what has been

missions and other
Wat WALKER,

rais-

benevoClerk,

York,

Are Your
right

forit.

BEWARE

OF

A

OF THE

Wy

¥ SEWING
MACHINE !

needle-work,

Probably no sewing machine ever was, or ever
will be put upon the market, that in so short a time
will gain pl

sult,

B. C. PERRY,
4m20 5thp

NEW

GG.

FF.

runs-without noise, and
and Manufacturing

EPILEPSY
TE

proses

. 8.B. YOUNG, Clerk.

OF

BY REV. ALFRED
and

interest
and

with

valuable

containing

LEGENDARY

accounts

the Y. M. clerks; also the

delegates to meet

, 3t21

*

RB.H.Prescorr,

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE of
will convene

the

Lore

Y.M.

at Iona, June 24, at 10, A. mM.

AG

Exercises :— Essay, The B-st Method of Meeting
the Financial Wants of the Church, by J 8. Harrington, Kssay, Manners of Ministers, by 8. W,
Sehoonover.

Essay,

New.

Testament

Korm

of
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-
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L Rogérs
(2)—A J Spencer —( H Stone—=W W Smith=8 Summer=
lin=C H Staples—M P Stone—dJ ID Smith—F A Stanford—
IL

and

Mass,

Publishers of Webster's School Dictionaries,
138 & 140 Grand Street, New York.

J Davis-Mrs M M Eastman
—~C0 H Davis—=T Decker—A
A W Ensign— B Fmoris—S A Fell-M
A Guyer—J A
GlUek—W Gray -B 8 Gerry—Mrs'S Griffith -Mrs EC
Gogdwin—E A Hart—J F Hall—J Hisey-G N Howe—
(}}
Hayner—R C lde~L A Jones—O L Jones -W M
Jenkins
=F Kinney—¥ T Keng T J Kirk—J J Knox—M

Stoddard

WANTED

Bedford

breviations, Words, Phrases, Proverbs, &c., from
the Greek, the Latin, and the Modern Languages.
Rules for Spelling, &c , &c., making the most comlete and useful
pocket companion extant. It is

Atkms—J 8 Allen—

~ 0 Bisbee
—0 Bickford ~A W Beeker= Mrs

G C Dolley—G

New

Abridged from Webster’s Quarto, illustrated with
nearly
TWO HUNDRED Engravings. This volume

J R Batchelder—W R Brpoks—J K Bayless—-D C Bris
Breed-I
tol—L KE Brady-8 J Brown—N_ Biglow—F A
Beekman—E A Crosier-T G Chandier—A B Chamberlin
—MJ N Conant—R Cary==W Colegrove—D Calley—
H A Chesley HM Drake—~E 8 Datton -E B Deland ~

G B Davis=Mrs

UNION,

embraces a careful se'eétion of more than 18,000
of the most important words of the language; and
contains Taboles of Money, Weight and Measure,
Ab-

J 1, Arbogast—G J Abhott—A PD Allen—I, G Adkinson—

CURED

the BIBLE,

The people’s dollar

paper, “THE

TRIBUTOR,” enlarged

|religious and
|where.
Five

to

64

CON-

columns,

secular, Takes every:
magnificent
premiums.

J. H.

Earle, Bos

48,

Mass.

4

gents in addition to
t cash commission,

LL USTRATED

ashion

THE

or traveling.

Pocket Dictionary.

J. W. SILCOX, Clerk,

Aldrich—S

home

WEBSTER'S |

Rev.

of

and Heroes.
800 Roywith
numerous hand-

13t14

WANTED

i

and money for all men and

tl

Letters Received.
CO

work

NATIONAL, PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
4t21
THE
SPELLER'S
VADE-MECUM.

Pattersor.
Fsasay, What Is the Difference between
the Jewish and Christian Churches ? by J. Masters.
ssay, Benefits Derived from Christian Associa.

nn?

ENTS

Send for circulars

Church Government, by J. W. Silcox. (Essay,
What Is the Visible Kingdom of Christ?
byG.
Baker, Speech, What is Christian Baptism? by G.

»

A

TERS

MISTORIC

some engravings.
AGENTS WANTED.
Millers’ Bible and Publishing House,
1102 & 1104 Sansom S8¢., Philadelphia.

1y2h-.

The grahdest chance ever offered. Samples 25 cents.
For ILLUSTRATED Catalogue send stamp. Address,
pel
ly2

D.D.

of absorbing

le!

‘women, whole or spare time, at

Cirk,

ONTARIO

We have

the

| Prize Picture sent iree I

Buffalo, N. Y.

for
goods.

in the

all

of its FPatriarchs, Proph-

ets, Priests, King
al Octavo Pages

HARD
TIMES
Agents to make a living that are not selling our

church half an
hour ‘previous to the commence.
ment,to revise the membership,
if necesasary.

GOD.
NEVIN,

Book

156 sheets paper, 15 enyel.

-

BEY,

2

OR FITS cured by the use of Ross'
Epileptic Remedies, TRIAL PACKAcre FREE. For circulars, evidence

VOICE

13611

cy And

Nrw HAMPSHIRE Y. M. will hold Its next session
with the Farmington church, commencing
June
8. at 1127p. M. For thé more speedy organization
of the Conference, the Q. M. clerks -are requested
to send a list of the delegates, as soon as chosen,to

NO.

is adapted to both Pamily

.

A new

Medielne, or con-

WESTERN
R. I.
Mis)STERe SONrERENCE, will
B
he same
place, June
1. at
2, P. M.

person

it. Our

purposes.

13610

49 Boud 8t., New York.

tains

No

Of success, etc., address ROSS BROS, Richmond, Ind,

ores. Near railroad.
Location Healthy.
Titles
A
Address, WM. S, RIDGELY, Attorney

So.

and success, as

Special inducements to agents.
WEED
SEWING MACHKNE
CO.
14616
JAS. H. FOWLER, Manager,
No. 533 Washington Street, Boston.

«

Maryland.

popularity

should buy a machine without first examining

MARYLAND FARMS #5;
Denton,

3 immense

has this machine, and all because it is so Simple, Easy

to Run, and will do All Kinds of sewing.

IMITATIONS.

Great Skin

Family Favorite

g)

Blackheads = Fleshwatus,
EY nag
Perry's
OV
ome:
) done nd Plnple Remedy the
7 277

= es, nausea

SUCCESS

y 25)

FOR MOTH-PATCHES,
° FRECKLES
AND TAN, ask Jour Druggist

or

of the

262(

November 20, 1872,

expensive

8

Tarrant's ‘Seltzer Aperient.
SOLD BY ALL Ary

This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming popular
of

York,

Chicago,

Symptoms t Are they pain

side, yellowness

T"UNEXAMPLED

the wants of every

matron in the land.”
.
Exhibition of 1872.
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
F. A. Barnard; Pres
sanfuel D. Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y.
New

the

,

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.
¥1t is ingenious and will meet

New

debility, i
larity of the bowels, hn headache ?
If so, your liver is wrong; and to set it right and
ve ions and vigor to your system, the one thing
nee:
is
;
:

opes, golden Pen, Pen Holder.
Pencil. patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry,
th elegant
prize, pdt paid, 25¢. Cir
ailirree.
WUERIDE & CO., 760 Broaaway,
X.Y.
74
t2
13621

Auburn

Dedham

What
in

Agents for thebest-selling Prize
Packages in the world. It con-

Hosts ¢

treet,

It

TO . W. McKEE,
. FOR

DR.

R. R.

Hall,

Street,

aa

Fevers

commencing

5.5

Q. M. Conference is to be held June
‘JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

the

|.

I

J. S. HARRINGTON, Sec.

Scituate church, at Cornell's
: June
2, at 10, A. M.

* Notices and Appointments.

The next session of the ELLSWORTH

RE

eel

AWARDED BY THE’
American Institute,

7

"We hope to meet
sweet communion

tion,by J. Langs. The opening sermon, ‘by
. W. Schoonover,at 10, A, M.

~»

ol

Ninth

Sample terms, ete., free.

prescribed by the Prayer-hook of 1549;

The LisBON

Main, Publishers,

East

Bark,

DIPLOMA,

pax

attendance is

Brethren, come praying.

Iona is on the Canada soutnern

1120

FOR PIMPLES ON THE
FACE,

ONTARIO Y.M. will convene with the Iona church,
with the Master,

of Calisaya

76

Fever and Ague, &c., and a Sg
novator and
Tonic for Invalids and debilitated persons. The
good qualities of this preparation have been fully
tested and Jroved by almost every
family in New
England.
egeman & Ceo.
New York, Sole
Manufacturers. Sold by all Druggists.
8mls5

Sec.

L. HUTCHINS, Clerk.

Friday,June 25, at. 10, A.M.
mauvy warm hearts and hold

Biglow

for Perry’s Moth
and Freckle
Lotion.
It is reliable.

MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE ofthe EXETER, Me. Q.,
will be held at the Union church in Newport, commencing June

71,250 Jay communicaats of the Church of England was
presented to Convocation, praying
for the maintenance of the Prayer-book of 1662,
and the retention of such ornaments
as \efe

4.

GEMAN'S

Elixir

OM.

2

I. B. COLEMAN,

the

clergymen

Cordial

your Druggist
elvow

Q. M.

at Louisville

endowment of

by 8,860

of the

we want the

Special Notices,

RENSSELAER Q. M. will be held with the church
at Hoag’s Corver,
commencing June 11, 1, P.M.
Clerks of churches
will remember statistics for
the Register.
:

desired.

recently

petition . sigaed

session

R.

Mission House at
in interest. Two
religious instructhe women take

Louisville,

the

next

Now

Best and Oldest Family Medicine.—SANFORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartica nd Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels, Ask

C. Wheeler, Saturday, at 1, P. M., if his health per.
mit. Strangers coming by rail will take the s ge
for Chester at Riverside station, Adirondack
.

have purchased a tract of 160 acres near ‘Rocke
land, on the lake shore about 40 miles north of
Chicago, for permanent camp-meeting purposes.
Tt is expected the grounds will be ready for the
September refreshing.

A

A

will beheld with the Horicon church, June 5.6.
The opening sermon will be delivered by Rev. D.

The members of the Baptist denomination in
the South have proposed to place their General

for

Bcramlin.

en.

illustrated circular and full instructions, sent on re-

June 9, 10.

the

show their pronunciation.

$500,000:

P.

amination on receipt of 25
Cents.
;
.

SUBSCRIPTION.

ceipt of $2;or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
309 Broadway, New York.
lyeow2l1
AGENTS WANTED.

A. E. WIL¢OXN ,Cleria

The

An edition of the Bible 1s to be printed in
London with all the proper names accented to

public meeting was

Rela

FARMINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session
with the first New Sharon church at Week’s Mills,

The General Association of General Baptists
have called a National Convention of all Liberal
and Free-Communion Baptists, to meet in Columbus, Ind., in- November next, for the purpose of a thorough examination.

at

Criticism,

DOLLAR

.

its work being much more handsome, requiring less
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
toilet is now complete witheut it. A Machine, with

ofthe Clergy

Huxtable.

Mohamm

The¥ervices in the Chinese
San Francisco are'growing
classes are held regularly fr
tion and conversation in which
an active part,

Seminary

for

3t

THOUSAND

with ladies, in the place

Three

Hymn read for Criticism,
H. G. M«eker.

Moseley prizes of $30 and $40.

Theological

Mode of Bap-

the First

Regeneration, G.

Scripture read

their vices,~—even drunkenness.
The Rev. Dr. E. F. Burr,of Lyme,Coun., has
begun a course of nine lectures to the Amherst
senior class on the ‘ Scientific Evidence of Religion.” After the course, there wiil be a comexamination

for.

tion of the Sunday school to the Church, 8. Wodd.
‘The Christian’s Armor, A.B. Loomis.
Grounds or
Cause of Ministerial Success, S. Cady,
A Chapter of

spreads rapidly because it leaves the people

petitive

Church

Hundred Years,E. Crowell. The Duty

A.T. Worden.

In Western Africa, missionaries meet with an
active Mohammedan ‘propaganda.
At Lagos,
there are 27 mosques, with 8,000 3. hammedans,
and the Imams are busy in teaching

the

when Christ Shall

‘ome the Second Time Ej; C. Hodge.,

The English revisers had lately reached Isa.
xvi. 3, in the Old Testament, and the opening
chapters of the Romans in the New.

memorize

of the World

in paper cover sent for ex-

Treas.

,

The seventh share has been
remaining three,
”

Be-

nevoience, J: B. ‘Randall:
e General Re-urrection, S. W. Schoonover.
Prayer,
Its Kffect on
God and man,
W. H. Fonerden; The Bibl View of
Woman’s Mission in the Church: Mrs, J: Lang:
worthy. : The Source and Necessity of Spirituul Pow
er, AE. Wilson,
Our Home Mission Work, I. B.
Coleman. Foreign Mission, J. M. Crandall. Christ;
Our Guide and Pattern, T. A. Stevens. The World's

seven hundred and fif y thousand dollars.
The sum of £51,000 for the support of religious
services in the British army has been voted in

most popular of all our
Sunday
School Song Books.
Our fagilities enables us to 00
copies every wor
yOrders are filled in turn,
and all will receive their
books at the earliest possible moment. One copy

199.57
SILAS CURTIS,

Design of

Christian

00

=

S. Hoxie.

C. Brown.

8. F. Mathéws.

1.00
4.00
3.25
5.50
20.00
6.38
1837

51
12
70
2.27

the Digestion; an excellent Preventive of

N.Y.

alternate,

ers for more. We are assured that “BRIGHTEST
AND BEST” will prove the

A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves

M: will meet at the church in Oneonta, June 23, 6,
P. M. Assignments as follows: Opening Sermon
for Criticism,

have already been sold,
and every mail brings ord-

GREAT SPRING TONIC |

will be

the Central

2700

1.50
5.00
5.09

Concord, N. H.

J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.

LITERARY SOCIETY of

Over 90,000 COPIES

Mission.

Hillsdale Q M. for Osseo ch,’

ONE

M.

RIGHTESH
AND BES

of “BRIGHTEST
& BEST”

:
3.00
1.00

)

as

ORDER.

7
12.50
:
10.00

- 3B.0
Treas.

L. AMDEMERITTE,
iD

a

MASS.

Is the Book You Want!

per

So Strafford ch, per Mrs S B Blaisdell
Bac city Iowa Q. M.. per R Hayden,
Hillsdale Q M, Mich, per B L
Prescott,
Spring Arbor, Mich, per M R Kenny,
Jackson, Mich,
New Lyme, O;,
¥
River
Raisin Q M, Manchester cb, 13.27, Mrs. Green

sitnated

PER

DORCHESTER,

C1360

Socity.

Buguons Jones, Springville, N. Y. to con. himself

PURCHASE,

Q.

3.00

It was pugsested to him to

B Stinchfield, Nashua, N H,
S D Shepherd, Abington, Mass,
C N Johnson, Angola, N. Y.

by letter,

81.25
3x

Mission

:
.
Dover, N. H.

Next sassion of the FLOYD VALLEY Q. M. will be
held with the Diamond church, four miles south of
Aurelia Station, Cherokee Co., Iowa, June 11—13.
Teams will be in waiting Fiiday evening for any
| that may come by R.R
R. A. COATS, Clerk pro. tem.
hb

James,
ud,

NEW HAMPSHIRE Y. M. will hold its next session
at Farmington June 8-10. All persons intending
to be pre:ent are requested to inform Rev. D.
H.
to that effect

des Arabes

is an excellent food for invalids, and unrivaled in
delicacy. All the above are for sale by Grocers ahd
Spice
lers throughout the country.

5
3.00

Woman's Mis Soc, Minneapolis, Minn,

The HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session

297

J,

Tippecanoe, Ind, per J § Manning,
Haw Patch, Ind, per J 8 Manning,
Van Buren, Ind, per J 8 Manning,
Lislie, sich, per J 8 Manning,
y
FOR NEBRASKA MISSION.

at Huntington, June 11-13.

cost $1,000,000, and the parsonage, $60,000.

to

per.G

N.Y.) Y. M., will be held with the Elton church,
une 18—20. Rev. G. W. Rudo
‘will preach the
opening « sexmon,
t LaB.SIARR,. Clerk.

. The n: xt session of the CORINTH

churches, 1,120 members; Canada, 7 churches
and 83 members ; makitig a total of 624 churches
and 81,005 members.
;
Dr. Hall's new church in New York City will

A Cincinnati widow donates. $100,000 to

H,

N pe
‘A E€ Hee rrick.
‘“
Pawtucket, R I, per H N Chace,
Little Mission Helpers, New Hampton, N H,
Lor the support of Eva Hampton, per H B
Smith,
Mrs H R Ela, Miss Lydia Greenlear, Mrs C A .
. Everett,
of Foxcroft, Me, 1.90 each, per
Vy
Wadé,Mrs 8
laisdell, So Strafford, Vt,

held at West Topsham, Vt, June 19—2],
~ PRr—
to
PER ORDER,

States, 32

Parliament,

N.

. *This lad owns some hens.

‘Those desiring to attend the NORTHERN IOWA Y..
M., and coming by rail, will stop at Plainfield,
where teams will be waiting
to carry them to
Horton, a distance of three miles. |
.
:
©
0. C. HARRINGTON,

sever-

States,

Suthern

mn,

Point. Me, per BS Towne,

Notice.

A very coueise statement of the organization

churehes, 7,087 members;

b

and this is the result. Good!

:

hold-

of Universallsm in the United States is furnished
in the * Parish Helper,” There are 935 parish8 in fellowship with the General Convention;
presided over by 674 ministers, The communicants are thus distributel: Eustern States, 165
churches, 9,233 members; Middle States, 128

churches, 12,773 members;

A Crandall

use the proceeds of eggs laid on the Sabbath, for missions,

8. D. BATES, Clerk.

possible.

al of the Bishops are to take
part in missionary
services in Cincinnati, and
on the Bunday following, May 30, they will attend similar meet.
ings in Chicage,
:

S-minary,
:
The Northwestern

the Salem church, Feb, 12—14,
There was a
good attendance and the meeting was one of
profit to’ all present. Rev. Wm. Parker was
with us duxing the session.

London

3t19

Adams

of the

On the Sunday previous, May 23,

the desired

Quarterly Meetings.

and New

Racahout

1.00
2A

wa

voumencing

The néxt session of the HOLLAND

Methodist'Episcopal church will be held at Chicago, commencing

NH

Cocoa

afflicted with weak nerves.

5.00

Vienna, Me,

CENTRAL O. Y. M. will hold its next session” witli
the Rochester

Breakfast

Their

is the great desideratum of Dyspeptics and those

per W M Pérkins

eauga
QM,
W
Charlestown Mission ch,’ Ro par)
Algansee, Mich, per W BR Chapel,
1 Mt Vernon, Me, per I Pease,

on the Cleveland and Columbus R.R.. in the vil
lage of Rochester,
sommepdiag Ji%e
11, at 2,

of the

The semi-annual meeting of the Bishops

Al

Sweet Chocolate.

a
lS pion 200
FR Se Er pw
i Walter Baker &Co.,

Rev. Prof. J. M. Stiffler of Shurileff College,
Ill, has resigned to take the pastorate
Baptist church in Hamilton, N., Y.

Mich,

Home

prosperity of the one may be likewise the to express concurrence in the selection. The
| Baptists of Kentucky intend to" raise $300,000 of
growth and prosperity of the other,
Cow.

take courage, and work on.
Since our return we have welcomed into our
fellowship six earnest workers, one of whom
has preached the gospel, lo! these many years,

and other

churen,

M,

Kitte

The next session of the ENOSBURG Q. M, will
be held with the church at East Farnham, P. Q.,
June 19, 20. Conference Friday
precedyig, at 1
o'clock, P. M.

no lack of audiences.

ing the fall conferences will be announced at the

main, by Het, Me. Déme

Columbus

late and the German

Foreign Mission,

.
per L
Rev G J Abbott. $00

io

(N. Y.) Q. M. will hold its next ses-

the

the
Principal Exhibitions of the World, over. all
;
iar
They now make the FINEST VANILLA Choco -

competitors

Mrs S i Biatsdois Ng Stratord, Ve,

a

WHITESTOWNX

sion With

te be

close.

JACKSON

Church.

is said

the church and society to take under advisement

Petrea
Chicago

There

the erection of a chapel in some of the newer
portions of the city, The matter progressed so

| lot, cost about

glad to learn that his health is slowly improving,
and there is a good prospect of his being able to
attend to

al will show,
In July, 1872, committees were appointed by

brance of $1000,

Ministers and Churches.

in the Academy of Music.

solveg with entire success as the following recit-

word

of fellow-

The friends of Rev.'D, C. WueerLer

has

of Ged on the ténth day of July, 1873, -A
Sabbath school was immediately organized, and
the pulpit was supplied Sunday evenings, in the

April session of the Shiloh Q. M. and as a resalt
to the

in Lowell

their

completing the organization of a new church
at Brownsville. Of the number, 29 were on that
day baptized,and other candidates are soon to do
likewise,
From Middleport, O., REV. T. J. FERGUSON
writes that meetings were continued after the

eight added

church

rapidly that a beautiful house of worship was
erected, finished, and consecrated to the service

" ship on Sunday, the 16th, to forty-two members,

Ar

The need is recog-

Lansin

June 11,at 7, P. M. Rev, S. F. Mathews is to preac
the opening sermon.
>
4s
/ P. PHILLIPS, Clerk,

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

churches,

EXPRESS,

Rockingham Ww

NOLDS, Sec.

Its standard of excellence and Qurity has won for
it a world-wide reputation, and
various prepreceived the HIGHEST MEDALS
at t fons
the
have an d Vi enna Ex
sitions, and at all

H H Wallace, Lawrence, Mass, 47 Pacific.
D Lothrop & Co, 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
Rev. W Johnson, Carry, Penn,
~
* R Minard,
Lewiston, Me,
B F Haley Newmarket, N H,

\

IN THE WORLD,

N H,

N Y, '(2)"

Port Allegany, Penn,

Isaac Jackson, SL Charles, Min,

The annual Jnesting, of the corporators
and
trustees of this Institution will be held in the chapel
4, 1875, at 10, A. M., to elect the officers for the
year
ens;
, and to transact any other proper business
of the gorporation. A full attendance is requested.
¢
don
-+h 'W.SANBORN, Sec.
Lyiidohville, Vt., May 13, 1875.

Next session with the Berwick church, July
are faithful, so that at the young people's prayer yesterday was a day of great gladness with us,
y4
8. DD. BATES, Clerk.
meeting you will see gathered and taking part A precious revival is in progress in the school.
(
“from twenty to thirty-five. Thus we see the As the spring term was nearing the close, a
LA GRANGE (Ind.)
Q. M.—Held its last session
result of the planting and the watering, God’ deep interest was felt to ‘witness the conversion with the redder idee church, ‘comme
April
30,
and
continuing
over the Sabbath,
gives the increase, and to him be all the glory. especially of certain ones, who had been longest
The churches report union, and good revivals in
At the close of the niceting some $60 were connected with the institution. They are now several
of them. The attendance was not lage.
raised for Bro. Slater, Three or four weeks saved, Yesterdvy, three were baptized and Some were present from all the churches.
following this, the church and friends made us a united with the church, and" last night one of business was done harmoniously,
preaching
good, and
a good interest manifest in all our
donation which, in bebalf of myself and wife, I the most prominent of the school was convert
meetings of worship.. Bro. Milo J." Coldren
take this occasion thankfully to acknowledge.
ed.
3
:
:
was licensed to preach the gospel,
Y
We gather several interesting items from a lgtNext session with the Wawaka church.
not the friends of this work of education
Con_ °_
ter just received from Rev. R. A. Coats, of and religion amongst the people falter in their ference commencing July 30,
:
?
. W. VivGhx, Clerk,
Spencer, lowa. A new church, called the Le prayers and efforts.
A. H. MorreLL,
§
ST——
Mars F, B. church, was organized in Le Mars,
May 17,, 1875,
o"
:
Lon
:
li
JTFlymouth Co., Iowa, recently, consisting of ten
members, which sets out
under favorable
Mt. Vernon Chutch, Lowell, Mass.
General.
y
auspices. - The council consisted of Rev's R. A.
. The question of church extension has long
The * liberal” movement has a new. demonCoats, S. Bartlett and 8. H.Btevens,—May 8, agitated the various branches of Christ’s church ; stration in Milwaukee.
Rev.’ Myron H. Reed
a new Q. M. was formed in the same county, of and it seemsto be conceded by all denomina- steps out from the occupancy of the Fourth
vl
the Cherokee,
‘Diamond, Sheldon and LeMars tions that growth by means of extéhsion is a gregational church and has established -serVices

WW Barr, Otselie,

=”

OLDEST AND' THE BEST

100 YEARS AGO
Chocolate,

B ¥ Tayler, Wheelock, Vt.

Lyndon Literary Institution.

of

Lydia E,Snell, Nashua,

Rev

ST. LAWRENCE Y. M. will hold its néxt session
with the church at North. Lawrence, on the Vt.
C. R. R., to commence of Friday,
ne 25, with
Confurence at, P.M,
al

quarter,

to attend

the next session of the O, Central Y, M.: Rev's
G. W. Baker,R. J. Posten, W. Whitacre, S, D.

Bates, and brethren J. G.

Misy

THE

Cecoa
and Broma. =

Forwarded.

Miss Lizzie Seamons,

at the Treasurer's officein the center
Monday, Jone 14, 1875, commencing at
session will be an important one and
attendance
is desired.

gas
N
L. P.
Hillsdale, Mich., May 15, 1875.
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QURGIN, Pres.

ANNE

rami SERN, v
Books

W.H. Cutler, Clerk,

EWITT C.

Larue church, April 3, 4. Rev, J. F. F. Tufts
preached, during the session, sermons both in-

Several

~

J alsee ly EOE N

ranvilie, W Charle:
Vt,
-d ¥ Locke, Laconia, N H i

Q. M., of Pit., holds i's Juné
Creek and Rome chureh, June

.

ksbury—

Post Office Addresses.

Rev
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Hil)sdale College.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THRE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
The next annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees
will

D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk,

tes as follows were

to

M:,

that the Free Methodists were holding a protracted meeting near by. The meetings, as a
rule, were characterized by a good spiritual

roported’ conversions during

.

4

Lf Vangrs

Delegates for the YORK Co. Q. M , ‘coming by
R. opin please come by the Eastern, stopping at
Chick’s crossfog,” Trains stop there at 10, A.M.,
going West, and at 4, P, M., going Fast.
ptf
B.F. MCKENNEY.
te
Yl

VAN BUREN Q. M.=-Held its lnst session with

the Lockridge church,

meeting in

“District Secretary,
before June 5, any items of
missionary interest in their vicinity ?’
}
FRANCES 8S. MOSHER, District Sec.

TE
AR
WrrniNarow, Clerk.

-

~CO

ance is earnestly desired. Will the Secretaries
of each Mission Soc. in the State please send to the

Fairview church, 10 miles N. W., of Toledo,
June 18—20. Ministers’ Conference, Thursday
preceding,at 2, ». mM,
Taf
H. H.

Missionary

connection with the New Hampshi
Y.
wir. the
vestry
of the F., B. church in Farming
Vednesday
noon, June 9, at 4 o’clockrge attend-

our next Q. M., which will be held with the

structive and entertaining,

.

.I hasten

' There willbe a Woman’s

ent; but

and hope that wus of
from abroad
come up to

.

/

:

T

for better days
Astering bret

ST
ol i

26. 1875.

i 0i

singe- L feeling,
Next session with the Hillsboro” church, com-

study,

Brethren, pray for us.

terestin Storer College,

MAY

Eh 13
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present: E..Dudley,

in

Thank God, the church wasnot burned. We
thank him also that the pastor was out of his

some of whom

two of whom have been received to membership,

doors

on

ing and
tearing up the
carpet,
crashing
through the floor, and demolishing plastering in
the rear vestry, scattering debris all areund.

had formerly been members, were added to the

church,

its mark

and in our church edifice,

A great work thas been wrought under the stove

blessing of God, manifesting itself more especial-

P!

Our position here ia an important one, and I | good

their reward, Rev.L Perron, too, has labored’ trust, by the blessingof God, we are exercising,
here with success. More recently, Rev. A. G. ‘and shall continue to exercise, a molding ih.
Wiper, who now is nearly laid by on ‘account fluence ‘over those whose doctrine and practice,
of sickness, for many years pastor of the church, have hitherto shut many. warm-hearted workers

,
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~Dr. Lane’s Remedy never fails.

We guarantee a positive eure, no.

FREEmatter how long standing. Trial
boitle sent to any sufferer free of

charge.
Address
the
sole
proprietors,
REED & 0U., 613 Broadway, New York,

A MONTH

— Agents

HENRY
4621

wanted

every-

where.
Business honorable and first
cliws. Particulars sent free. Address
J. WORTH & €0., St. Louis, Mo.
JUE3T

1}
rr

00:

]

tA

PRIZE

AND

ap

PANSY

BOOKS,

Published by

D., LOTHROP & CO, BOSTON.
Catalogues free.
month

to agents, eve

EXCELSIOR
S

$2.500

MFG. Coj

A

YEAR,

tf

where.

Address

uchanan, Mich.

AGENTS

WANTED.

Owing to the wonderful success
of our Jreat 50 Book Combination, we have been

induced
to enlarge it, and now offer a grand
Combination Prospectus OKS

150
DISTINCT
BO
wanted everywhere.
It is the biggest

tried.
fail.

Sales made from this
Also
Agents
Wanted

Family

Bibles.

when all
on
eur

L thing ever
other books
Magnificent

Superior to all others.

ticulars free.
Address JOHN
Publishers, Philadelphia.

Full

E. POTTER

par-

&
~

CO.
.13t9

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.
LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
|

ROOM 14, SPEED. BLOCK,

123

Dearborn

Or Room

67, 55

St.,
Congress.

=

Ohicago.
Streel, Boston.

Loans Negotiated and Investments made,
‘Estate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents.
erences given when

desired.

Real
Ref.
1136

DECALCOMANIA,
BEAUTIFUL AR
or TRANSFERRING PICTURES, with
| Instructions and catalogue sent free for 10 ets,, 100
for 50 ets. They are Heads, Landscapes, Flowers,
Autumn Leaves,
Animals, Birds, Insects, &c.
They can be transferred instantly to any article as
to fudtate the most beautiful painting.
Also bd
Gem Chromos for 10 cents, and beautiful catalogue
of ~11k Book Markers free,’

BALDWIN

&

CO.,

744 Broadwav.

mij

N.Y.

“ Ill be too dry for Johnny's
you go home.”
“ Why, grandma?”
“ There's a storm coming.”

Tired of Him.
Johnny and Tommy Lame were twins.
They had lived together six long years, but

they didn’t know it until Aunt

Lois

before

hér to hit

them so.
‘ When a birthday comes,

does

it mean

that I've lived with Johnny just so long?”
inquired Tommy.

“Yes,

‘1 dou’t want to live with him

any

lon-

ger, auntie.”

they

do.

John

does.”

tle stab.

J

“ Why not ?”
:
“Cause he always lends my double-ruzner to the Brentlock boys,”

tired eof

his

brother,

vain

at

last

the

with an Arab guide.

and

he

was so sure of his brother’s love for him ?
He slépt in the trundle-bed that night.

if

the

that the case was
house,

and

We

had sat

earnest-

new sleigh.

‘ Can't

stop

two

seconds,”

said he, in answer to the children’s

press-

morning.

Make up your minds quick.”
guess

Pd

better,”

said

© « Tom's tired of me,” i
“ No,”

said

Tommy,

‘‘I

must

This is grandma's cookie day. You
like 'em half as well as'l do, John.”

don’t

“You

can

see.

“Well,” replie] Johnny,

me

with

start,

no!

James
)

ton:
pp.

But dear old grandma
gatheriug in the bright eyes,
the little fellow.
“You shall go, Tommy,”
ingly. “ Don’t mind him.

care.

Get

up,

at his brother, who watched bim

fur cap
until

he

tl)
@ Pons

as she worked, the door.opened

my came in\

~

somewhat grimly,

a'n’y, tired of him

now,”

looking fish, but he laughed

should

Tom-

:

the

lady,
A boy

answered

Tommy, producing the wonderful

Johnny ‘laughed heartily at the queera great

‘more to see Tommy back again.

"

deal

«Did you have the sled out? he in-

quired.
bat I don't get so tired of him,
Yes—me, and Sport gnd
+t Should think ’twas funny
put ‘down her knitting-work, ‘dogs,” said Johnny, laughing
little fellow, boots and all,
“Boys are nicer, You're

upon her lap.

and

see you home for a month at least.
who was so tired of his brother.”

p's,” said he. - Tommy'll havea good time,

Le

a

‘ We didn’t expect to

repentant
cookie,

won't he, auntie
* [hope so. You're ‘willing
£0, aren't you, Johnny »”

be nice to be a

And so it happened, that while Johnuy
was helping (?) Aunt Lois wash the break-

Thenhe went back into the Kitchen and
seated himself beside Aunt Lois,
*“ There ain’t any half things at grand-

and teok the

I suppose there are some little American
girls who have often fancied that it would

take you, I can.”

C1

disappeared from view.

+ Aunt Lois

said she,soothIf James can't

a ‘sigh . | marvelous fairy tale Which she was telling

Dolly !"—and

Tommy rode off, waving his little

Aunt Lois,”

The Story of a Little Princess.

nicer, John.”

queen

or princess.

When

they are obliged to learn hard lessons, or to
wait upon themselves, or when they have
to wash the breakfast cups,
long seams, they think how

and sew up
delightful it

would be to live in a palace, to have

lords

and ladies in attendance, who would aunticipate every wish,
I’ remember very
well

some of myown idle day-dreams on this
theme...
—————
:
«+ Well, my dears, in point of fact, the little
queens and princesses haye anything
. but
an easy lite. The children of the royal
families of Europe are under tutors and

governors long before, and Jong after; our

little folks here are busy in school. They
have to learn thoroughly a great many
things which are not thought necessary for

you, and'they live in the matter of eating
Growler,”
fo coast with
again,
a great deal

und drinking mnch more simply ak
do, As for sugur candies and sweetmeats,
I presume almost any of my young readers
had a greatanany more of them than the
palace people ever have at the same age.
.

were

&

Co.

record

of his

and

life,

Ed-

The

portrmts of Macready
when

His

father

was
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we believe, have appeared in print before,
they merit this inore enduring form.

discovery

educated
at Rugby for the law.
But when he
was sixteen yearsof age, his father met with
pecuniary, reverses, and a few months later,
while he was in prison at Lancaster Castle for
debt, Macready, feeling it his duty to aid his

of them,

as

They

are mainly brief; that of ** Petronilla” is the
longest; but we incline to say that the best are
among the briefr ones.
Whether it is the experience which they voice, or the genius which
they prove the author gifted with, that mukes?
her a poet, we know not.
Either would seem to
have expressed itself only in the pathetic, yearning
spirit which breathes from
most ofthe

pages.

They are’ heart-songs,

many

of which

have been sung before through the press, and
whose beau!y merits the more durable form that
is here given it.
The contents of the eleventh volume of LITTLE

CLASSICS, whose general subject is

Heroism,”

are ** Little Briggs and I,” by Fitz-Hugh Ludlow; * Ray,” by Harriet
Prescott Spofiord;
“ Three November Days,” by Benjamin F. Taylor; “ The Forty-Seven Rowins,” by A. Ber-

tram Witford; “ A Chance Child,” by Isabella
Mayo; “ A Leaf in the Storm,” by Louisa de la
Rame,
sketches, each one

out the heroic element,
forms, perhaps

of which

though

brings

under different

that which will interest

Ameri-

ean readers the most is’ “ Three Noyember
Days.” It is a graphic account of ‘§the smiting
of the enemy's crescent tront at Mission Ridge
on the twenty-third of November, 1868; the-eapture of = Lookout Mountain
qn the tweatyfourth

and the

the twenty-fifth.”

storming

of Mission Ridge

The description

Clouds,” and that terrible

march

on

is so fuith-

fully given, that one reading it has
fore his mind’s' eye the * Battle

clearly beabove the

of the

corps, as they stormasd Mission Ridge.
sée them climbiag the face of the hill.

fourth
We can
The mo-

ments go by““ like w retustant century” until the
blue coats surged over the Ridge and ** cheer on

cheer rang like bells through
Chicamauga.”

Here

is the

the valley of the
description

scene when the battle was won:

of the

Men flung 1hemselves exhausted upon the
ground,
They laughed and wept, shook hands,
embraced ; turned round and oid all four over
again.
Tt was us wild as a carnival, The geéneral wus received with a shout.
¢ Soldiers,”
he suid, ** you ought. to be court-martialed, every wan of you,
[I ordered you to take the
rifie-pits, and you scaled the mountain!” hut it
Ws not Murs’s horrid front exactly, with whieh
he said it, for his cheeks were wet with tears us
honest us the blood that reddened all the route,

Wood uttered: words that rang liks * Napoleons,” and 8heridun, the rowels at his horse’s

flanks, was ready for a dash down the Ridge

with a view-halloo for a fox-hunt,
,
i
No sooner had the soldiers scrambled to the
Ridge
and straightened themselves,
thin up

muskets and away they

blazed.

One

the

present

Pe
+
2. aa

time.

THE DOCTRINES AND MINISTRY OF GEORGE
Fox is the title of a small volume in flexible cov~
ers, published at the Friend 8' Bookstore, Phil's,

the estiDuring

and giving extracts

from

and other utterances

the

sayings,

writings

of this celebrated founder

the forty-two years in which be was a noted act- of the society of Friends, and showing what it
.{:or before English, French and American audi- was that he believed he had been raised up and
ences, he was often meditating an escape from sent forth to proclaim To the world. He was cerwhat was to him a * distasteful and unpromising tainly a remarkable man. These extracts before
pursuit.”, He was not particularly liked by his ue make an excellent medium through which
16mo,

prompted the author at her *‘ Studies.”

to

cal literature,

father alt he could, and no other opportunity
presenting itself, took the management of a
theater, and conducted the business with grati{ying success.
He always felt keenly
mation
in which a play-actor is held.

of the continent

It is arranged chronologically, and is am excellent and needful contribution to current histori-

fellow actors.
Actimg wus with him an art, and
his desire that the true rendering of the author
should be given did not always please those who
were to assist him.
Perhaps be wus us suceesstul in the character

of Virginius as any, a play

written

to view him.
Heury T. Williams, 46 Beekman St,,N, Y.,bas
published a book of desigus for fret sawing, faney curving and home decoration, which will be

by James

found serviceable to those

parts he was to

most

tS

Edward Abbott has prepared,
and Roberts B ros.

the-

*“ A Dead Lily,”—but we might mention every
one of the forty poems in the volume, and name
the best one every time.
There is a waver of

the

but
Cath-

The illustrations add fo the interest of the volume, which is in sll respects an excellent and
valuable description of the Mexico of to-day.

“ A Question,” ““ Good-by,” " * The Difference,

through

The

olic-Prosestant condition is duly attended to.
Mr. Haven isa genial, pleasant and vigorous
writer, and when he undertakes to tell anything
he does n't consent to make it less than iateresting. Ho has done that in the present case.

old,

a country.

oS

that he bas both employed his pen and interested the reader. Considerable portions of the book,

are

quite

which

would naturally deal,

rar

an intelligent observer

ou

and with all those points of interest with

PS

Macready,

Th OMA

present condition, its social and religious state,

moral

Nn

Such was

Four

land in 1793.

though the heart were broken and were trying
to console itselfby saying sad and beautiful
things; but they all breathe
the soul of poetry
as though Tips unseen and voices unheard had

|

until

atrical manager. From childhood the boy show- have published “ A ‘Paragraph History of the
ed talent for the stage, but the thought of such a United States.” It is a small volume of about 90
pursuit was always distasteful to him.
He. was pages, and outlines our national history from the

flashing

1875.

stage,

Sheridan Knowles, and performed in a manner
this beautiful ornamental
$0 pleasing to the author that he ut once
dedi-} ed for 60 cents,
cated it to the actor.
Shakespeare was his fas

Of these

saw the tears
and she pitied

to

James R. Osgood

141,

pain running

that
our

ought to be written.—Congregationalist,

Same publishers, 8vo,

a

past history of the country is only incidentally
woven Into this narrative. It is rather with its

theater

Editor's judicious selections = from his diaries

Miss Phelps is a poet.
We would need only
to quote a poem or two trom this volume to
convince
any
doubler.
* Apple-blossoms,”
‘ Rain,” “ That Never Was on Sea or Land,

was simply wonderful, and that her history

take

;

“Well, I declare I' exclaimed

alone.”
“1
don’t

“ Ob,%ves;

doa't

| fast dishes, listening at the same tyme

‘‘ The boys can have the double-runner this
afternoon, ifthey want it. 'Tisn’t any fun

.

Oh,

boys.”

He was quite sure

as

rays

and

give the reader an insight not gquly of his public life but his private character.
‘William Charles Macready wus born in Eog-

POETIC STUDIES.
By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,
author of ** The Gates Ajar,” ete., ete,
Bos-

spoiled by the praise and petting she got
after that ; and if we thought she was.a remarkable cat before,we thought now that she

nat,” said he, earnestly.

“You!

that Tommy would carry his point, as he
generally did.
“Come, somebody!” called grandpa,
‘ Dolly's getting antic.”
“ I'l go,” said Tommy, putting on ‘his
overcoat.
John,”

I can go with James just as well

go.

* Who said I didn’t
:
** You don’t eat so many, anyhow.’

Johnny didn't reply.

** Let James drive you.”
Tommy brightened.

Bk *

last

Literary Review.

As for pussy, if she had been a’human
being, I think she would haVe been quite

it yesterday.”

Johnny.

to the sun, whose
that of a man.”

He slept, in fact, until the sun waked attention and care; for though he was still
him up. Tommy felt like thanking
the san alive, he did not move, except to flutter a
for coming that morning; he was so glad little where he lay on the floor, and we
up here; Lois, and get one of these little to see him,
found that pussy’s sharp teeth had made
fellows to.go home with me. If they'd
“ Going in town this merning, father?” some serious wounds in his wings, which
only stopped growing three years ago, as [ inquired
grandma,
at
the
breakfastno doubt gave him much pain; but we put
advised, I might take 'em both, eh?”—and table.
some sweet-oil ou them, and took such care
grandpa looked down upon the two flaxen
* Well, no—thought [ shouldn’t,”
of him that in a few days he was as well as
heads and laughed heartily.
Tommy's countenance tell.
ever.
=
‘“ Well, boys,” said Aunt Lois, ‘‘ who's
“I want some cooking butter—forgot
“I

Even so,” and he pointed

thus but a few moments

as if in a dream, but we soon realized
it was all true, aod that Dicky needed

HE

pp. 407.

one in the character of flenry IV., and another
us Virginius, The autographical reminiscences
are not carried beyond the year 1826, but the

of his

foot in the sand?

the

actors

given, one in middle age, ove

over the lone desert, ** that footprint is not

ing invitation, ‘I left your grandmother
at’ Jackson's to be shod. Thought I'd come

.10 go?

with a crimination.

noticed,

darkness? Was it not by the print

mourn-

when, hearing the door being pushed open,
we looked up, and what was our astonishment to see pussy walking in with the bird
“ But you atways lend both halves,”
way slyly to his neck, their little owner.
“1 ean’t help that,” replied malter-of- laughing heartily at his vain attempts to in her mouth just as she left us. She laid
fact Johnny. * I couldn't eat it in two, shake them off. No; Tommy was alone. him gently on the floor, and quietly walked
out again. What did it mean? Did pussy
conld I?”
:
No one could possibly trouble him that have a conscience, and did her conscience
‘* You needn't let ’efn have it at all.”
night.
.
tell her, when sane had got over into the lot,
‘ Bat I wanted to lend my half.”
But notwithstanding all this; he awoke at and was just going to have such a rich treat,
“I'm tired of‘half things,” said Tommy, midnight, crying bisterly.
that she was doing wrong,
very, very
in a dolorous tdne. * I'm tired of Johnny,
* What's the matter, Tommy?”
called
wrongZ, and thal it was her duty to bring
Aunt Lois.”
grandma.
:
“ What shall we do about it?” inquired |" “I told John—to get over his own side the bird directly back uahart ? It will always remain a mystery tous how she was
that lady, looking up from her knitting- —and he—wasn’t
here,” sobbed Tominfluenced to do as she did, but at any rate
work.
my.
i
there was Dick back again, and alive. At
“1 don’t know.”
a
“ You were dreaming,” said grandma. first we could hardly believe our eyes, and
It was singular that just at-that moment
And she got up and took the Tittle boy into stared at one another, and then at the bird,
grandfather Baker should drive up in his her own bed, where he slept gaietly until

“10s half mine,” said Johnny,

re.

:

ico. By Gilbert Haven.

itor has performed his work with care and - dis-

ly: “How do I know there is a God?
How do I know that a man, and not a
camel, passed my hut last night in the

-voured.

He had itall to himse!f. There were no
small feet to come creeping softly toward
him; no plump, soft arms to find their

Jy.

He

we have here the

in company

uever failed, till at last one evening the

with

many

Christian character,

sneer, that at certain times, his guile, what-

we

even

will be
al.
Tt

OUR NEXT-DOOR NEIGHBOR: A Winter in Mex-

mainly
charac.

and religious people are obliged to condemn fr,
one is reully pleased » notice an actor whd,
with las profession,
maintained
sn
upright

ever obstacles might arise, put them all
aside, and kneeling on the burning sands
called on his God.
Day alter day passed, and still the Arab

Ella

cat,

reader

en

in her

back.

candid

BDO

was crossing the great Sahara

fully we sat down,and cried as if our hearts
would break; our minds filled ‘with indignation against naughty, wicked pussy, and
with distressing visions of our dear little
birdie being cruelly torn to pieces; and de-

lit-

when

and

So we returned to

How could he.ever have thought

himself

her; in
come

any

ception in this country ,

al.

managers who degr_de

—

the God who is the Authorof all science,

we

hopeless, and that the poor little bird would
be devoured before the cat could be caught.

Here

Tommy's conscience gave him a sharp

her;

she could, we felt now

Nobody wants him at home, I know.” = ™

** Yes, just that.”

not

She could not climb the fence,

“¢“ Who
talks of going bome?” cried
grandpa, putting down his tea-cap.
“‘ Not
Tommy! Nonsense! This is a great deal
better place. He's our. boy now, mother.

3

catch

Pp.

While there are so

philosopher, when he rose from his knees,
Dick still in her mouth, climbed over the ‘asked him, with a contemptuous
smile:
high board fence which surrounded the ““ How do you know there isa God ? * The
garden, and escaped into the open lot ad- guide fixed his eyes on the scoffer, for a
‘joining. Here Ella could not follow her. moment, in wonder, and then said, solemc-

*“ You don’t want to go home, do you ?”

told

not
would

an introduction by the editor, dealing
with a similarity of expression which

we have

many of his countrymen, had won a high
rank among men of science,
yet who denied

took a broom and chased her around the
yard, but she could not get near enough to

“ Couldn’t Dolly go out in a storm ¢”
¥®

she

We
do not believe

Bh

called;

Thus one may get an idea of what this history ig,

Lisa

rian, we gould

“to their place

among the achievements of Englishmen the
‘ Faerie Queene’ and the * Novum Organum,’ »

utterances whose edge nearly two thousand
years have not worn of.—The. volume also
contains a biographical sketch of the author, and

Some years azaa\ Frenchman who," like

mouth, and wus out of the door again ia a
twinkling, and we after her.
In vain we

grandma.

teeth

the bird

triedin his work to restore

22

¢ Better eat it yourself,” said

had

of the auuse of the
attempt to
Persius inexpressed,

ot

Te Family
S Circle,
i ——s—

she

by

and their truthfulness to life may be judged from: disappointed init.
The English press has
the frequency with which our learned men. of most invariably welcomed and applauded it,
to-day, in the paucity of ; their resources, quote seems to bg meeting,as it daserves, a like

Aral’s Proof.
—

Jennje

before

of men

rt

could get to her

but

butchery

el

cat, and ran to put her out,

because—he
hardly
knew
why. Yhe
cookie that looked like a fish was such a
very funny one that he resolved to save it
for Johnuy. It would make him laugh, he
knew.

lane,
When the world was all filled with beauty and
truth.

The

and I both gave a scream when we saw the

but

all

‘‘ The

hn

hungry,

I understand

sixth and last satire, which is

the most obscure and unsatisfactory
thor’s poems, deals with “ the proper
goods of this life,” and is probably an
Justify certain hilarious habits which
dulged.
The whole six are keenly

of peace.

their fellow-men” he thinks has formed the basis
of enough English historical literature. He has

btn A

was

but

umphs

the

to be a

Pe

he

it,

learned

BE

because

out.

philosopher,—~The

philosopher,
and

-

in the

not

bird

men ure slaves except the

PEE od

came;

satirist is confident that he has

TRY

the link of my youth—

the

‘has familiarized
bim with his subject, and th
has been sugménted,not only by familiarity with
the people themselves, but by close and eritical

vorite author. Even to the last of his publj¢
life he carefully
studied and rehearsed the:
perform.

He says,

in regard

to

criticism on Shakespeare :
When

I have looked on Niagara, which

I have

with an

acteaily fascinated delight, I have felt it to be
an impertinence to attempt its deseription; and

nothing that 1 have ever seen on the subject has
shaken my conviction. My opinions on the all

but miraculous power of Shakespeare are very
similar.
He bas always appeared
to me to be

uearestin »flinity to the creative

mind

of any-

thing earthly; and Iam disposed to believe that
persons in writing upon him are less anxious to

manitest

who would practice
work. It will be mail’

Each succeeding number of the Ja ternational

Review brings fresh

proof that the

Publishers

really intend to make

it a

periodical.

first class

: The number for May—June opens with an arti-

done as often in my lifs as I could, and

diffuse and make

bis gloria,

ain a little luster to themselves

n the wide circle of his radiance.

than

to

by coming with-

.

Another remark, in which one will perceive
more truth ths longer he studies it, is, * The

art of reading is the key tg the real
ing of Shakespeare.”
’

understand-

Macready made three visits to America.
In
his journeys through the South, the condition of
the slaves aroused bis deep sympathy.
On the
occasion of hiJust visit, in 1848, over-zealous

friends of Edwin Forrest mude very unpleasant
demoustrations agaiost him, and a divgraceful
riot in New York city cut short his visit in this
country.
In 1851, atthe age of fifty-seven, he
retired from the stage.
He made a home at
Sherbourne, devoting himself to labors of usetulness and Kindness, especially in the cause of education among the poorer classes,
Mucready was twice married.
There is hard-

not

include

some sentence of love und respect for his

ly a page of his diary. whieh

fumily.

does

[is religious charueter also appears in his diary.
He often alludes to commencing the year or the
day with prayer, and when entering upon the
lease of Drury Lane Theater, he says, * I kindly implore the blessing of Almighty Ged upon
my efforts that I may pursue only such a line of
conduct
as may be of service to the cause of

good.”

The last words written in his diary are,

“Lord,

1 believe;

kelp thou my unbelief,”

He

cle on the praclical work of painting,
Gilbert Humerton,

8 gentleman

By

Koight snd Thomas Raikés."

Corneha

Edited

by

Rich-

ard
Heory Stoddard.
Nw
York:
Seribner,
Atmurong.4 Co. Square 12m0, pp. XVI—~
|

This sevénth volume of the

Brig-a-braé series |

comes to meet the leisure of the lengthening sun.
ny days. [It couldnot be mot in a better way.
Its predecessors had made the series so popular,

that its

bare

announcement will

give this one a rapid sule.

tunately chosen, “It tnay,

dojugs.of

persons

says the
and

editor,

volume

[It is occupied

of rank

likely

to

Its contents are” for-

régarded as a sort of companion

** Greville Memoirs,”

be

station.

be

to the

with

by

Philip

culture and

accomplishments, and with the exeellence of
whose literary work some of our readers ave already familiar.

This is followed by ** The

Prus-

sian Company Column” by Major-general Upton,
of the United States Army, and this by an instructive article by Dr. G. W. Leyburn, on
“ Modern

Writers

on Greece

and

her

Antique

Remaivs.”” The agriculture of Russia and life insurance are also intelligently treated, and Dr.
Freeman, the historian, deals with
ies which
beset
Republicanism

the difficaitin Europe.

There is uls0 an able book-review, the whole
combining to make a collection of excelle ut and
instructive reading.
The Metropolitan, Butterick’s society journal,
is as excellent in its literary features as it is in-

dispensable to the ladies for its illustrated

style

and pattern departments.

.

Estes & Lauriat continue

the

publication

of

their popular hulf-Wour scientific aud natural
history recreations, baving recently issued *‘The

Population of an Apple Tree,” and * Insects of *
the Field,” by Prof. A. 8. Puckard, Jr.; * The
Glacial Epoch of our Globe,” by Alexander
Braun;

** The

Sun

and

the

Earth,”

by Prof.

Bulbour Stewart; and “ Force Electrically Exhibited,” by J. W. Phelps. They are in 16mo.
pamphlet form,

formation.

and each

valuable

contains

in.

For sale by J. M, Gatehouse.

"Lee & Shepard have published the third revise
ed edition of ** Schem’s Statistics of the World.”

The compiler is the best authority

on statistical -

subjects, und in this brief spuce he has brought
togéther an amount of information about the
military affairs, commerce,

REMINISCENCKES,

of

population, aves, form of government, floanccs,

died the 27th of April, 1878, aged eighty years.
PERSONAL

Rg LUE

One day I shall taste of the apples again,

we had

the

is mer-

derstand now why you urged me so much to

But we had

forgotten that our little sister
Ella was playing out in the yard, and just then she came
ranning in, and the cat with her, for she
didn’t know

it isg

4ood one, The author would not write a poor
one, . Hiy professional business for several year

a

The apple frees know the doves low: coo,
And the cuckoo’s voice in the season of love,

huve a history
of the English people, and

WG

a

With the lark on wing soaring far above;

and out he flew most gladly.

Engs

‘We now

our every-day work to do; and if we do it terized Persius and Horace.
We have here Bishop Havea’s record of a winter in Mexico.
Perhaps it would astonish alwell, we shall be as honorable and honored
in God's sight as if we wrote princess ar MACREADY’'S REMINISCENCES, AND ‘SELEC- most any well-informed person, if he sat down to
TIONS FEOM HIS DIARIES AND LETTERS. Ed- review himself,to find how little he really knows
queen before our names.— Christian Union.
ited by Sir Frederiek Pollock, Bart., one of his about this ‘* next-door neighbor”of ours, The
eXpctom,
Same publishers,
Crown octavo.

thought we

and that the doors were all closefl, and then
we opened the door of Dick’s
Jittle house,

hard work to pull the sled up again. He
“| missed Johnny's wiling little arms then.
He tried to make the dogs help him, but
they wouldn’t. They were young and
playful; they had never been taught to
work.
. Tommy was glad when supper time

of

English conquests.

the same.—The theme of the fifth is the Stoic application of every item of knowledge and cy.
doctrine of trie liberty, ‘which teaches that all perience. He deals pribeipally with the 1).

not been called to sit on thrones,

would have our playtime with
Dick ; so we
made sure that pussy was not .in\the room,

It was such

kf:

histories

Leap,

~ One day sister Jennie and}

and

many

the

among

ures,

weights

religions, &e.. of the nations of

and

meas

the

globe,

that can be found in ne other

one

place.

It is

bound in.oblong book

for

bandy

refer

form,

ence, and is sold for 5) cents,

I

nn

Dr. R. V. Pierce, ot Buffalo; N. Y. issues “The
iw
People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser
Plain English, or, Medicine Simplified.” It is intended to enable one to be one’s

own physiciay,

and might be of great benefitin the family.

The

subjects considered-—among which we may mention Biology, Physiology, Temperaments, Mar-

riage, Reproduction, Hygiene and Medicine—ure
treated in an easy but comprehensive manner.

which the madnes$of Nelson for Lady Hamilton rt preseribes the use of Dr.’ Pierce’s own remestows its beginnings, Talleyrand, We)lington dies quite freely, but we believe these are genand Louis Philippe are painted in full. . Sir erally of a reliable character. It isa crown oc-

Joshua Reynolds, Alfieri,Goldsmith,George

1V.,

TE

Not so very much, after all.

among

morvaliziog.~In

lish kings

cilessly scourged,
the basis being furnished by
a Platonic dinlogue, and the characters being

better now. I will be good.”
hod
You see, the little Piinceéss felt that a
great responsibility and a great estate involved preparation on her part, She studied bard, because she had a place in the
world to fill. ; Now; though you and I have

:

sbarp

We have had a good

forefinger of her right hand “as she spoke,
and then putting her. little hand into her
teacher's she said: *“I will be good. I un-

it, as you wished

shut

apt and

fourth satire the want of self-knowle ige

Brothers, 1870. 8ve. pp. 823.

Go a

is

came down

us,

siderable

PEOPLE,

RN

the family when Dick

following

would

ENGLISH

- By J. R. Green, M. A., Examiver in the
-8choolof Modern Hisiory, Oxford.
With
Maps and Tables.
New
York: Harper &

EO

Growler

mo-

the foundation of English grammar, and of
all the elegant expressions, and I learned

her ont and considered her not a member of

hil

a child

néss and folly of popular prayers, thé author

learn oven Latin. My cousins Augusta and
Mary never did, but you told me Latin is

of most cats in this respect,
and their natu-

the long

*‘ many

read.
»
!
RORAMA
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE

claiming that the Stoic is the only person who
knows how to pray .aright. [t reminds one "of
the Second-Alcibiades of Plato,~tbat is, ifit is
Plato’s.—The third satire is aimed. at a young
Roman, who, haying arisen from yesterday's debauch finds nothing suited to his hand or mind,
and thus offers the satirist various texts for con-

boast, but they dou’t know. tHe difficulty.
There is much splendor, but’ there is more
responsibility.” The Princess lifted up: the

:

ral appetite for bird flesh; and so we

have’. the

unreal, but contains many cutting sentences.—
The second satire is concerned with the wicked.

ND Oy

and

meals of thought,

Stoddard bas done his work well, as he always’
does, we believe, and has given usa volume
which it Is both pleasurable and profitable to

be-

Ly

18h
can’t

close at his heels. Wasn't it * jolly,” that
long, long coast, with no one to tease even
for the least little corner of his sled! Didn’t
he enjoy it!
Ars

orchard.

dropped

. Sport

Down

so, too, when you have heard the
it is true, evecy word of it,
was a great pet with all the famnot only very handsome and very
but
unusually: intelligent,
we

after’ some

hand—and .died in

Brightov, nearly thirty years ago, aged 70. Mr,

ing personified by a critical friend,to whom the
satirist repliés. As a dialogueit is indefinite and

She took it up, so her old

said the child,

idea of iu the extracts at

A

he went,

did

Now,”

society,—whose qualities, by the way, we get an

RA

the

he

.

sled—all to ‘himself.

homestead
r

begin-

sled,

al-

let Dick out} of the cage for an hour or
so, but we were always careful at such
times to have pussy out of the room, and
the doors securely shut, for although she
was an exceedingly good cat, and we bad
never known her to make any attempt to
catch Dick, yet we remembered the failings

>

And after dinner Tommy

"” But the wren is there and the blithe robin too,

———

already.

We

‘We bad also another pet, a canary, whose
pame wos Dick. Sometimes we used to

newspa-

“ Yes,”

and yonth’s dear friends—

et

the

?

age

[i

traveled much, mixed in what is called the best

CD

I, grandpa P”

winds

Strange hands pluck away the ripened fruit

and

reading

Cat.

a conscience

thought,

;

edge it even to himself.
=| “+ After dinner I can have the

The birds used always to roost at night;
1 think I ean see them perched there fiow,
‘Wrapped ina sheet of t}¢ full moou’s light.

hung, over

this? It

ning to miss the little brother of whom

And there, secure on the old, sweet bough,

/ The fruit that

will think
story ; for
Our cat
ily; being
playful,

cence of the corruption of the times, the

governess told .the story, and reading it
said :
ei
T :|
‘“Igee I am vearer the throne than I
thought, I never saw that before.”
‘ It was not thought necessary that you
should, Princess,” replied the governess,

most Shought ours did, and I believe you

had become so tired? He wouldn’t ucknowl-

i

And renew, as it were,

Does.a cat ‘have

3

Was it possible that he was

hue,
;
When December shows drifted ovér their feet,

|

call

Miss found it.

Tll watch you

The Conscientious

er.
2 «I wish Johpny was"—Tommy -stopped.

Never were apples mere luscious or sweet
Than their red streaks and pippins of golden

plenty
;

you

come and look at it.”

Bypf'grandpa was

With a lovely pledge for September days.

and

do

off with you!

and became
a highly educated gentleman,

R

The six satires of Persius are here accompanied by notes and appendix. The first is an ate
tack on the literature of the day as the efflorcs-

was slipped into her history, and there little

merchant in

London, connected with a distinguished family.

Pees
pes BR

“Dg

Yet the lithe young branches in beauty raise
A shower of snow that the May winds cross

wealth

* Go, now;

He

“I'd call it a fish, then,”

‘Fheir limbs are gnarled and covered with moss,

mad

what

kissed

down the hill the first time.”
fis
And the boys were off.— Methodist.

looks just exactly like a fish.”

And they blooth and bear their fruitage still.

When with
bends,

wasn’t there.

She

12mo, pp. 231."

Sif Thomas

Raikes was the son of a respected

BU)

Grandpa,

The springtimes come and the springtimes go,

Father and mother,

Jobnny

irresistible.

portion of the book bafore us,

THE SATIRES OF A. PERSIUS Fraccus. Edited
by Basil Gildersleeve, Ph, D. (Gottingen),
LL. D., Professor of Greek in the University
of Virginia. New York: Harper & Bros. 1875.

discoveredit by What we might call an’ arranged accident, for a genealogical table

them once, twice, thrice.

«1 can’t now till these pans are ready.”

The apple trees stand in the olden row,
‘Where the sunlight slants on the western hill;

the

came straightway

of the

Sips

ER

The Apple Trees.

and

to

could have it ai! to himself.
“ Look, grandma ! Here's a horse.”
** Yes, dear.”
“ But you can’t see 'way off there. Come
here !”

Curefully making three mud-pies.

gone,

house

CHEN

TH bt

too ; but then,

Three pairs of feet by doorways stay,
Kitchens and pie-crust fade away,
Three childish forms before them rise

all

the

of

Ss

Three heads of silver-threaded hair,
Three steady pairs’of clear, blue eyes,
Three women making their weekly pies.

Bat they have
mute—

into

* Charlotte

Bt

Three older faces ined by care,

the

went

assist at the ¢* cookie” making. It was his
| delight to cut the smooth, thin surface into
all sorts of fantastic shapes, a proceeding to
which grandma never objected, though it
delayed her sorely. Johnny liked to do it,

All busily making three mud-pies,

when

Thea he

Two pairs of rosy lips, seeming to know
just exactly what Aunt Lois wanted, be-

Princess

Wales, and spent the last portion of her ifs in
If this sketch was the only one in the book it wandering over Europe, associating with royal
is well worth the price of the volume.
ty, and gathering the material of which she composed the biography which forms the basis of a
RRR—..

eC

way.

Three little women in sweet disguise

steel-cold_ nights

some-

I want

Lady Couipanion to’ {he

a

Three little tongues which so glibly talk,

blew.

Stop half a minute, though;
thing first,” *
48

children,but who might possibly have them,
her wise mother did not want Vietoria's
head elated with dreams of a crown she
might néver wear. However, she one day

fluid

A

Three little girls in the garden walk,

On

both.

delight of Sport and Growler, who rubbed
their cold noses affectionately against him,
saying ¢ good morning” in their own noisy

Three pairs of hands make three mud-pies.

7

runner, Johnny, and be off with you

great

Being only the niece

yr

ene-

ee

"Phree merry pairs of bright, blue eyes,

reigning monarch, William 1V., who had no

that

siderable sociul reputation. * Miss Knight was

pult of him«

after the

my,

The authors from whose writings thiy
volume is made up, have some literary and con~

TDA

1 a look at his favorite, Brindle, to the

double-

Get

ca

sketched.

bh

Three little heads of tangled hair,

come Queen.

we have

for

barn

Arrived there, he went out to, the

seems to have beén. no
that were expected of her
not until she was twelve
understood she might be-

Aunt Lois, ** for I'm very much mistaken if
it to-morrow.

the problem together, fie made
self and fell to hurling stones

when she’ was

replied his brother,in a sweet little tone of a little girl, there
end to the things
.
.
¢ You'd better make the most of the sun- ladyship. It was
shige” to-day, boys,” exclaimed practical years old that she

home.

firig beside himself between laughing and cry-|
ed at which end of his piece
TS: Soci 3 Dussles 80 jhandonipg th gun ard

ee

Three little faces flushed and fur,

bbed

very carefully educated indeed; and as for
Queen Victoria herself; why,

satisfaction.

merrily

pleasant

toward grandpa’s

along

.

—

re

:

riding

meanwhile, was

.- Tommy,

QtechWiotdries droghters
hive al

SATH

‘1 didnt never get so tired of you,Tom,”

te

:

make ’em.”

Vf

*Yes,. Ia'n't tired of you mo more.”

ters for dihucr, Johnny, and you shall help

BY MOLLY MYRTLE.

SVAN

—

avo volume of 885 pages, and Is fully illustrated

Don Carlos, Horuce Vernet, Rothschild, Polig- with wood cuts of.the human system,
of them, | nac, and other fatnous persons are vuriously | tage paid,
to any address for 1.50,

Sent, pos”

om

LOTS

« Isn't this your allerpaca, whntie ™ He
:
asked, wenderingly. .
s I don't care it i's my silk,” she replied, with a hug. ** We'll bave apple frit

Mud-Pies.

”

Te

VIO IR,

Ni

FI

166

i di

A

m—

up:
OF

TE,

yi

small to see. I see faces sometimes which
temind me of these rocks, and lives also,~
the beauty distorted, the symmetry and
barmony simply fretted away !—H. H. in’
Independent.
hed
:

WG

Bl

»

There is in most men’s minds a gradual:
ed scale of sins.
There is as much
differ-

ence between

J

AA

PER

re

NTR

RT

TEE

EE

TT

Light and Locomotion.

the moral planes on which

—

one

men live and act and feel as between the
sea-level and ‘the
ountain-tops; and the |" The lamps and torches that illuminated
man on the hights fuses with gnick shame Belshazzar's feast were probably just as
at the bare thought of a thing ‘which the brilliant and framed oul of the same mateman below does daily and does aot mind. rials as those which shone upon the splendid
of Versailles when Marie Antoinette
Temperament. atid taste also affect our esti- fetes
mates of the relative enormity of offenses presided over them, or those of the Tuilthe Imperial maguificence of
more than we dream. We are seldom leries during
aware to what an extent we ¢* compound for the First’ Napoleon. Pine wood, oil, and’
sins we are inclined to.” But there is one | P¢ rhaps wax, lighted the banquet halls of
sin which it seems to me is everywhere the wealthiest nobles” alike in the eighth
and by everybody under-estimated; tolerat- century before Christ, and in the eighteenth
ed with undue tolerance, and quite too century after Christ. There was little, if
much averlooked in our valuations
of char- any, advance in the illuminating power, or
the source wh
that ‘power was
acter. It is the sin of fretting. It is as’ com- ‘drawn,
between the lamps used in the days
mon as air, as universal as:
; 80 comof the Pyramids, the days of thé Colisetim,
mon that unless it rises above its usual
and the days of Kensington Palace. Filty
monotone. we. do
ning to,
a lof years ago, that is, we burnt the same articles
Wa any ordi
and
about the same amount of light as
y 3 minutes it:
will.| ‘we
reople, and
see
did four thousand years ago. Now we
e before some
hat,
gas, of which each burner is equal to
a more or lessle aie n g
ement of use
fifteen
twenty candles; and when we
something or other, which, Co probably wish foror more
can have recourse to the
every one in the room,or the
y Or the
electric light, or analogous inventions
car; or the street-corner, as it ma
be, which are
and farknew before “and
which, most probe bly, reaching evenfiftyfoldthanmorethe brilliant
best gas. The
nobody can help.
y say anything about
it? It is cold, it is het, it is wet, it is dry; streets of citiés, which from the days of the
somebody has broken an appointment, ill- Pharaohs to those of Voltaire were dim and
cooked a meal ; stupidity or bad faith some- gloom even when not wholly udlighted,
ow blaze everywhere with something of
where has resulted in discomfort. There are
always plenty of things to fret about. All the brilliancy of moonlight. In a word, all
the advance that has been made in these
men go astray, speaking
lies and makin
respects has been made since many of us
blunders, as 80 on as they are born. It
simply. astonishing how much annoyance were children. We remember light as it
and discomfors
may be found in the course was in the days of Solomon; we see it as
»of every day's living, even atthe simplest, Drummond and Faraday have made it.
The same thing may be said of locomotion.
if one only
keeps a.shar
e out on that
traveled just in the same
side of ‘things. Fretting 4s time wasted. Nimrod and Noah
This is one of the worst things about it, but way and just at the same rate as Mr, Smith
Mr, Jones of our early,day. The
not the worst. The worst is that it is a sin, and
—once, twice, threé¢ times asin; a sin be- chariots of the Olympic Games went just as
cause it is a folly, a sin becguse it is un- fast as the ehariots that conveyed our nobles
:
kindness and -crmeltyto our fellows; be- to the Derby
cause it is ingratitude to God.
“ I'n our hot youth, when George the Third was
The folly of it would be ludicrous if it
King.”

cessors.,

.

;

wild

| who was unal ble to

has thwarted his plan or deranged his a
gestion. What then? Suppose it even killed him ? © One might still say, and not impertinently: - What then?
Thousands just
night,

day, and the earth

and

does not

are

born in a

miss the thou-

sands that die nor take account of the thousands that are born, We were made for
the earth, I take it, and not the earth for us.

Biggerif not better creatures have come

and gone ahead of us; and bigger and better may be yet to come, who will study our
inexplicable skeletons with as scientific and
quenchless an interest as we study fossils
to-day. We are not of the least cpuse-

go no

quicker.

we wished

"When

we

were young,

of nations, » He
(he one who mengs, who

heals, who repairs evils; more, he discourages, enfeebles, and too often disables those
around him, who, but for the gloom and
the depression of "his company, weuld do
£ood work and keep up. brave cheer: . Tlie
effect upon a sensitive person of the mere
neighborhood of a trefter

is indescribable.

it isto the soul what a cold, jcy mist is to

the body,—more chilling than the bitterest
frost, more dangerous than the fiercest
storm. And when the fretter is one who is
beloved, whose nearness

of relation

to us

makes bis fretting even at the weather
seem
almost like a personal reproach
to us, then the misery of it becomes indeed
insupportable. Most men call fretting a
winor fault, a foible,

and nota

vice. There

isno vice except drunkenness which can
so utterly destroy the -peace, the happiness of a home.
The ungratefulness of fretting is the basest thing about it. Pensioners, beggars
that we are, shall we receive good at the
hawds of the Lord, and not evil!
It is true,
as I said before, that it is astonishing how

much annoyance and discomfort there is
to be found in life, if one keeps a sharp eye
out on'that side of things; but every trath
has its converse truth,—it is equally true
that it is even more astonishing how mach
there is of Shjeliment, ot delight, of blessedness in life, if one only keeps
a sharp eye
out on that side of things.
hat are called the inequalities of life are not half so
unequal as they seem. Common to all
men, free to all men

joy.

are

The best things

the

essentials

of

of life the rieh

can

not buy with his money ; the poor need

not

go withont on account of
. nen’s hearts were as plaio
faces, if one eould get at
tisties of souls’ lives as of

his
in
as
the

poverty. If
sight as their
accurate stalives of bod-

ies, the balances would be
found to be
marvelously even.. Even the balances of

joy -and sorrow, pain and pleasure, sickness.and health swing evener than we
think, I doubt if ‘ever a day comes to a
living human soul in which, if he sought,
he could not find a reason for thanking God,
If all else tails, there

to travel from London

to

Robert Bruce

might

have

remains still the one

ow, in

force and the gag.

The

them by

brute

minority have no

meansof resistance except in frivolous mo-

tions which consume time by a, tedious and

reiterated counting of the oulse, the contest being reduced to one of purely physical
endurance. Do not, I beg of you, ik
to
the hasty conclusion that it is merely a
question of difference in men. -

seventy years, ‘is not so much as the briefest

we do not: average forty miles, - Everything that has been done in this line since
the world bagan—-etetviling,
rbaps, that
the capacities of matter an
e conditions
of the human frame will allow to be done—
has been done since we were boys. The
same at sea.

favorable,

Probably, when the wind was

Ulysses, who was a bold and

human stage, ‘even if it last for seventy
years, is small pricd to. pay for the birth, right of immortality. 1f some supreme power were to say to us to-day: Suffer on the
earth for one centuny, and buy ten centuries of earth's delight, how quickly, how

greedily would we buy" the ten centuries !
And yet ten centuries are but dust in the
balances of that fature of which we are sure,

in the eternity

we have to live. Looking from such a
+ standpoint as this on the things of to-day,
can one fret? Looking from any lower

standpoint, does one see truly?
The Territory of Colorado 1s full of won:

They are lined

and grooved and stippled over with fine
dots; they are
worn

and

hollowed

curved iato innumerable grotes

and

que hapess
from the tiny stone which you can”
hold in

your hand up to the sharp colossal wall,
bundreds of feet high, which ho man
can
climb, there is not an inch which does
not

Jeok as if for millions of years it had been
worked by tools.
has been there.

4971 : FT =
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‘The Figaro gives an account of a visit 10

M. Von
resident

Moltke's house by a temporary
of Berlin, The building is of

brick, well guarded, and a stately staircase

leads to
Marshal

the private apartments of the
The rooms are all furnished

with a coldness and severily in

thing but pleasing,

The English Method.
—

The following is a brief extract from a pa-

per read by G. Bradford before the Social
Science Association, recently beld in Detroit.
It is on ** Financial Policy in Englind and
the United States.” Some may deem him
rather severe on the methods in use by-Congressmen, while legislating on finance; but
we think all will agree that there is with us
an urgent need of reform of some kind :

style anyed

The salle des confe-

rences is unfurnished, except a long table

covered with green cloth, and plain chairs
srodhd hi In a corner are two chests, conaining, doubtless, papers of importance.

M. Von Moltke there gives his pr

on

upon, as well

Yet no hand, no tool
Grains of gand have

done i all,—zraius of sand blowing and
eddying in wind currents. Slowly, stead-

less in the

national

character

full and free discussion, both in’

than

in the

Parliament

and the newspapers, so that 4 measure once
passed is pretty sure to be, uot perhaps
wise in itself, but in accordance with

oughly matured public opinion.
one to turn to a file of the

London

I ask

thor-

any

he will find

himself, after testing men

upon

Pitt, and Canning, and Peel, and Gladstone

and Disraelt have wrestled their way to em-

Vermont, in 1818,

was

born

In

through

and moved to Canada

with

was

gate of lifeto the

Christian,

hal

come

to

of their capture, one from

they would remember now that Creator who
had been the guide and support of her life,
May God give us all grace to remember him,

‘from Austria.

France

Three walls

of

table.

and

one

the study

and notwitheiandiig all that lov-

12: 1, words chosen

by

the

departed before her death, vo convey tocher fam.
ily, and to her neighbors, the desire she felt that

had pictures in fresco of *f ancient fights that when we come to die, we may be also
and deeds done long ago.” Upon the cor- ready.
#
L.'M. THOMPSON,
ner of a small open book-case lay the remains of the Marshal's breakfast, which
SiL,A8 WARD died in Madison, N. H., March
never varies--a glass of claret .and some 25, aged 50 years, He was a soldier in the late
war,
and while engaged in active duty in Floribiscuits—side by side with cigar boxes, for
da, he received a wound which caused his death.
he is a great smoker, and even takes snuff. ‘When
quite young,he sought the Saviour aod

The

m which leads from

ment is as simple as the

this apart-

rest.

= Behind

screen stands a little iron bedstead.

From

a

found peace, but neglecting. the duty of baptism,

he lost his religious enjoyment and’ lived many
ears in disobedience to God. Some five weeks

By the Way,
When

shall

question

we

of all

the

get there?

This is the

travelers.

Kney

bave

They
keep straining their eyes to catch far-off
glimipses of the goal. They insist on badgering the poor conductor on the train or
the patient captain on the ' steamer to know
how far it is" to their destination. If you
have ever traveled much, you remember

perfectly how ‘uncomfortable

you have been

made by the excessive uneasivess of some
fellow pilgrim and the painful impatience of
another to reach their journey’s end. And
you know how very contagious this restlessness is, and how you have sighed for some
invention that shall shoot travelers like
bullets through the air with such celerity
that they shall have no consciousness or any-

fully
was

ridgewock, Maine ; but for the past 17 years has
been engaged with the New London Scythe Co.

The estimation in which &e was held, may be
judged by the fact that the works were closed in

im-

possible for thein to fill their orders. Of a nat.
urally modest and quiet natare, he said but little

of is religious feelings
in public; butit was his
greatest pleasure in his last days to read or hear
Christian friends. - His quiet passage
life was

a fitting close

life. May Heaven’s richest blessing rest upon the
wife and loving children who mourn his Joss.

whose image

is

way-side

incidents,

friendships,

joys,

glimpses, and inspirations that make up the
sum of experience for all.— Golden Aye.

The Deepest Welly
the village of Sperenberg, noted for the
deepest well that has ever been sunk, Owing to_the presence of gypsum in the locality, which is at a moderate distance from
the capital, it occurred to

the

governmerit

authorities of the mines to obtain
of rock salt. With this end in

a: supply
view the

sinking of a shaft or well 16 feet

in

diame-

ter was commenced some five years ago,
aud at a depth of 280 feet.the salt was reached. The boring was continued to the further depth of 960 feet,” the diameter of the

Obituaries.

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

[Persons wishing ghite.

uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.

Brevity is specially important,
obituary.

to

Verses are inadmissible,

' GEORGE EDWIN ROWE, eldest son

any single

of Gorge

and Martha BE. Rowe, of Moscow, Me., died in
Scales, Sierra Co., Cal, April 24, aged 22 years.

Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

THE summer term will commence March 22.
The Institution is one of the la
t and best in
the-State, , Terms moderate. Send
for Catalogue.

J.8. GARDNER, Prin,
Co, N. Y.

Whitestown, Oneida

0a Co, N:

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION,

Eau

Claire,

Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
two
3
Winter Term Vacation
begins Monday,
Nov. 16, 1874.

|

grFac
tra gaeone

you should fake!

ike

1

i
Vacation two weeks.
A
26, 1875.
Summer Term closes Thursday, Pity 1, 1875.

Summer Term begins Monday,

and.

Minneapolis,

Two

NORTHWOOD

in

ww agust

Two

LAPHAM

have

from

INSTITUTE,

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I

through

trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton,
Two through trains daily, with Pullman Cars on
night train.
.
For Sioux City and Yankton, Twotrains
daily. Pullman Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.
For Lake Geneva, Four trains daily.
Far Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, James-

Gen’l Superutendent.
1

“H .COTTON, A.B., Principal, with

»

Minnesota, Ope
i

For Dubuque, ‘via Freeport,

81,1874.

‘competent Assisiants. ' |
The tuition wilt be as usual.
For further
ticulars addressthe Principal.
trains daily.
Northwood
idge, N. H., Aug.5, 1874.

Four through

Pullman Cars on night trains.
For Winona and points
through train daily.

SEMINARY.

it.The next term of ten weeks will commence Mon

INS Jastitution furnishes Polezs Preparatory
English and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiag2
course of’ sind y.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,

<\

AUR G. MOULTON,A. B., Principal.

ART

N

MissAbbie E. Jenness, Preceptress.
v

two to

ASSISTANTS.

Mr. M. E. Burnham,

Miss O. A. Angel.
Mrs. J.

W.H.STENNETT,

Steere, (music).

,CALENDAR.

G2n'l Passenger Agent.
i,
eow20t9

Spring Term begins March 22, 1875,

For

further

paticylars

of her age.

She was not considered in any

BATES

dan-

address. the

Principal,

disease went to the heart.
fessor of religion,

cellent qualities.

She was

not a pro-

although possessing many

A few

winutes before

my children,”

be kind to

ex-

death

me

and

She leaves a father and mother,

J

Sor.oN H. BERRY, eldest son of Mr. Samuel
Berry, died in Crystal, Maine, aged 20 years and
11 months: He bore his sickness without a mur-

i SON &
CABINET ORGANS.

was often heard in the social

meeting,

warning

the impenitent and encouraging her fellow workers.
Her surviving brothers and sisters deeply
mourn, but not without hope, for they feel that
CoM.
their loss is her infinite gain.

DEA. ALVAH QUINBY died of pneumonia

death of Bro. Quinby, the church is called to

mourn the logs of ove of its best and most efficient members.
He was a man of excellent
a man of few
a safe counselor;
judgment,
He bas
words, not so mueli for talk as work.”
benevolent
the
all
interested in
always been
enterprises of the day, and borne his burden in
sustaining the cause of Christ,
May God sancti

ty this deep affliction to the good

fumily
mantle

of this dear,

and, mourning
circle, and
may
his
fall on some one that will fill his place

JAS. 8. POTTER,

HANNAH BAKER died in Wolfboro’,N, H., Dec.
23, 1874, aged 75 years and 11 months.
She was
baptized by Rev. Hiram Holmes 42 years since,

and joined the ehurch of “which.she

remained

a

member till death.
She was ol peculiar temper»
ament, yet seldom
can
one be found more
strongly exhibiting in daily life principles of the
strictest integrity, or more willing to sacrifice
for the promotion of good works.
She was left
a widow ‘early in life, and, ever after, was found
caring for the sick and dying.
For a number of
years she suffered from disease, but so much
energy of character and tenacity for life did she
possess, that she baffled every attack until the
first of Dee., when she was taken with pneumonia. She soon felt that the time of departure
was at hand, and expressed a longing desire to
depart,.saying the religion she bad professed go
many years was her support.
She suffered intensely, but patiently and calmly made arrange.
ments fer her burial, then passed away leaving
friends to mourn whose hearts were still sorrowing over recent bereavements.
That God
may comfort them, and make this affliction work
for his glory, is the prayer of the writer.
'
E. G. YORK.

Dr
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This School was never in better condition for doing
thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged

life.

.
ALWA
Europe.

any college in the land, or to give a thorough English
and

preparation

PITTSFIELD, ME.
Furnishes College

Winter term commences

e——_—

Miss ANGIE

Penmanship

in

New

York

lagged,

During

our

LYNDON

on

&¢

the

at

LITERARY ENSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT,

With
a full complement of competent
assistants.
Three
complete
courses
of study
:— Classical,
Seienfific, and Ladies’ course.
School first class
in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
tree to students.
:
SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March
9, 1875.
4
"PALL TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, August

by

the

farm

24, 1875.

T

y
Primary Studies,

-

UITION :
-

Common Koglish,
Higher English,
.
Latin and Greek,
+
Krench (extra), «
.
nstruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

Head,
&ec.,

$5.00
‘a
-

+
.

.

-

+
-

-

7.00
750
8.80
§.c0
10.00
2.00
6.00
1.50

Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
«
1.50
go-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at re.
duced tuition.
.

© Academies &e.

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; m clubs

at’

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
For full particulars in ht to the School send
for catalogue,
1. We ANBORN, See’y, Board ,

COLLEGE.

The Spring Term will open March 2d, 1875, and
close June 10th.
'
:
The Summer Term will open June 15th, and close
September 2d.
The Fall Term will-open September 7th, and olose
:
:
November 25th.
For Catalogue, address the Secretary,
:
.
«7
WM. REED,
™\
Ridgeville, Ind.

A. B.; Associate.

Miss Li1zziE CALLEY, Precepiress.

done in the best manner at this Office.

RIDGEVILLE

:

G: H. STOCKBRIDGE,

§ POSTERS,
CARDS,

experiemocd

For further particulars, address the Secretary,
Pittsfield, Maine.
C.A.FARWELL, Secretary.

1vid

BUSINESS

-by an

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.

mortgages were paid promptly.
We get funds
from the Atlintic to the Missouri
river, and may
be able to reter to parties of your acquaintance,
send for full particutars.
«JB. WATKINS & Co. Lawrence, Kansas,

Job Work!

English studies.

taught

Faculty :
J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.

[spection

drafts,

securities

be

The price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle

one of the firra.
Ia many years’ business have
never lost a dollar. We pay the interest promptly
panic when all other

will

men’s are formed.

Improved Farm First Mortgage Coupon Bonds
Guayanteed. We ldan not to excaed one-third of

semi-annually

E. HANSON,

account of sickness.’ Half terms: commence
beginning and middle of the term.

12 PER CENT .NET.
personal.

includ

No deduction for less than half.a term, except

{includes his * LAST JOURNALS").
illustrations, &c., &c., only $3.00.
Millions want it. For proof and
HUBBARD
BROS.
Pubs.pf
53
Boston, Mass. ~
1y

by

Normalclasses

Teacher.

having free access to the personal writings of Livingstone, unfolds clearly the magnitude of his lifc-work
the THRILLING
ADVENTURES
he met, the grand
ACHIEVEMENTS he won, as also the CURIOSITIES,
WONDERS and WEALTH of that marve'ous country.
Wide
Awake
Agents Wanted
Eve
here
at Once
for the ONLY cheap COMPLETE WORK.

ascertained

Nov. 2, 1874,

Miss LAVINA H. HAYNES,
ing Drawing.

IVINGSTONE.
By Rev. J. E. Chambliss.
This gifted author

the yalue

10

Miss ELLA C. HURD. Music and Algebra.

JUST READY.-ENTIRELY NEW.-AUTHENTIC.-COMPLETE
IFE AND LABORS OF

Over 800 pages
100 SPLENDID
IT WILL BELLU.
terms,
address
Washington St..

Academ-

Terms,

Spring term commences Feb. 1, 1875.
Summer term commences April 19, 1875.
3
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal of
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal Department. German, Physics and Diactica.
Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Botany,

payments; or rented until rent pays for the organ.
and Circulars, with full particATALOGUE
ulars, free. Address MASON &
CATAL ORGAN C0., 1564 Tremont Street, BOSTO. N; 25 Union Square, NEW YORK; or 80 & 82

By

Preparatory, Normal

ical and Ladies’ Full course of study.
weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.

ae

Adams St,, CHICAGO.
117

COLLEGE,

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

PRNO-HARP CABINET ORGAN 3
a

duties of

REV. W. COLGROVE. A. M., President.

else,

a

active

ho.

VIRGINIA

with most important improve-

PAYMENTS.

the

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peeuliar’ advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
:

W
LE!
ments ever made,
New
olo and
Combination Stops.
anes
Etagere and other Cases of mew d

EASY

for

For full catalogue, address the Principal.
,
IRVING B. SMITH.

WEST

INSIST take any other. Dealers get LARGER COMMISSIONS Jor selling inferior organ®, and for this

reason often
try very hard to sell

Scientific
3t1

awarded highest premiums at IndusSe
ee
i
Outof
hundred
have not been six in

all where
any other organs
Hive been Bitetses,
%
bot!
Eminent Musi
Declared
BE
Pound
to be unrivaled.
See
ONTAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of more
than One Thousand (sent free),
T on having a Mason & Hamlin, Do net

and affectionate

father for whom they are called to mourn, but
no doubt their loss is his eternal gain. He bas
been called trom his works, and has entered that
rest that remains to the people ‘of God.
Of his
family,
, he leaves but oue brother, the Rev.
Hosen ‘Quinby, one whose useful life is well
known to many readers of the Star, In the

Anniversary, June 17.
“i
Fall Term opens August
31, 1875.

RFT aime
American
Tignes ever avaf@e®
S57 Mele:
ONLY
in Europe, or which present such extraordiexcellence
as to command a wide sale there. ( »

He has been an active member of the F. Baptist

the death of a kind husband

SEMINARY:

CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 16, 1875.
General Examinations, June 14, 15, 16.

courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course.
We are prepared to fit students for

and

held till his death.
He was married forty years
ago last Jan., and has raised a family of eight
children, six sons and two daughters, all of
whom, except one, are professed Christians, and
we trust consistent followers of Jesus. This
family cirele is now broken for the first time .in

PIKE

VIENNAZ1873; PARIS, 1867.

inflammation about the heart, at his residence in
North Sandwich, N. H., April 6, aged 64 years
and
3 months. He bore his last illness, which
was short but very severe, with patient resignation. He has always been 2 citizen of Sandwich.

chureh in North Sandwich tor forty-two years,
with which he and his wile uuvited when they
became the disciples of Christ; was chosen deaeon nine years ago, which office he honorably

Center Strafford, March 18, 1875.

THRER
HIGHEST
MEDALS
wo DIPLOMA OF HONOR, +

She possess-

ed in a marked degree those lovely and engaging
ualities which endeared her to all with whom
she associated ; but it was known only to the
family circle, how sweet and unselfish. was her
daily life. She was an active and valued member of the F. Baptist church in R., and her voiee

incipall

in vigw,
For further information address the Principal or, *
_ WARREN F088, Secretary.

ONEOUALED
oo TRAPPROALEED

MARY JORDAN died in East Raymond, Me.,
Dec. 18, 1874, aged 58 years and 10 months.
Seldom is any community called on to mourn the

loss of a member so much beloved.

REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.,

Mr. Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth College,
a superior scholar, an experienced and successful
teacher, with competent Assistants.
Summer Term
begms May 11, 1875,
Rooms and
board in private families at reasonable rates.
&~Free tuition to students who have the ministry

Sn

mur of complaint, and died in perfect resignation

AUSTIN ACADEMY.
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.

J

Mago"

to the will of Him * who doeth all things well.”
The mourning family are comforted by the assurance that their loss is his eternal gain.
New
Hampshire
and Massachusetts papers. please
copy.
H. M.
HEYWOOD.

tf 45

COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.

FALL TERM, 1874.
The Fall Term of the Theologinal School connect
ed with Bates College begins
Thursday,August 20th.
For further information address the President, O. B.
Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fulloanton, Lewis.
on, Maine.
A. HOWE, ec.
:

ger until a few hours before her death, when the

Not more than a

single square can well be afforded

fivee years
hig ) eome, th thus

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY .

Mrs. Maria HALE
died of rhetmatism,
in
Wheatville, N. Yi, April 5. 1873, in the 26th year

in the church.

At about 20 miles from Berlin is situated

Prot. |

ret with the”

North Scitnate, R. I.

brothers and sisters, a companion and four small
children, to mourn their loss; but God has promisedto be a God to the orphans, and to Dis care
we commend the little ones.
W. H. PECK.

have won the man or woman

Paul

MARVIN HUGHITT,

And so it is all the. way through. Our
modern life has caught something besides

is set in loveliness in our hearts, when we
get the standing in society, or the literary
position we covet, we shall be so happy and
magnanimous! Meanwhile drudgery, petii-

Ina

DOrmANency pA

Feb. 25, 1875

fhrougn trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached on both trains.
For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two
trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached.
and running through to Marquette.

peaceful

thing between the point they are fired from

rheumatism and spinal affections from the
railways. We have the End distemper, and
very badly too; and we are so afflicted by
it that thousands of us are incapable of seeing or enjoying or loving anything by the
way. Itis all end with us. When we get
the office our ambition is set on, when we

living,

FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens Bec. Dreads March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March
24, 1874,—onds June 12.
For tucther particulars, pddross, : ’
¢

Bluffs.

St.

ville, and other points, you can
ten trains daily.

she was heard to say: *“ God

the point they are fired to.

For

with his

from. this

to a still and

oy

Aig. 18, 1874,

For Milwaukee,

osEPR D. GILMAN died in Scytbeville, N,
a March 12, 1875. He formerly lived in Nor-

gospel of Christ, and talk and pray

Pere, Ripon, Baraboo,

points, this Line is the oe

Council

peice. He leaves a wife and five ehildron, L

the

AL

ments are first-class in eve
ect. - The trains
are made up of elegant iby’ 5-4 ay Palace
For further particulars, Apply. to the Prinefpal, ox
ing Room and Sleeping Coaches, luxurious
Day
E. C.
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees
Coaches, and pleasant sounging and smoking cars.
New Hampton, N.H., July 20, 1874.
;
The cars are all equipped with the celebrated
Miller
Safety Platform, and patent Buffers and Coup
y
NICHOLS LATIN
SCHOOL.
Westinghouse Safety Air Brakes, and every othér
applinnce that has been devised for the safety of
FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Principal, with three
passenger traivs. All trains are run by telegraph. Assistants.
n a word, this GREAT LINE has the bet and
smoothest track, and th: most elegant and comfort.
Thot
hy ofre thises school
aliool near the college
e location
and
able equipment of any road mm the West, and has no theological
school affords man
pds
oy
SOmpekitbr in the country. It is eminently the fa- are
very
important
to
students
during
their
p:
vorite route with Chicagoans traveling wes}, north tory course. The special work of the school is to .
or north-west, and is acknowledged by the travel Prepare
students for college, and every effort
is made
ing public to be the
popular line for all points in
o this in as thorough a manner as possible, ExNorthern Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Northern penses are moderate.
Send
for
Sathiogue:
at
Michigan, Dakota, Westérn Towa, Nebraska, Wyov
A.M.
JONES, Sec.
ming, Colo
Utah, Montana, Idaho, Nevada,
California, and
the Pacific Slope.
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
On the arrival.of the trains from the East or South, WILTON
the trains of the Chicagv and North-Western Rail' -' WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., 10WA.
way leave CHFCAGO as follows:
Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begins Septe
874,
For Council Bluffs, Omaha and California,
Winter Term, Jan. 5th, 1875,
Diemer 1st, 1
Spring Term, April 6th, 1875,
Two Ihtouf trains daily, with Pullman Palace
8. HANNA, Principal.
Drawin,
som and Sleeping Cars through to

His'+ufferings

‘this their busiest season, when it is’thought

B

Trustee
to conduct
s uel it Torr

ot pugs | IVINS

tab SAI)

western

y auxious about
oné of its corners was banging a furred cap
bis soul; he prayed for pardon and ‘salvation
of eccentric form ; beside it, on the floor, a | from
sin, was fully delivered,
and réceived that
were intense, but he was patient, calm,
resigned, trusting in
Christ. His
end

neapolis
roligh; branchin
Madison,

The track is of the best steel rail, and all the appoint

Pefore he died, he became.d

hope which maketh not ashamed.

desir
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not known,

ing hearts and willing hands could do,“ she was
called away to rest.
The deceased was a. good
neighbor, a true and faithful wife, an affectionate
vy
and by her real and true goodness,
will, though dead, yet speak.
Her funeral sermon was preached by the Rev. I. M. Thompson,
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either by her faithful and
devoted husband, or
her loving and dutifu children, all of whom
were ' untiring
in their efforts to smooth the
dying pillow of the wears sufferer. But death,

Ecclesia-tes

one

Sheboygan, De

borne

L with Christian fortitude and patient resignation.
The intensity of ber suffexi

ind

:

erates

It runs through the Garden of Hlinois and Iowa, and.
A. B.M ESERYEY, A. CnM., Principal, with eight .
is the best, 8 1fest, shortest, and Juielket route for I
A, LINCOLN, ‘and other poi
in NEBRASKA; aaSixx rel regular
lag courses
co
for bothth sexes - Four terms o f
and for. CHEYENNE, DENYER, SALT LAKE CITY,
VIRGINIA CITY, CARSON, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRAN©1800, and all other points west of the Missouri |’
CALENDAR:
Fall Term beging Monday, Augnst 24, 1874.
Re you, want tt to go to Mi Milwaukee, Manitowoc

N.
H,, contributed
largely of her earnings to the
cause of missions, Reiurning to Canada again,
She was married to Nathaniel Weed in 1840, and
through her influence, he has been a regular
subseriber of the Star for a hteen years. She
became the mother of tén children, five sons and
five daughters, all of whom survive her. Her
was

fps
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sequent residenceof two years in Great Falls,
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Lake Kampen
) Dake
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reached; another line starts from Chicago
and
runs
throughi Elgin and~Rockiord to Freeport, nd Via
the Illinois Central, reaches Warren, Galena and
Dubuque, and the country beyond. Still another
line runs almost due westivard from Chicago, and
Clinton
asses through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton,
wn, Grand Janea
Jowa), Cedar Bapids
Missouri Valley Junction, to Council Bluffs and
tion,
Omaha. This last-named is the ‘ GREAT TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the pioneer overland line
UTAH, IDAHO, MON:
for NEBRASKA, COLORADO,
3
:
TANA, NEVADA,

Star from its

illness, which {usted for five months,
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pastor, and continued a member so long as it
maintained its existence in the place. She was

the Morning

ode

0
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n
Kenosha,
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and stops not untfl

ber parents in 1821, Tn the fall of 1828, she professed religion, and was baptized by her fatber,’
and united with the church of which he was’ the
with
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Lae, reen Bay,

Wheelock,

from

trasburg was stretched over

character and views of each individual taking part in the debate, and if he féllows the

questions which he does undérstand, comsing to trusi implicitly the same men upon
qnestions which he does’ not understand ;
and he will appreciate the process by which

She

The paper-weights were two fragments of
cannon, inscribed with the date and place

military art to twenty or thirty officers.
Even in the Marshal's study no books were
lying on the tubles, and only a single néwspaper was visible.
An immense map of

being reduced (o. about 13 inches.
and, selecting seme subject more especially | The operations were subsequently prosecutwithin his own knowledge and interest, to ed by the aid of steam until a depth of 4164
read carefully a debate extending, perhaps,
feet was attained. At this point the borover several columns. He will find, I am ing was. discontinued, the borer being still
sure, in the first place, that his knowledge
in the sult deposits, which thus exhibited
of the subject is greatly enlarged ; he will the enormous thicknass of 2007 feet.
feel with what eager interest it must be
vead by the classes whose interests are affected; he will get a distinct idea of the

characters become ag distinct and lifelike as
those of his personal friends and intimates,

age.

her home

7Z%imes, | bore

ey, Ho) as a practice, he will find that those

her

call

To return to the income tax. The writer ness, sloth, silence. The paradise is put at
from whom I quote says: ** Sir Rebert Peel Lhe other side of a wearing waste of trials
bad spent the autuma and winter in matur- and privations, when it should be paradise
ing his plan of finance, and on the 11th of -all the way, and would be so were we wise
March, 1842, laid it before the house of and well.
It is all very well for one man in a thoucommons in a speech of very great ability.
The debate on the tax bill lasted for eight sand to think about the End in this world.
nights. Every stage was strenuously con- Mr. One Thousand get rich, and Mr. Other
tested, and as many as sixteen divisions Thousand goes to Congress or writes a
Bat for all the rest there is no End
were had, not reckoning motions of ad- book.
journment.” Almost every word of these looming very grandly up in the landscape
sentences is full of instruction.
Tostead of this side of the horizon. We shall not be
awaiting the actual meeting of Parliament much better off in any respect twenty-five
without even the slightest inception of a years hence than to-day. The most that
financial plan, thus giving to preparation any of us get in this world is the journey
It is all
the whole time which should be devatéd to and what we pick up by the way.
discussion and the elucidation of principles, travel, scenery, incident, companionship,
and postponing the most important meas- experience. The king asked the painter to
ures till the very last days of a session, we remove the shawl that dropped down over
¢ The
have the highest trained official in the king- three-quarters of the landseape.
dom spending the whole year in evolving a shawl is the picture,” suid the artist. We
detailed and comprehensive plan, ready fer want the way removed in order to leap to
placing before Parliament on its coming (o- the goal; the way is the goal. Life is all
It is a constant going on. Aud the
gether ; instead of a buld written report, way.
fettered at once by the impossibility of only means by which it can be made suecblamiig Congress for past shortcomings cessful, happy, or grand,is by living it to the
and by inability to enforce any recommend: extent of our capacities all the time. The
atioys forthe tuture, we bave an-oral.expo- more we see by the way-side' as we go, the
sition, embracing the subject in all its parts more’ we shall have to enjoy forever.. We
reviewing the mistakes and successes and are like travelers gathering pictures for an
the lessonsof the past, balancing the con- art gallery, a study here, a sketch. there, a
siderations and probabilities of the present periect gem of artistic fancy somewhere
_and future, and paving the way to debate. else, and occasionally a masterpiece; and
And then follows the debpte itself. "No every day hangs something beautiful or
doubt there is a vast deal of talk in the memorable in the chambers of memory.
British Parliament, of which despotisms, We live not in years, but in heart-beats. It

England 8 often conmiented

of

Worcsivanr dois

over tw TRC

intancy, in her father’s family, and during a sub-

—

and

pin-prick in the morning considered in re- as the-fael that & step once taken is sseldom
lation to the day... And grief or pain in this retracted, "I believe the cause of this: lies

~ derfal red sandstone rocks.
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cor
great
y
it Jouches usine,

Quebec, on Suturday, April 10, “in the 62d year

usinted

Von Moltkes Home.

our old age, we feel ourselves aggrieved if their Leart set on the journey's end.

»hilosophers of us ‘ally
sidered jn xe- $0. with measuies’ which at-best are. empiriation to our eternity of living;
a
‘grief, a cal and of uncertain advantage! The slowpain in this haman stage, even if it last for be ness to admit ‘material ‘changes’ of law in

moment

7

id

the necessary axsist-

MARIA BARTLETT, beloved wife. of Nathaniel
Wile
Weed, and third pki of the late Rev.
|
lard Bartlett, died at Melbourne, Province of

n-

done,

jee

ers, sisters and {riends to mourn
their loss.
:
"MRS, P. BEAN.

burgh, we thought ourselves lucky if we
could average eight miles an hour, just as

great paso doe bankfulngss, the oe proat whether of individuals or majorities, are
aptio be J paticnts
a from it" pesults a
boon of sim
fing aliveand ~of bei
veat deal of dela
inportant matters.
sure that Jn
not Aw to be alive; that
t thisis in p fy Tn foporia evil than
ages upon ages, world:upeh world, a glorious eternity of existemee
stretches out. be- i recipitation,” "Violent and sudden chang s
fore him,
little
more knowledge;
of pers Nea ways Anjurfaus, even in the case of
spective and proportion
woukl make serene undoubted improvement. low much more

an unappreciable

Rm

rooms, under the stimulus of party disci‘pline, we find them borne on by a
party

if

skillful pavigator, sailed as fast as a Datch
.merchantman of the year 1800; nearly as
quence. Jt is a folly lo fret.
The unkindness and cruelty ofit {4 our fast, at times, as an American yacht or
of our fathers’ day. Now we steam
fellows are more seriously to be eonsider- clipper
with woned. One fretter can destroy the peace of a twelve and fifteen miles an |
family, can disturb the harmony of a neigh- derful regularity, whether wind and tide be
borhood, can unsettle the councilsof cities favorable or not.—~W. R.: Greg.

and hinder the
who frets is néver

13

civil rights and force bills? What individ- dential interference, a
the ' truth of], SUF
ual characteror talent is identified with Saviour’s words veritied : ~ In the midst of life
we
ure
in
death,
He
leaves
kind
parents, broths:
eifier of them?
Hatched in committee

were not tragic. The spectacle, for invalise, pasked, and a large map
case; on
stance, of one puny individual's thinking it When Abraham wanted to send a message the table a portrait of Madame
Van Moltke,
to
Lot
he
despatched
a
man
on
horseback,
worth while to mention resentfully that any
in 1868, at Christmas.
There
single day of rain or snow, which is the ‘who galloped twelve miles an hour, When who“died
was another portrait, representing her at
appoin
and wveedful thing in Nature's our fathers wanted to send a message to twenty
years old or so.
economy for a continent, for a ceptiry, ¥their nephews, they.could do no better and

like him die in
a

!

: How many men in this country know ‘ance,he consequently
neath the waves
anything
of the nature, the
arguments for in death’s cold embrace. Three years ago, he
came
to
Cul.
with
bright
hopes
of
future, but
or against, or the probable
s of the how soon our hopes are blighted,the
by some provi

majority determined to carry

EE

26. 1875,
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whier Chicago ‘and North
fo the, the
feaetvole
to all appearance, | He vemtarel
hy: irreparably the sloid rock has been frel- | inence, and which may,
yery cold,to hen was
no doubt. cramped; and
ted away, distorted, by things almost too be relied on to furnisha line of worthy sue being
having no one
present but a youth of sixteen,
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Principal, with full

board of teachers. 4 regular courses for both
sexes.
.
Spring term, of11 weeks begins Feb. 2nd. Summex of 10 weeks begitis April 27th,
:
For particulars,
address
aah

ELIQU HAYES, Sec. THistees.
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Minister

Milk as an "Article

the

at

3 | close of the present session of Parliament, .

per plague, the governor has appointed
as a day of fasting and prayer.
Mr. Yaryan has been appointed chief of the
agents of internal revenue, and the work of re:
organizing the department "has fairly begun.

Paragraphs. ;

Hills, ~ This

courts,

are

but

endeavoring

a

create

Joaquin

EE

false impression among the public by glaring
misstatements of fucts concerning the reasons for
the raids, Solicitor Wilson will prosecute the
cases already in hand, and Mr. Pratt, the new
commissioner of internal revenue, will handle
whatever may yet be brought to light.

of designs

means; while

tor

a

new

edition

Miller, since

his

return

of

busy on

to

England

a novel

of Culi-

15 cents,

~
rate of
schools
An

West.

out

residénces
* IV's only twenty-one

compelled | and

best adapted to it, for it has its likes and

which can not’ be

A petition from the Woman’s Suffrage Associatio n of that Sfate, was introduééd in the Mis-

yo

A Jersey City jury, Tuesday, gove $3760 dam- | (ouri

State

ages for false imprisonment to a younglady,arrest-

It

Constitution extending the ballot to women,
for larceny, which was afterwards abandoned.
The = Attormey- ‘General ‘and Commidsioner | W28 referred lo the proper committee.

there on

ers gives rise to biliousness, while with

another

is thus explained by a writer
He says: “ Milk, after being

The Scotch, 3,000,000 people, have £80,000,000

Wednesday in|

excellent health, and delighted with his recep- | deposited in their banks. The Irish, 5,500,000,
tion by the people of Kansas, He was sérenaded, have £69,000,000 in bank.

in

recommended & programme

excellent management

which Charles Francis Adams is named. as one
of the orators, Henry W. Longfellow as poet,
Waldo Emerson as reader of the
and Ralph

cities,

appearance,
manuers
in our large cities and

were destroyed and

families

four hundred

ren-

dered homeless, with heavy losses in property.

age.
The chiefof the bureau of statistics

chair of Practical Anatomy,

:

The Eatern railroad finds through

at Wash-

travel

un-

ington, furnishes a statement, showing a marked usually large for the season, and will probably
decrease in the exports of principal articles of be forced to run two Pallman cars on each Ban~British and Irish produce and manufactures, gor train soon.
trom the United Kingdom to the United States,
Mrs. Barrett, of Fort Dodge, Ia., took spirit
during the four months ending April 30, 1875,
photographs.
One
geatleman vecognized, in
compared with the same months of 1874.
the angel whieh hovered over hint, his lamented
The annual session of the Présbyterian church
wile: a distracted father saw in two little cherSouth met in St. Louis last week, and action was .| ubs his lost children; bnt the vulgar skeptics
taken lookingto a perfect reconciliation with the found such a painful resemblance
in cherubs
Presbyterians of the North.
and angel to the familiar picture © Mamma in
More removals of government officials for Heaven,” that the believers have decided not to
complicity in the whiskey frauds were made say much about the matter.

Friday.
Serious trouble is threatened among the strikers in the New York cement region, and military
aid has been furnished the sheriff,
The Sioux delegations in Washington are becoming more and more dissatisfied. They are
suspicious ef every one around them, and refuse
;
to listen to reason,
‘Washington despatches deny the assertion that
a general grasshopper plague is imminent in
the West.
On the contrary,
extraordinarily
large crops of small grains ave expected.

FOREIGN.
The meeting of the Canadian
further prorogued to June 26,

{
I

Parliament

is

The Fanfulla of Rome, a ministerial -orgun,
authoritatively states that the Pope hus resolved
L

to convoke the Vaticun council again at an early
date to discuss ecclesiastical reforms.
The Pall Mall Gazette traces the late war

rumors to the circular note from Bismaik
cerning the reorganiz ation of the French
which was not rightly understood,
A

It is suggested that for purposes of identifica~
tion (of eriminals), it is enly necesfiry to ger a

distinct photograph of the palm of one haud,taken in a strong oblique light,

as to bring

out

the markings onsy.
This will be found a
map, it is said, never alike in two persons; no

for it,

Count Arnim

the

new

A bill has been passed by the Michigan Legislature, und approved by the Governor, requiring
railroad companies, in case of accidents results
ing in the death of any person on their road, to

resident Coronor.

The Good Samaritan

will begin June 15.

Sharkey, the murderer. is on the steamer
Crescent City, en route to New York, in charge
of Detective Davies,
In the
French Assembly,
Wednesday,
M.
Batbie announced the resignation of twenty-one
members of the committee of thirty. The president of the Assembly stated that elections would
be held to fill the vacancies thus créxted) in the
committee,
A correspondent of the London Bakiy
Telegraph reports tht the German ambassador at
Brussels is instructed to request the Belzian 20vernment to pr Yibi religious processions, and
that the object of this manceuver isthe overthrow
of the Belgian cabinet.
The
correspondent
guarantees the accuracy of the report.
The consul at Cairo telegraphs tg the State de-

partment that Egypt aceepts the invitation to be

represented at Philadephia,

examinations

in cases
~

Bociety of Chicago

ing a good work for women In aiding

the

to a better life, and in assisting those out

is do-

fullen
of em-

ployment and without friends and homes and
places, thns removing them from temptation.
Places for over 400 have been found

duriug

past winter, One featuve of the works
dustrial Home,
Henson

G. Rains, a soldier

supposed

the burning of the steamer General
years ago, hasat last written to his

Golconda,

Ill, that

after

with a Lieutenant Butler
duys without food
or
alive, they were picked
left oifan island, where

remained ten years,

driffing

an

the

increased the
suffrage
and

Lyon, ten
friends st

on a plank

last he escaped

aboard the Brit sh man-of-war Vengeance, and
was taken4o London, and being sick, was plac.

ed in Guy’s Hospital, where he is now.
Last year the
were consumed

psi

i

following drugs, all imported,
in
this country:
arsenic,

Shmpler,

me

have

work for the kind

an

undue

It

If applied

amoust

of brain

quality of physical exer-

cise usually taken, would shampoo the head in
this manner about once a week, and then undertake ne more braid .svork until the following
morning, they would be surprised to find how
clear und strong the faculties
hud
become,
and there is reason to hope there would be
much less premature deeay of the mental facul-

Asa

toilet requisite, it is quite indispen-

suble. If used to rinse the mouth each time after
cleaning the teeth, it will prevent the gums from
becoming diseased or uncleanly., In short, in
all cases of allaying inflammation there is prob-

ably nothing better in materia medica.
erage strength of the solution
teaspoonful to a toilet glass
- New Yorker.

The

Pounds;

alap,
16,03
pounds; ipecac,
pounds;
Paris despaich says: Laboulaye, | pux vomica, 207,213 * pounds. There was also
Waddington, Vachberst, and other | imported $499,399 worth of vaecine virus.

Don't Worry

another,

'It is found

in

disease

the’ hospitals

of

that sur-

geons and physicians
who make a speciality of
certain diseases are Tne to die of it themselves;
and the mental power i8 so great that somnetimes

cople die of diseascs which
magination, W
in anticipation of

vessel.

they have

only in

ve sten a person sea-sick
H'voyage before reaching the

We buve known a person to die of eun-

cer in the stomach, when they

any

the

wife

other mortul disease.

had no eancer
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Cough
Hdl Cure
most sure and speedy

his

“3y/Small
and ex. 1824

This certifies that I have used C.ie Frost's Cough
and Humor Cure for some time, and can testify
its useful effects from experience. I heartily agree
Revs. I. D. Stewart, N.
Brooks, H, 8. Kimball, and J. C. Osgood, as to its
ue. '1donot intend to be without i bereater,
- atever its cost.
REV. C
IBBY.
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We. the undersigned, are personally acquainted
with Mise Richardson, and know thut the above
statementis true. We have used Frost's medieine
“for ten dart. And
A
always
lw) with good results, and do
cheérfu
mmendit to all sMicted with Coughs,
Colds or ing Difliculties.
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Weeks & Potter, wholesale agonts, Boston. At

retail by medicine dealers everywhere.

Books of Bound Music.
FULL

SHEET

MUSIC

Celebrated Plows,

SIZE!

Price of each book in Boards, $2.50; in Cloth, $3; Gilt, $4.

GEMS OF GERMAN SONG, 216 pages.
GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG, 200 pp.
GEMS OF SACRED SONG, 200 pp.
WREATH OF GEMS, 200 pages,

GEMS OF STRAUSS,

250 pp.

one of the principal

exports of Egypt.
In 1860,.1,090 ¢wt. only were
_exported
from that country, while last year
3,490,080 cwt. were exported, the value being
£770,000.
Englund took nearly the whole of this
quantity.
The only manufactory of wooden skewers in

Address,
for
Prices
and full

Vocal.
Vocal,
Vocal.
Voea',

T.B. HUSSEY, North Berwick, Me.

Trees, Shrubs, Plants,

Bulbs, Seeds, Fertilizers, Tools, Rustic and Wire

Tastrument al.

or

mun

and works better than otber kinds of paper.
hear from you when you wish either

Work, Flower Pots, Vases, Trellises, Ferneries, Florists’ Requisites, Garden Furniture and Decorstions,
in variety;

A

REMONT,

out every day.
A rare collection of artificially colored plants
from China is on exhibition in the great glass
house of the acclimatization gardens in the Bois

the. hollow of a man’s band.

N.
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Papers,

Best
Tints,
Fatent
Washable
| Mints, Frescoes and Decorations:
Htogether with about 50,000 Rolls of
| Satine, Blanks and Buffs,
|
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Attention ix

specially called to the new

| and beautiful pi 20
les now

opening, direct

| from manufacturers, comprising the finest

goods

{be

ever

found

in

displayed
few

here,~such
as can

other

stores

east

of

| Boston, These goods will be sold at the
lawest cash prices,

oF Samples and
oes cheeriully furnished, by mail or otherwise.
of

Shades

latest

Stationery

and Curtain

styles

in every

and

Fir

improved

variety,

School

Books, Pictures and Frames, Motfois, Fancy Good s. T
s aud
TravelBags. Bats, Balls and Games.
New Books at publishers’ lowest prices.
Please call and

JOHN

H.

-

look at the goods and Bote

M.
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“Opposite City Hall, Dover.

i
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D Catarrh,
Bronchitis,
sumption, Throat Affection
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BosToN' WHOLESALE PRICES
For the week ending May 12,1433.
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Ove of the most curious

things in the collection is a dwarf oak that
nearly 100 years old, It is about 20 inches
finger, or, say,
bight, its trunk js as thick as
inch in diameter, and “its roots will hardly
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CL

of Foreign

NJ. T. WELLS,

No.

We do the whole thing.

made to order.

whence millions of them are shipped to. England.
hickory
from
They are made by machimery
Between 80,000 and 90,000 are turned
blocks.

de Boulogue, Paris,

a choice tok

Nursery and Creenhouss productions,

| Paper or Books

the world, it is supposed, exists in Toledo, Ohio,
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HUSSEY’S

Containing the Creme de la Creme of all
Vocal and Instrumental Music.

PAGES

$

MR. & MRS, J. B. NOURSE.
LAKE VILLAGE,N. H., Oct. 28, 1874.
C. C. Frost—Dear Sir: My wife wishes
me to write
and say to you that she considers your Cough and
Humor Cure the great remedy for sick hesdache.
She had been sadly afilicted for
and found no
relief until she tried your medicine.
Now, after
usiog eight bottles of the C. and H. Cure, she considers herself entirely cured.
Yours truly,
REV. H, 8. RIMBALL.
This medicine can be obtained of C. C, Frost
Manchester, N. H., and of G. C. Goodwin & Co. ,and

58 “Oy

8..
Do.0. Hh sheetten. ¥B..1}oanM

and

re BOUT WELL.

————

Dr. C. C. Frost—Dear Sir: It affords me pleasure
to give by testimony in favor of your invaluable
édicin e. Having been aficted with the Liver
medicine tor five Jers, and tried various kinds of
edicine without e!

10 @ 1 30 [Pepper........ 17 8..18
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:
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DOVER, N
30, 1874.
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fon to think he has disease will produce that
disease, This we see eftected when the mind ix
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Lemons, boa

present year,—so as to include
other incidentals,—Rural New

oi any Pi
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concefitrated

ed

senses

in the. penitentiary. the

Cotton seell is becoming

av-

To retam or recover health, persons should
be relieved (from anxiety concerning
disease.
The mind has power over the body.
For a per-

Intensely

16} @ i}
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PIANISTS ALBUM, 220 pp.
lostrumental.
trees, occupying
fruit
There are 20,000,000
ORGAN AT HOME, 200 pieces. Fon Beep
500,000 acres, in the United States.
ORGAN.
States are
Half the counties of the United
The above books are uniform in style and binding,
are
wonderfully ¢he ip for the cohtents, are sold by
kind.
any
of
fertilizers
cultivated. without
all rincipal music dealers, and will be gent to any
manthe
iu
engage
will
Canada
in
company
A
address for retail prices.
utacture of India-rubber from the common milk- OLIVER DITSON & €0,,
‘CHAS, H, DITSON & CO,
weed.
8
711 Br'dway, N.Yorx
Boston,
21f
The largest agriculturdl society in the world
is the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
A LARGE QUANTITY OF
which has 5846 members on its roll. It was |
founded thirty yeurs ago. ©
Grimm, of Jefferson, Wis., is one of
Adam
His erop:
the largest honey raisers in the world.
for last year was 25,919 pounds, and his apiary
Kept constantly on hand. Can furnish’ almost any
"contains 1,158 colonies.
size or weight ealled for, at a day’s notice. It is all
It is stated that the Grange organization has
=,
A
<!
Ss:
during the last made of
of Iowa
the farmers
saved
$1,500,000.
of
sum
handsome
the
twelve months

should be a small
of water.— Rural
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PRINTING PAPER

If clergymen, tegchers, aud
and

Prime....:.

OPERATIC PEARLS, 200 pages.
Voeal.
SHOWER OF PEARLS, 200 pp. Vocal Duets.
Items.
"SILVER CHORD, 200 pages.
Yoeal.
HOME CIRCLE, Vol. I. 216 pp. Inslrumental.
‘
Sp
B—
HOME CIRCLE, Vol. I1.230 pp. Instrumental.
One-fifili of the entire area of Illinois is a corn
PIANO AT HOME, 250 pp.
Piano Duets,
field.
MUSICAL
TREASURE,
225
pp.
Vocal
& Ins’l.
year
Inst
charily
in
out
paid
Granges
_ Towa
PIANOFORTE GEMS, 220 pp. Instrumental,
;
7,327.00.
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off Cape Hatteras four
drink,more dead than
up by a schooner and
Butler died and Rains

In March

others, -who
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Figs common.

farmer lies the

babits of

Illinois Wives

nothingto support

In-

lost by

the

L, BOSTON.

THE ROSS BOY
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30 @ 2 40
6. 97 | MATTOW....
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wife’s earnings con not be touched by her
husband or his creditors. A married Woman
can acquire, possess, and sell real and person.
al property as freely as a married man can.
This list of abilitiesis expected to be largely

water; let the person thus suffering remain “in

of the hendache,

BY P,P. BLISS,
Is having & more extended sale than any book of a
similar character ever before
issued: 1he demand
for specimen Sopies $¥hich are sept by mail on re.
oeipt of30 ots.) is in near Hy every edge followed b
large orders,
wing that the contents of the book
are its sure recommendation, Address all orders to
the publishers.

16 00 g17 00

28 %

do.

Citron. seeveiss 25
Pea Nuts..

wite can, upon obtaining an order from a court of
record, manage his property absolutely.
The
wife is not at all liable for the busbaud’s debts
ineurred before marriage, and only in exceptional circumstances for those incurred afterward.
She can manage any business independently,
except in case of a’partnership, which she can
pat enter without her husband’s cousent.
A

a quiet, well-ventilated room until the hair is entirely or quite dry, and, if possible, indulge ina
short sleep, and there will hardly remain a trace

ties,

With the

time, or if imprisoned

in the same manner as in washing the hair, the
result is wonderful, It may be used quite strong,
after which rinse the hair carefully ‘with’ clean

number of abandoned horses killed 62; number
of cattle killed, 98; di-abled horses ordered oft
the street, 150; horses condemned by agents of
the Society, and killed by the owners, 89; number of persons admonished for apparent unnecessary cruelty, 2.183. It has expended during
the year, $2,723.16.

con. | Prompuy notify the nearest

trial of

does

of fines, $887;

vear; arrests made, 47; amount

saloons,

Tf the husband stays out of the State a year

has also been found by many to be of invaluable

service in case of nervous headache.

.

Currants.......

They
can,—blessed
privilege,~sue their own
particular tyrants. When a husband deserts his
wife, the latter has the custody of her children.

by'

glossy.

leans | /

.. @..

Moss, best

|

——
The married women of Illinois acquired by the
law of 1874 the right to do almost everything.

564
the

#d'Spaniards bad arrived from Los Cruces, where | (jon, to make similar
/Valmaseda still holds bis headquarters, The where no deaths occur.
4
. Spanish arroy does not seem to make much progThe Berlin Post asserts that

What

The Illinois Humane
cases of cruelty were

Society report that
attended to during

%

evesidges

uging it simply as a gurgle.
As a wash for the
head, it not only leaves the scalp very white and

clean, but renders the hair soft and
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Don’t, My, Farmer, deter your sons {rom

and drinking

do

army,

ress; and is going into summer quarters,

be cured

The Truth
That Gospel Songs,
Ts"

HAY.
Cassia, ¥ ® gold, 8 8 a3
Eastern and Nor ther)
822 00 |CIOVeS.ssaesseie 8
home. Make the old home so attractive that they | ¥ Ton.....s 16 00
Country Hay
u v8
will prefer it to lounging round in stores, hotels
ulmegs,eeces M 10081
27 00 ing
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It may be in‘eresting to some to kuow that a
weak solution of borax water snuffed up the
nostrils, causing
it ‘to pass through by the
nasal passage to the throat,
then ejecting it
from the mouth, will greatly
relieve catarrh,
and in cases vot too obstinate or long-standing,
will,if persevered in,efiect a permanent cure. Tt
is also of great value in case of inflamed or weak
eyes. Mike a solution {not too strong),and bathe
the eye by opening
and
shutting it two or
three times in the water.
This can be done by
means of an eye cup, or equally well by holding
a handful of the water to the eve, Another difficulty, with which inany persons are afflicted is
an irritation or Inflammation of the membrane
lining the cavities of the nose, which becomes
azgravated by the slightest cold,often causing
great pain, This can be greatly relieved,if not
entirely cured, by suuffing borax water up the
nostrils two or three times a day. The most

may

de,

re

reading; supply them with books and papers,
and striveto have them spend their evenings at

regponsibility of making
deny it who may.”

& CO.,

Pork,
Extra Clear.. 06 00 g28 00

5 75

that you wanted a day for recreation, gunnig;
ete. They will work hard enough to make up

———

difficult cases of sore throat

Family...

by music, family reading and discussions upon
the general topics of the day. I think, if such

in a magazine.
taken into the

$3.60 per

D. Lothrop & Co.,

Almondg—
Soft Shell....
Shelled vuvus

R

issued

Specimen

2 {JOHN CHURCH ,& Co., Cincinnati,0.

a

measures should be carried out, the great majority of farmers’ sons would not be in sucha
hurry to leyve home, Treat your sons kindly}
remember that you were boys yourselves, and

CHURCH

or to
PROVISIONS,
| Beet—Mess,
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ever
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best book
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French Yellow:. EH
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the social instincts of his family are cultivated

disguise, short of actual disfigurement, will
away with the differences.

They are also required to notify the State Railroad Commission-r of all accidents.
It is made
his duty to examine into all the causes of futal
letter states that some 200 wound- | yecidents, and lie is empowered, in his discre-

Havana

A late
ng

so

Medium...

has money at interest, then I contend he should
pay some attention to the inside comfort.and
adornment of his home.
He should see tot that

Borax.
ee

dn

FLOUR AND M
St. Lows, ext.5 00

Yorker.

enterprising young physician in that city, has
lately been added tothe Faculty, -occupying the

Forest fires are raging in New York, New
Jersey acd Pennsylvania, causing immense dam-

bas

bi »

1 00 @ bl 1
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tee. 21 00

choice extra §
Westra sup... 4
com. extras
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great that he imbibes a dislike for the old, cheerand
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and customs prevalent
towns, the contrastis so

“a farmer ows a (arm

Neatsfoot¥gal
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difference in the
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less home,and hard, close life led upon

hiees
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zine,ground in, 3

live in a very iv-

himself, . and into the extreme

“orker,

The Lewiston (Me) School for Medical Instruction enters upon its fifth year under fayora’
ble auspices. Dr. E. B. Weston, a popular and

passes through

188

y

SONGS!

Rl

Sheetings and Shirtings—
Heavy 4-4..... 10{8.. 11

ferior style. Too many farmers’ homes are large
and cheerless inside, and .the outside is ditto.
Now, when a farmer’s son does go out into
the world; and has a chance to look around for

Milk is a very nutritious article of diet,but many
need to know in what way it should be employed so as not to derange the health.—Rural New

have just been, put on for the season.

Detailed reports of the conflagration at Osceola; Pa., show that two hundred and fifty houses

Any ome who

28

DOMESTICS.

for their

Attractive.

have money at interest, wlio

eaten with bread or oat meal properly prepared,
In this way, it can be better substituted ~ for
other animal food than to use it as a drink.

the reputation of

lc 4

o'

19 Orde

@os

3

000

try ‘can say this is true. I think in nine cases out
of ten the fault is with the farmers themselves,
There are many men who own large farms and

stomach, is converted almost info a solid. curd
by the heat and the acid given off by that organ

this company furnishes, are winning the old
‘ Fall River line” new patrons daily.
The palatial steamers, * Bristol” and ** Providence”

Declaration of Independence,

oh

which

Farm

|ooner

Low Middling, 16{8...16}

-

the

@.. 52

Mid. to gd mid. gle

“1 know of many farmers who say their sons
do not like the furm, and have gone into the

July, it being the 100th anniversary of Wash. SILY OF St. Petersburg;

Ing ceremonies
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no life of themselves; they’
of life, tenements

nm

COTTON?

Men

sult:

: Actoriiiug o's Rostien ours) Shere are pe
mm the
female students
hundred
ess than two

the multitude.

asleep.

farmers read it and see it the guiit lies at their
door; if so, try the other way and note the re-

combining with potash and the soda which the
milk contained and
which was
mecessary fo
keep it in a state of solution.
Jain, faculty of Medicine and Surgery of the Univer
a
“The watery portion being
separated
and
absorbed, the gastric juice finds it difficult to
There is Baid to be an alarming inerecase of penetrate ana break down the remaining curd,
ington’s taking command of the army, at Camwhich now acts as a crude and indigestible sulprogramme of the exercises is gambling among the higher classes of English
bridge. A
stance in the stomaclf, giving rise by reflex acpeople. The Duchess of Manchester is reported
given.
tion to headuche, andby its irritating presence,
to have lost $70,000 during the past year.
The widow of President Lincoln has been deinterfering with the digestion of other substanThere was placed in Lewiston post-office, a
clared insane by a Chic ago court and removed to
ces that may be going on. In consequence, the
few days since, a letter addressed toa man in
LS
an asylum.
" contents pass out of the stomach in an imper“ Scoraginn,
Main.”
The
postmaster, with
fectly-digested condition, and in their subsequent
George H. Price, the express messenger who great ingenuity, said, try ‘‘ Skowhegun”—and
course through the system are not properly askilled the robber in his car on the Pittsburg and sure enough the letter found its owner there.
simiiated; and on arriving at the liver, clog that
Fort Wayne Railroad a few days since, has been
By dhe recent decision of Judge Dillon, of the great strainer of the blood. The bile not being
voted $1000 gold by the board of managers of
U.S. District court, the eastern terminus of properly poured out of this ‘organ, the blood in
Adams Express Company.
passing through it becomes impregnated with
The centennial celebration of the Mecklinburg the Union Pacific Road is tixed at Council Bluffs,
bilious matter, which is carried on through the
(N. C.) de cjgration of independence took place and the company to be compelled to operate the
circulation,
showing
its effect in the
yellow
road
as
a
continuous
line
including
the
bridge
were
There
ay.
Thursd
and
day
on Wednes
tinge of the éyes and skin and oceasfoning those
river
from Om+ha
to Council
speeches by Mayor Johnston and Governor across the
general
unpleasant ‘symptoms
comprehended
Brogden, an oration by the Hon. John Kerr, and | Bluffs,
under the term of biliousness.”
the processions, illuminations and fireworks inThe tide of travel between New Eugland and
There is no doubt milk can be emplayed us a
cident to occasions of the kind.
New York is again centering upon the Fall Rivarticle of food for
was re-elected er line. Since the line went iato the hands of healthful and economical
General Joseph R. Hawley
most
people,
when
cooked
with
rice apd eggs
comCentennial
president of the United States
the Old Colony railroad,it has become more pop- or in various kinds of puddings, bread toasts, or
mission, Friday. The committee on the open- ular than ever, and the guarantees of safe and

and subsequently addressed

full

induced to leave home, and. it seems to us that
he has the balance of truth on his side.
Let the

class of persons milk is highly relished and pro‘motes the highest health when used in 8 judi
cious manner’ with. bread, oat meal, "or other
farinaceons food. "T'hé: reason’why milk shonld
be used in connection with farinaceous foods

Pratt are dbtively at work preparing for the|
Carpenter—“Well,my young manshow are you
prosecution of the whiskey ring andevery person | getting on with those tools?” Young man—*fve
saw, sur,
ground all the tools but this yer
indirectly connected therewith.
9% %
all the gaps out of rsit!”
A Topeka, Kan. despatch, says Vice-Presic and T can’t get

dent Wilson arrived

in oth-

will

A writer in the Concord, N. H., Statesman
gives the reasons why farmers’ sons are so often

dislikes|,

symptoms,

Yorkepe

‘Make

aside without serious

dudes headache and feverish

rew

the

in

that the Convention insert a. clause

New

trouble. It is known by experience that milk
does not agree with aH persons,
In some it pro-

asking

Convention,

Constitutional

set

RiQuesess verses 18

souls, and the will has much to do in continuing
the physical occupancyer giving it up,—Rural

that

of éome, while they disagree with others, You
can not always dictate to the stomach what is

large

They buildsays:
paper
Towa

to defer the publication from the 15th to the 22d
"

therefore,

in Burlington,
was erected
the first house 20,120
memoirs | i, 0now
inhabitants.”
it contains

ted Yow: Richmond,
appoin
Presiden
at Cork.
consul
Island, his
Rhode
of The

instant,

inferred,

years

The last Texas legislature fixed the
compensation of teachers in the public

to pen-

at 10 cents per d4¥ for each pupil present.

is so great that the Appletons

be

nutrition are not relished alike, and that the
natural appetite must to some extent at least
be gratified in order to secure the proper digostion and assimilation of foods.
Thus
we have certain kinds of food that, in
comm
phrase, *‘set well on the stomach?”

sions is 82444.

The demand for General Sherman’s
were

It must

bodies have

are only receptacles

and

milk ut'é to8 cents per quart is the cheapest,
animal food that can be used, But grauting
that all this may be true, there are some important considerations that seem to be overlooked
in urging the substitution of milk for other kinds
of food. One of which is that all foods of equal

There are 35,000 post offices in the country,and
they use in one year 700.000,000 stamps.
The
New York post office alone uses 120,000,000 a

i

it§) healthfulness

St, Domingo... 18 3

by their souls and not by their - bodies.

Their

of

and corned beef at 17 cents as dear as milk at

forpia life,

year.

Jive

enter in-

among those

that sirloin steak (recovering loss from bone)
at 85 cents per pound is as dear as milk at 24
cents a quart; round steak at 20 cents a pound
as dear as milk at 14 cents a quart; eggs at 30
cents a dozen, as dear as milk at 20 cents a quart,

8

from Italy, has- been

“The pension bureau estimates that the number
of survivors of the Mexican war entitled

limited

- It is said that Gustav Dore is to receive $50,000
for a series
Shakespeare.

consumption

quantity of water in good milk'is 86 ‘to 87 per

bh

are not
in the

to

)

general

away as easily as a child

cent,, while round steak contains 70" per cent.,
in fatter beef there is 60 per cent,, and in eggs
about Ri cent, His deductions, from analyses
of ani
food us *compared with milk, are

Special railway trains are run for those attend.
ing tire revival meetings in London.

the desired ter-

ritory ; the rest would be purchased.
The supporters of the whiskey ring
only working hard to obtain a victory
law

once:

to more
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he has little or no attachment to life,he will slip

has
and

adaptation to {he gemeral taste should recommend its extensive use among all classes.
As to economy, Dr. Wiggins remarks that the
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value. as com-

is often quoted to show that it should
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As a man thinketh so he is, If he wills not to
die, he can often live in- spite of .disease; and if

is generally

pared with other articles of animal food
been given by Dr. Wiggins of Providence

mending the clock.

Improv ing one’s time;

in one week eight convicts, sentenced to the ly ‘a ose left? A noise;
a word always prongunced wiong; wrong,
penitentiary for long terms.
John C. Breekinridge, mmajor-general and secThe salarymccount of Brooklyn city officials
died in amounts to $300.000 annually.
retary of war in the Confederate service,
;
o
.
Lexington, Ky., Monday.
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men ure saved; and it is by their faith they die.
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